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The focus of this thesis is an analysis of the state of integration and underlying connections between 

strategic management and sustainable development. The primary research problem is the inherent 

logical contradictions of these concepts and their underlying assumptions which have formerly been 

studied from various perspectives; these studies have found such integration incomplete. Though 

previous reviews exist mainly with respect to the specific concept of corporate sustainability, an up-

to-date and thorough bibliometric analysis investigating the convergence of the two fields from a 

broader integrative perspective is yet lacking. To address this gap, the research question formulated 

is: How has the emergence of sustainable development affected strategic management research over 

time? To answer, a longitudinal analysis utilizing bibliometric co-citation and co-word techniques, 

social network analysis, and an investigation of the evolution of structural network properties, using 

data retrieved from the databases Web of Science and SCOPUS, was performed. The findings 

highlight the past evolution of the research space from a bidimensional split between environmental 

and social aspects to a tridimensional quest for integration in search of perspective, rooted in weak 

sustainability definitions and found lacking in acknowledging the role of systems and systems 

thinking. The key theoretical contribution of this thesis arises from the centrality synthesis which 

provides an overview of the most central works and themes found in the convergent space; 

secondarily, the discussion calls into question the ongoing relevance of currently dominant research 

paradigms and suggests a step back in reassessing some basic theoretical assumptions underpinning 

the research gap. For practitioners, the discussion might provide a better understanding of the 

underlying logic and current state of the academically defined relationship between strategic 

management and sustainable development, while possibly discovering clues as to how they—as 

managers and executives—can integrate a strong sustainability orientation in their own organizational 

roles and organizations. 
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Tämä pro gradu tutkielma keskittyy analysoimaan strategisen johtamisen ja kestävän kehityksen 

välisiä yhteyksiä ja keskinäistä integraatiota. Pääasiallinen tutkimusongelma nousee näiden 

käsitteiden välimaastossa vallitsevista loogisista vastakkainasetteluista ja taustaolettamusten 

eroavaisuuksista, joita on aiemmin tutkittu erinäisistä näkökulmista; nämä tutkimukset eivät ole 

pääasiallisesti löytäneet riittäviä todisteita integraatiosta. Aiemmat katsaustutkimukset ovat pitkälti 

keskittyneet corporate sustainability näkökulmaan, ja laajempaa integratiivista perspektiiviä 

pääasiallisten tutkimusaiheiden välimaastoon ei ole riittävästi tutkittu. Tähän vastausta etsitään 

tutkimuskysymyksellä: Kuinka kestävän kehityksen ilmaantuminen on vaikuttanut strategisen 

johtamisen tutkimukseen viime vuosikymmeninä? Ongelmaa lähestytään bibliometrisellä 

pitkittäistutkimuksella käyttäen co-citation sekä co-word analyysimenetelmiä, verkostoanalyysiä, 

sekä verkostojen rakenteellista kehitystä analysoiden, käyttäen dataa tietokannoista Web of Science 

ja SCOPUS. Löydökset korostavat tutkimusalueen kehitystä kaksijakoisesta ympäristöllisen ja 

sosiaalisen näkökulman jaosta kolmijakoiseen integroivaan näkökulmaan, jonka keskiössä on 

perspektiivin etsiminen ja joka juurtuu heikkoon kestävän kehityksen määritelmään eikä anna riittävää 

tunnustusta systeemien ja systeemitason ajattelun rooleille. Pääasiallinen teoreettinen arvo teoksesta 

nousee käsitteellisestä centrality-synteesistä, mikä antaa yksinkertaistetun yleiskuvan keskeisimmistä 

teoksista ja termeistä tutkimusalueen sisällä; toiseksi, keskustelu asettaa mahdollisesti 

kyseenalaiseksi vallitsevien taustaolettamusten ja välitilassa olemassaolevien tutkimusajatusmallien 

jatkuvan relevanssin, ehdottaen askelta taaksepäin ko. olettamusten soveltuvuuden 

uudelleenarvioinnin suhteen. Managereille keskustelu tuo esiin pääasiallisten tutkimusalojen välisen 

maaston logiikat ja niiden käsitteelliset tunnusmerkit, ja samalla johdattelee ajattelemaan, miten he 

managereina voisivat integroida kestävän kehityksen periaatteita omiin organisaatioihinsa ja 

rooleihinsa. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

“Modern management theory is constricted by a fractured epistemology, which 

separates humanity from nature and truth from morality. Reintegration is 

necessary if organizational science is to support ecologically and socially 

sustainable development.”  

- Gladwin, Kennelly and Krause (1995, p. 874) 

 

The field of strategic management (SM) arguably appears to have been historically 

insufficiently focused on modern commonly recognized sustainability principles (which are 

manifest in e.g. the Sustainable Development Goals [SDGs] or their predecessors, the 

Millennium Development Goals [MDGs], as formulated by the United Nations), primarily 

having treated the concept of sustainability through the economically-driven lenses of 

sustainable firm performance or competitive advantage (Porter, 1980; Porter and Collins, 1985; 

Barney, 1991). Stronger integration of such principles influencing the traditional dogma of SM 

seems more necessary than ever in the face of critically stretching non-linearly functioning 

planetary-scale system boundaries (Rockström et al., 2009; Whiteman, Walker and Perego, 

2013; Steffen et al., 2015). The acknowledgment of these boundaries has highlighted the need 

for systems-lead approaches when analysing and transitioning (Rauschmayer, Bauler and 

Schäpke, 2015) toward sustainability. 

 

Though communities of management scholars exist within the Academy of Management 

(AOM), specializing in the social (“social issues in management”) and environmental streams 

(“organizations and the natural environment”) (Academy of Management, 2019), a holistically 

integrated approach to sustainable development (SD) in management science remains elusive. 

It has recently become clear that organizations and businesses with access to significant 

amounts of capital have a key role in inspiring, guiding, innovating for, and directing resources 

to the sustainable development process (Heikkurinen and Bonnedahl, 2013; Kiron et al., 2017) 

with great potential for also profiting from such activity (Kiron, Kruschwitz and Haanaes, 

2012). Assuming therefore, that organizations and businesses are at the heart of the transition 

toward sustainability, and strategic management is a core academic discipline concerned with 

the management of these organizations, there appears to exist a need to integrate SD principles 

to the core knowledge, theories, and activities of SM research, thereby aligning it in an 

inherently sustainable way across all the primary value dimensions (economic, social, 
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environmental) instead of only in economic terms. Bansal (2019) further claims that SD is not 

merely a research context toward this end, but it is in fact an emerging research paradigm 

deserving a place in management science in its own right; one that requires “multi-level, multi-

disciplinary, and dynamic analysis” and further includes normative assumptions toward social 

equity and is equipped with a pre-set theoretical lens leaning on systems not understood as 

snapshots-in-time, but rather as evolutionary constructs over time. Similar ideas are echoed by 

Whiteman et al. (2013), who note a need for better understanding how the roles of firms and 

industries contribute to the macro-scale construction of the world characterised by system 

dynamics, and who further remark there is little overlap between sustainability as it appears in 

the natural sciences and that which is discussed in management science. This overarching 

landscape—or the intersection between SM and SD research—is of specific interest in this 

thesis. 

 

While research focused on corporate sustainability (CS) and corporate social responsibility 

(CSR) has increasingly discussed the environmental and social dimensions of sustainability 

and SD (Amini and Bienstock, 2014; Montiel and Delgado-Ceballos, 2014; Morioka and de 

Carvalho, 2016) in a management context, their premises have been so far insufficiently 

integrated into the core field of strategic management (Engert, Rauter and Baumgartner, 2016). 

Practitioner-lead conceptualizations such as the Triple Bottom Line (TBL) (Elkington, 1997, 

2004) and Creating Shared Value (CSV) (Porter and Kramer, 2011) have emerged as 

alternative frameworks for incorporating sustainability in business, while a newer 

conceptualization has also emerged in management science as manifest in the more generic 

term business sustainability (BST) (Gao and Bansal, 2013; Dyllick and Muff, 2015). On the 

other side, strategic organizational approaches to SD have emerged e.g. in the form of a 

framework for strategic sustainable development (FSSD) (Broman and Robèrt, 2017). Despite 

the growing recognition of these issues at face value, recent research has found companies 

facing sustainability issues are still in-practice often rationalizing their concerns down to 

“business-as-usual” approaches (Wright and Nyberg, 2017). 

 

Although previous literature has investigated these streams of CS (Linnenluecke and Griffiths, 

2013; Amini and Bienstock, 2014; Montiel and Delgado-Ceballos, 2014; Engert, Rauter and 

Baumgartner, 2016) and CSR (Garriga and Melé, 2004; Zhao, Zhang and Kwon, 2017) as 

distinct approaches, Bansal and Song (2017) argue there exists a significant nomological 
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confusion surrounding the use of these terms that has caused an intertwining of the streams 

leading to reduced construct clarity and focus in both. There exists literature using the two 

almost interchangeably, or closely in conjunction with each other (Baumgartner, 2014; Kudłak 

and Low, 2015) or one as a subset of the other (Bansal, 2005). In the face of such confusion, 

and the volume growth in scientific publishing overall (Zupic and Čater, 2015), qualitative 

literature reviews can provide limited insights to the topic at large and are prone to subjective 

biases; therefore more quantitative approaches utilizing bibliometric methods may provide 

increased and more objective understanding (Vogel and Güttel, 2013; Zupic and Čater, 2015) 

toward how this confusion may have arisen over time, as well as in uncovering unexpected 

patterns and schools of thought; however, these methods cannot act as substitutes for traditional 

literature reviews but rather serve as their complements (Zupic and Čater, 2015). While 

bibliometric reviews using co-citation techniques focused on the gap have been done in the 

past, they are no longer recent (e.g. Linnenluecke and Griffiths, 2013), they do not employ a 

longitudinal angle, nor do they utilize multiple bibliometric techniques but tend to rely on a 

single form such as a co-citation analysis. Thus, while earlier qualitative and quantitative 

reviews exist, they are specifically looking at the developments within the streams of CS and 

CSR; they lack a longitudinal angle and utilize a unidimensional method; and a generally 

broader integrative review approach intersecting SM and SD without a focus on specific 

concepts burdened by their underlying theoretical dependencies appears to be missing in the 

literature. A bibliometric multi-method longitudinal research design can provide quantitative 

evidence to complement and more objectively evaluate the claims, arguments, and 

developments made by the earlier qualitative reviews, and highlight the overarching 

developments that span the boundaries of any individual streams toward a more holistic view 

of how SD has been present in SM research via identification of central citations and keywords. 

 

The aim of this thesis is to explore this academic intersection between SM and SD using 

quantitative bibliometric approaches with a focus on dynamics of the developments of an 

intellectual field over time (Zupic and Čater, 2015) in conjunction with social network analysis 

techniques (Wasserman and Faust, 1994) used to visualize evolutionary patterns (Chen and 

Morris, 2003) in the service of identifying the dominant research topics and debates (Vogel 

and Güttel, 2013) underlying the current scientific discourse as it has appeared over the recent 

decades in management and organizational science. These approaches can provide an overview 

of the evolutionary developments and the historical state and elements of integration existing 
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within the intersection. A part of this aim is also to discover whether the emerging SD research 

paradigm suggested by Bansal (2019) has solid roots within these developments, and how it 

appears and emerges as part of the broader landscape that is less limited to and rooted in pre-

existing theoretical constructs such as CS and CSR. The outcome of this thesis is therefore a 

part-literature-review, part-literature-and-conceptual-analysis, that discusses the literature and 

its elements more through the results of the investigation rather than at its outset. 

1.1 Background, concepts, and research gap 

The aforementioned characterization of the intersection teases the idea of the research gap. This 

gap is characterized by a general contradictory juxtaposition of concepts and approaches with 

respect to each other, where several of the key dimensions appear in conflict with each other. 

The following sub-chapters seek to further delineate these contradictions and conflicts. 

1.1.1 Strategic management 

SM as a research field has its primary roots in strategic planning and structure (Chandler, 1962), 

corporate strategy (Ansoff, 1965), industrial organization and market dynamics (Porter, 1979; 

Porter and Collins, 1985); having more recently nudged more in-depth toward the internal 

resources (Wernerfelt, 1984; Barney, 1991; Peteraf, 1993) and capabilities (Teece, Pisano and 

Shuen, 1997; Teece, 2007; Helfat and Peteraf, 2015) of firms. In general terms, the field has 

shifted from the earlier more static views toward accepting a more emergent and somewhat 

less controlled view of how strategies are implemented in practice (Mintzberg, 1978). Further 

sub-streams focused on for instance managing knowledge (Grant, 1996), core competences 

(Prahalad and Hamel, 1990), and the relations within the networks of companies in their 

operating environment (Dyer and Singh, 1998) have later sprung forth building on the resource-

based (RBV) and dynamic capability views (DCV). The unifying activity of the field appears 

to be the search for competitive advantage, whether sustainable or sustained (Barney, 1991; 

Herrmann, 2005); or temporary (O’Shannassy, 2008; D’Aveni, Dagnino and Smith, 2010). 

More recent research into competitive advantage has delved into topics such as competitive 

dynamics (Gnyawali and Madhavan, 2001; Chen and Miller, 2014; Menon and Yao, 2017), 

simultaneous exploration and exploitation (ambidexterity) (Stettner and Lavie, 2014), the role 

of property rights (Bel, 2018), simultaneous cooperation and competition (coopetition) 

(Nalebuff and Brandenburger, 1997; Bengtsson and Raza-Ullah, 2016), managerial cognition 

and behavioural aspects in strategy (Kaplan, 2011; Helfat and Peteraf, 2015; Laamanen et al., 
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2018; Menon, 2018), online communities and community advantage (Fisher, 2018), luck 

(Denrell, Fang and Liu, 2019), and organizational trust (Fainshmidt and Frazier, 2017) among 

others. While an in-depth examination into the roots and evolutionary tracks of strategic 

management in its own right is beyond the scope of this thesis, I acknowledge a number of 

articles delve into this topic in some depth already (Hoskisson and Hitt, 1999; Ramos-

Rodríguez and Ruíz-Navarro, 2004; Herrmann, 2005; Nerur, Rasheed and Natarajan, 2008). 

 

Some characteristics associated with SM, however, are well within the scope of this research 

and necessary to sufficiently refine the research gap. Laverty (1996) discusses one of these 

characteristics under terms of economic ‘short-termism’ as a likely contributor to the economic 

decline of the U.S. circa the publication time, warning of the dangers of undervaluing long-

term economic prospects by systematically prioritizing short-term gains, citing incentives 

toward such behaviour spawning from e.g. the stock market and the related quarterly 

profitability measurement structures, while arguing in favour of a more balanced approach 

between the two temporal orientations. More recently, the differing approaches to time and 

space in physical and social aspects of materiality as causing temporal disconnects between 

natural and human conceptions of environment (Bansal and Knox-Hayes, 2013), and the role 

of intertemporal trade-offs (Bansal and DesJardine, 2014) have also been recently discussed in 

more contemporary management contexts. 

 

Another key consideration is the concept of ‘sustainability’ itself, which is closely linked with 

the temporal dimension and which in the scope of SM has been typically associated with 

sustained existence of a firm over time as a form of economic sustainability (Aras and 

Crowther, 2009), sustainable profit generation (Jacobides, Winter and Kassberger, 2012), or 

sustainable or sustained competitive advantage (SCA) (Porter and Collins, 1985; Barney, 1991; 

O’Shannassy, 2008).  

 

The opening quote of the introduction section illustrates how SM has been historically 

criticized for being generally disconnected from considerations toward its environmental and 

societal contexts (as further discussed also by Dyllick and Hockerts, 2002; Whiteman et al., 

2013; and Starik and Rands, 1995), therefore existing as a type of isolated closed system 

operating without due consideration for the external environment enabling its existence. 
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1.1.2 Sustainable development 

SD has multiple roots and interpretations of how, why, and where it came to be, some of the 

most notable sources of contributing ideas arising from the Rio Conference (Report of the 

United Nations Conference on Environment and Development, 1992), The Tragedy of the 

Commons (Hardin, 1968), the Club of Rome report on limits to growth (Meadows et al., 1972), 

the Gaia hypothesis (Lovelock and Margulis, 1974), the World Commission on Environment 

and Development (WCED) report on ‘Our Common Future’ (Brundtland, 1987), and perhaps 

even earlier mentions from the predictions on geometric population growth leading to the 

insufficiency of the arithmetic rate of food production made by Malthus (1798). A more recent 

cautionary tale has appeared in the planetary boundaries as setting the planetary-scale rules 

needed to retain a “safe operating space for humanity” (Rockström et al., 2009; Biermann, 

2012; Steffen et al., 2015). 

 

One of the core premises of SD is the notion of systems (Meadows et al., 1972; Brundtland, 

1987; Levin, 1998; Folke, 2006; Liu et al., 2015), or more specifically complex adaptive 

systems (Levin, 1998; Whiteman et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2015). With the acceptance of this 

systems-premise sustainability can only truly make sense when placed onto a planetary scale-

context (Gray, 2010; Whiteman et al., 2013). In such a context, complex adaptive systems are 

comprised of human and natural actors in non-linear telecoupled configurations in which 

higher order behaviours arise cumulatively from the aggregation of lower order actions and 

their cumulative interactions and selection processes (Levin, 1998; Liu et al., 2015). In short, 

no actor can exist in isolation of other actors, and localized actions and interactions may carry 

cumulative consequences far and wide from their local contexts in often unpredictable ways. 

 

Some of the above approaches represent the idea that there exist thermodynamic and 

biophysical ‘hard’ limits within which humanity must learn to operate and going beyond which 

may adversely affect the future possibilities of human development, or even survival (Malthus, 

1798; Hardin, 1968; Meadows et al., 1972; Lovelock and Margulis, 1974; Steffen et al., 2015), 

while others adopt a ‘weaker’ approach by recognizing the nature of economic growth as 

unavoidable, thereby situating the concept of SD in the service of such growth while claiming 

the possibility of simultaneously achieving sustainability (Brundtland, 1987; Report of the 

United Nations Conference on Environment and Development, 1992). The hard limits school 

has recently regained some footing due to publications highlighting the current state of and 
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dangers of exceeding the planetary boundaries (Rockström et al., 2009; Whiteman et al., 2013; 

Steffen et al., 2015). Conversely, hypothetical arguments on behalf of weak sustainability (WS) 

approaches have been constructed to the effect that deliberate avoidance of economic growth 

may also diminish the value experienced by future generations by way of a reduced economic 

‘backbone,’ therefore making economic sustainability a priority over generic SD (Heikkurinen 

and Bonnedahl, 2013). There thus appears to remain room for debate with respect to fully 

defining the scope and ultimate meaning of SD in itself; more specifically with regard to 

whether the principle of infinite economic growth can be accepted as part of its tenets, or 

whether hard biophysical limits inevitably curb such developments. 

 

In summary, the hard limits thinking generally implies a ‘strong sustainability’ (SS) approach 

cognizant of systemic biophysical boundaries that may eventually curb economic growth, 

whereas the approaches prioritizing such growth can be considered a form of ‘weak 

sustainability’ (WS) as discussed further by Heikkurinen and Bonnedahl (2013), who make a 

salient note on the problem as follows: “as society and economy are subsystems of the 

ecosphere, their sustainability does not equal to [sic] the sustainability of the natural 

environment” and that the “solution to sustainable development is perceived to lie in the 

inherent character of the organisation.” This implies the placement of organizations, and more 

contextually organizational and management science, at front and centre of the grander global-

scale sustainability problem. However, treating and researching organizations without 

recognition of the socio-ecological systems in which they are embedded will ultimately not 

lead to sustainably optimal outcomes at scale; this disconnect is aptly illustrated by Gray's note 

(2010): “to assume that the notion of ‘sustainability’ has tangible meaning at the level of 

organisation is to ignore all we know about sustainability.”  

1.1.3 Intersection as the research gap 

The WCED report (Brundtland, 1987) typically serves as the somewhat commonly accepted 

conversation starter and provides its core definition as follows: “humanity has the ability to 

make development sustainable to ensure that it meets the needs of the present without 

compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” However, the follow-

up sentence is reveals it is slightly leaning toward WS; this follow-up is oft left out of the 

discussions utilizing the above primary definition (Brundtland, 1987):  
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“the concept of sustainable development does imply limits - not absolute limits but 

limitations imposed by the present state of technology and social organization on 

environmental resources and by the ability of the biosphere to absorb the effects 

of human activities. But technology and social organization can be both managed 

and improved to make way for a new era of economic growth.”  

Though this follow-up recognizes biophysical limits, it also somewhat subordinates these limits 

to the service of economic growth. It is worth noting this is by no means the only rooting 

paradigm for SD, and the popularity of its definition may be attributable to ambiguity in its 

interpretation (Mebratu, 1998). 

 

The importance of clarifying the topic in the realm of management science and the relevance 

of the integration of these principles is also echoed in the Academy of Management’s (AOM) 

2018 annual meeting theme: “Improving Lives”—albeit the agenda implies a degree of 

confusion regarding the AOM’s role as the program calls for imagining a world where 

organizations concerned themselves with creating better societies—the phrasing here 

suggesting such a world is not a current reality; and in the introductory discussion which yet 

states the “role of organizations and the responsibility of improving lives is unclear” (Coyle-

Shapiro, 2018). While AOM also hosts communities dedicated to the organization and 

environment and social issues in management (Academy of Management, 2019) separately, an 

inclusive and integrated community incorporating both, for the time-being, serves to keep these 

streams separate. The (at the time of writing) upcoming 2019 AOM annual meeting also 

reflects a limited form of a sustainability focus with the topic of “Understanding the Inclusive 

Organization” (Roberson, 2019), suggesting the trend toward incorporating such integrative 

approaches is to a degree underway and of interest in the broader management community. 

 

Former and current organizational takes on the integrating dimensions appear in the forms of 

stakeholder theory (Freeman, 1984; Hörisch, Freeman and Schaltegger, 2014), CSR (Carroll, 

1979, 1999; Garriga and Melé, 2004), CS (Dyllick and Hockerts, 2002; Amini and Bienstock, 

2014), BST (Gao and Bansal, 2013; Dyllick and Muff, 2015), corporate sustainable 

development (CSD) (Bansal, 2005), and sustainable strategic management (SSM) (Stead and 

Stead, 2008, 2013); more specifically environmental concepts such as ecological sustainability 

(Starik and Rands, 1995; Whiteman et al., 2013; Borland et al., 2016) and environmental 

management (Shrivastava, 1995b; Klassen and Mclaughlin, 1996; Schaltegger, Gibassier and 

Zvezdov, 2013) or environmental technologies (Shrivastava, 1995a; Klassen and Whybark, 

1999) and socially oriented ones such as social sustainability (Dempsey et al., 2011; Missimer, 
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2015) also abound within the intersection. Some others go still further by integrating concepts 

from varying streams; consider for instance the Natural Resource-Based View (NRBV) (Hart, 

1995; Hart and Dowell, 2011) or the Social Resource-Based View (SRBV) which further 

incorporates ideas from TBL (Tate and Bals, 2016). Recently, frameworks have emerged that 

attempt to draw more concrete organizational approaches to the sustainability problem, such 

as the framework for strategic sustainable development (FSSD) which carries a focus on 

understanding systems in order to tackle root causes of sustainability issues and taking these 

into account at the organizational level (Broman and Robèrt, 2017). While another recent 

attempt at an intersecting effort to bridge the gap between the two exists (Borland et al., 2016), 

the resulting conceptualization remains focused on the ecological dimension of sustainability 

with a specific view toward dynamic capabilities.  

 

The generally competing paradigms within this space have historically been classified on one 

side as technocentric, where innovation and technological development eventually overcome 

any potentially arising environmental or other hard limit problem (representing WS), and 

ecocentric, where the hard limits must be acknowledged to the point of possibly stopping or 

even reversing economic growth (representing SS); with an in-between potential balance being 

found instead in a sustaincentric approach, yielding a middle-ground between the two extrema 

(Gladwin et al., 1995). Another central paradigm is today found in the concept of 

Anthropocene, that is reflecting the current era as an epoch in which humans are the primary 

drivers of change in their external environments and in the process also adjust their socially 

constructed realities, subsequently also shaping societies and environments at large (Hoffman 

and Jennings, 2015). 

 

The concept of sustainability in itself becomes contradicted and contested in this space, as one 

side is inherently and implicitly treating it from the economic dimension with a short-term 

orientation (SM), while the other (SD) is typically concerned with the complex interactions 

between the environmental, social, and economic dimensions and how these in turn interact 

with each other (Whiteman et al., 2013) over the fourth dimension of sustainability—time 

(Lozano, 2008; Lozano, Carpenter and Huisingh, 2015). Systems perspectives and their 

evolution over time are therefore central to understanding the ‘whole’ in sustainability issues 

(Meadows et al., 1972; Lovelock and Margulis, 1974; Brundtland, 1987; Rockström et al., 

2009; Liu et al., 2015), and tying organizational logics to this underlying system-wide 
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planetary foundation appears to represent a considerable challenge. To tackle this space, Bansal 

and DesJardine (2014) propose a “research agenda at the intersection of sustainability and 

strategy”—a proposition that this thesis attempts to pay humble homage to. 

 

Figure 1 displays a concise snapshot of the intersection as the theoretical domain which this 

research attempts to tackle with a longitudinal approach, drawing the initially expected main 

interface between the primary concepts, with some promising identified trajectories in the 

centrepiece. This framing illustrates the preliminary expectations of the contents at the 

beginning of the research process and is reflected against the findings in the concluding 

discussion.  

 

 

Figure 1.1 Basic theoretical framing of the research gap 

 

While the generic framework in Figure 1 highlights some of the expected concepts as 

overarching umbrellas, further concepts of interest are necessary to identify; a form of 

‘searchlight’ illuminating the exploratory space-time under investigation. Table 1.1 includes a 

sampling of the concepts adopted as rudimentary indicators—their occurrences are interpreted 

without consideration for whether they occur in a negative or positive context as such 

associations are lost in the process of linking the terms. Further, per the scale-disconnect as 

expressed by Gray (2010), most of these terms represent the natural sciences and SD research 
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streams that tend to deal with concerns transcending organizational bounds; hence their 

occurrences in organizational contexts renders them of special interest toward SM integration. 

 

Table 1.1 Examples of sustainability indicator concepts   

Concept(s) Source 

Values; feedback loop; leadership; emergence; self-organization; 

decision-making; transformational learning and change 
(Williams et al., 2017) 

Collaboration (Chapin et al., 2010; Williams et al., 2017) 

Governance (Rockström et al., 2009; Williams et al., 2017) 

Complex adaptive systems (Levin, 1998; Liu et al., 2015) 

System dynamics 
(Sterman and John, 2001; Rockström et al., 2009; Frank, 

Kleidon and Alberti, 2017; Williams et al., 2017) 

Systems perspective 
(Starik and Rands, 1995; Ny et al., 2008; Rockström et al., 
2009; Loorbach et al., 2010; Farla et al., 2012; Iñigo and 

Albareda, 2016; Williams et al., 2017) 

Systems thinking (Senge and Fulmer, 1993; Kim and Senge, 1994) 

Trade-offs 
(Ny et al., 2008; Wade-Benzoni, 2009; Beckmann, Hielscher 
and Pies, 2014; Williams et al., 2017) 

Climate change 
(Rockström et al., 2009; Wade-Benzoni, 2009; Williams et al., 

2017; Wright and Nyberg, 2017) 

Backcasting  
(Ny et al., 2008; Broman and Robèrt, 2017; Williams et al., 

2017) 

Irreplaceability; futurity; carrying capacity (Starik and Rands, 1995) 

Organizational capabilities (Grewatsch and Kleindienst, 2017) 

Resilience 
(Folke, 2006; Rockström et al., 2009; Chapin et al., 2010; 
Bhamra, Dani and Burnard, 2011; Williams et al., 2017) 

Co-evolution 
(Loorbach et al., 2010; Stead and Stead, 2013; Frank et al. 2017; 

Williams et al., 2017) 

Transitions (Loorbach et al., 2010; Farla et al., 2012; Williams et al., 2017) 

Cognitive frames 
(van den Burg and Bogaardt, 2014; Hahn et al., 2015; 

Grewatsch and Kleindienst, 2017; Sharma and Jaiswal, 2018) 

Stewardship (Hart, 1995; Stead and Stead, 2008; Chapin et al., 2010) 

Adaptive capacity (Chapin et al., 2010; Williams et al., 2017) 

Long-term temporal orientation; intergenerational equity (Ny et al., 2008; Wade-Benzoni, 2009; Frank et al. 2017) 

Biodiversity 
(Starik and Rands, 1995; Rockström et al., 2009; van den Burg 
and Bogaardt, 2014; Steffen et al., 2015) 

Non-linearity 
(Folke, 2006; Rockström et al., 2009; Chapin et al., 2010; 
Loorbach et al., 2010) 

Interconnectivity (Rockström et al., 2009; Williams et al., 2017) 

Innovation 

(Ny et al., 2008; Chapin et al., 2010; Loorbach et al., 2010; 

Farla et al., 2012; Iñigo and Albareda, 2016; Grewatsch and 

Kleindienst, 2017; Williams et al., 2017) 

Cleaner production; degradation; eco-design; eco-efficiency; waste 
minimization; source reduction; polluter pays principle (PP); 

recycling; repair; reuse; recovery; regeneration; sustainable 

consumption; sustainable production; pollution prevention 

(Glavič and Lukman, 2007) 
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1.2 Research problem, questions, and objectives 

According to Engert et al. (2016), a company’s understanding or underlying perception of 

strategy defines the company’s approach to sustainability issues. As such, discovering which 

strategic management theories are conceptually and epistemologically the most integrated to 

or aligned with sustainability principles can lead to insights toward further research. My 

primary research problem is manifest in the seemingly irreconcilable nature of the juxtaposed 

concepts and contradictions in the research gap. The chief research question (RQ) this thesis 

intends to answer then is: 

 

RQ: How has the emergence of sustainable development affected strategic management 

research over time? 

 

The core objective is to illuminate the foundations of the evolutionary development of the 

common ground between these concepts. To achieve these objectives more clearly, I produce 

the following sub-questions (SQ): 

 

SQ 1. How has the citation landscape between SM and SD research evolved over time? 

 

SQ 2. How has the conceptual plane of the intersection evolved over time? 

 

1.3 Methods 

This thesis adopts techniques and practices from bibliometrics and social network analysis 

(SNA)—referred to throughout as ‘network analysis’ for simplicity of expression— extending 

the traditional bibliometric methods of investigating a specific individual scientific field to here 

function in the service of recognizing and analysing the common ground between two distinct 

streams of research—a form of research at the ‘intersection’ of disciplines (Zahra and Newey, 

2009). To do so, I complement common co-citation and co-word analysis techniques with a 

longitudinal angle as proposed by Cobo et al. (2011a), whose proposed methodology I partially 

adapt to suit the needs of this research. The data consists of 220 articles from the databases ISI 

Web of Science (WoS) and SCOPUS, from which I extracted references, authors, and keywords 

as units of analysis. The units were pre-processed and grouped using the software SciMAT 

(Cobo and Herrera, 2012), which was also used to produce the co-occurrence matrices, 

clustering solutions with performance metrics, strategic diagrams (Cobo et al., 2011a; Muñoz-
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Leiva et al., 2012; Gutiérrez-Salcedo et al., 2018) and the initial network graph .net files for 

the respective analyses. Once fully processed and ready, I exported the networks as .gexf files 

and imported them to Gephi (Bastian, Heymann and Jacomy, 2009), where the files were 

subjected to the centrality measure (Freeman, 1978; Wasserman and Faust, 1994, p. 173,177-

192) calculations of betweenness centrality (BWC) (Brandes, 2001) and eigenvector centrality 

(EC) (Bonacich, 1972). 

 

These graph files were further processed using primarily the networkX (Hagberg, Schult and 

Swart, 2008) open source Python library for network analysis—this pre-processing allowed for 

the graph matrices to be exported to JPathfinder (Interlink Inc., 2018) which I used to generate 

the Pathfinder Associative Networks (PFNETs) (Schvaneveldt, Dearholt and Durso, 1988; 

Schvaneveldt, Durso and Dearholt, 1989) as the primary visualizations. The PFNETs were then 

re-exported as .graphML files for import and subsequent visualization in Cytoscape (Shannon 

et al., 2003). In Cytoscape the nodes were reshaped and coloured for differentiating clusters, 

and edges denoting bridges in PFNETs were highlighted with a double-line. 

 

The centrality metrics are treated as determinants of prominence, one for global (BWC) and 

the other for local (EC), while the PFNETs are primarily used as heuristic visual aids for pattern 

recognition. The matrix structures underlying the graphs are essentially normalized co-

occurrence similarity profiles represented as edge weights denoting the degree of similarity of 

the underlying relationships between any two connected nodes. These analyses are 

complemented throughout the research process with an ongoing literature review and 

continuous content analysis based on readings of the most influential articles and authors 

identified. Finally, I produce a conceptual summary of the findings. 

 

The adopted research approach is framed within abductive reasoning (Peirce, 1955, pp. 150–

156; Van Maanen, Sørensen and Mitchell, 2007; Schurz, 2008; Shepherd and Suddaby, 2016), 

rather than following a strict hypothetico-deductive model or a blindly inductive approach such 

as grounded theory (Thornberg, 2012). I framed the research gap via examining preliminary 

literature and simultaneously designing the research process; the approach leaves room for 

exploration by way of a strategic search of the likeliest (most probable) or loveliest (best in 

terms of explanatory strength and simplicity) best explanations as part of the unfolding research 

process. I therefore build on both logics in a mixed-methods approach: first, to quantitatively 
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reduce the initial expectations and potential biases (by bibliometric techniques and science 

mapping), and second, to qualitatively recognize new ideas arising as part of the process (via 

continuous literature review, content analysis, and conceptual syntheses) as well as by drawing 

inferences via “abductory induction” (Peirce, 1955, p. 152) based on the process and the 

resulting findings. This approach assumes that to an extent, the proposed integration can be 

abductively ‘measured’ and interpreted by the relative co-occurrence and similarity profiles 

(Schvaneveldt and Cohen, 2010) of citations and keywords. The methodology is discussed in 

further detail under chapter 3. 

 

 

Figure 1.2 Illustration of research design 

 

1.4 Scope and delimitations 

The thesis focuses on the interface and intellectual exchange between SM and SD research. 

The premise isn’t particularly concerned with precisely delineating the exact theories that have 

specifically concluded in the current configuration of research, but rather explores the scientific 

outputs and themes that have exerted the most quantitative influence on the discussion over 

time. The timeline investigated per the sample documents’ publishing period ranges from 1995 

to 2018, albeit the citations included within these documents dictate the actual range of 

investigation (e.g. citations are made to documents long preceding the sample documents). This 
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timeframe roughly approximates the relative beginnings of SD1, as well as the contemporary 

SM paradigm as characterized by the emergence of the Resource-Based View (RBV) 

(Wernerfelt, 1984; Barney, 1991; Peteraf, 1993) and its siblings and descendants such as 

dynamic capabilities (Teece et al. 1997; Teece, 2007) which have rapidly gained popularity in 

the recent decades (Ramos-Rodríguez and Ruíz-Navarro, 2004; Herrmann, 2005). Thus, while 

these and other influences on the backgrounds of each concept are acknowledged, they are in 

focus only insofar as they arise from the analyses. 

 

There is an argument to be made in favour of CS covering the majority of the gap in and of 

itself. This term is defined by Dyllick and Hockerts (2002) closely following in line with the 

Brundtland definition of SD, who define it as “meeting the needs of a firm’s direct and indirect 

stakeholders (such as shareholders, employees, clients, pressure groups, communities etc), 

without compromising its ability to meet the needs of future stakeholders as well.” The 

justifying assumption to my adopted approach is that CS exists only as one of the many 

potential streams for achieving SM-SD integration. Montiel and Delgado-Ceballos (2014) find 

that the concept is predominantly practitioner and business-driven with considerably ambiguity 

in its myriad definitions, noting a need for standardization; this consideration paired with the 

degree of confusion and intertwining with CSR research (Bansal and Song, 2017) raises some 

questions toward its overarching nature and the appropriateness of its use as such an umbrella. 

I therefore chose to not limit my investigation to CS only, assuming such a decision might 

unnecessarily narrow the scope of inquiry toward a pre-specified outcome. 

 

In terms of search strategies and keywords, the search for SD is seen here to imply a focus on 

approaches that transcend the boundaries of mere responsibility—hence, while terms like 

social responsibility and CSR were used in identifying potentially relevant articles, these terms 

did not in their own right yet merit inclusion to the document sample as they may or may not 

have touched upon subjects that fall under the scope of sustainability or SD. 

                                                 

1 Articles were considered from 1987 onwards per publication of the World Commission on Environment and 

Development Our Common Future report (Brundtland, 1987), but no relevant articles in terms of the sample 

boundaries were identified prior to 1994—the lone article from ’94 was included in the 1995 set as an outlier. 
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2 BIBLIOMETRICS AS A RESEARCH METHOD 

Bibliometrics overall can be considered a sub-branch of scientometrics (i.e. the generic use of 

quantitative methods to gauge scientific progress), applied to the specific domain of scientific 

publications by way of collection, handling, and analysis of bibliographic information which 

typically includes metadata such as author names, citations, journal titles and publication dates, 

volumes, issues, and page numbers, etc. (Verbeek et al., 2002). 

 

The practice of citing is estimated to have originated sometime in the 1600s with the express 

aim of identifying and acknowledging earlier research, topics, concepts, theories, methods, or 

other sources of inspiration or utility provided by ones intellectual predecessors—whereas in 

the modern day, citing has become a standard practice in scientific publishing (Ramos-

Rodríguez and Ruíz-Navarro, 2004; Nicolaisen, 2007). The use of references can be considered 

an essential building block of quantifying scientific outputs, leading to the popularity of citation 

analysis as a research method (Verbeek et al., 2002). Small (1999) makes a useful analogy of 

the analytical use of citation data in comparing citation networks to hyperlinks on the internet. 

 

According to Tijssen, (1992) as cited by Verbeek et al. (2002) there are three quantifiable 

classifications of bibliometric data: (i) the ‘products’ i.e. output volume of publications; (ii) the 

‘process’ i.e. communication of knowledge through e.g. citations; and (iii) the ‘structure’ i.e. 

the social and relational constructs underlying a given scientific discipline. The core premise 

of bibliometric data as a tool for analysis is the use of scientific publications to investigate the 

above dimensions by way of specific units of analysis, e.g. citation counts, co-occurrences of 

references, authors, or keywords, institutional affiliations, journals, and other details present in 

bibliographic records; this data being increasingly available through online outlets such as the 

ISI Web of Science (WoS) (Verbeek et al., 2002) and SCOPUS (Waltman, 2016). Nowadays, 

Google Scholar (Martín-Martín, Orduna-Malea and Delgado López-Cózar, 2018) is also 

gaining popularity as a source for bibliometric information retrieval, albeit it has been noted it 

“suffers from a lack of quality control” (Waltman, 2016) amongst other ailments (Jacsó, 2005, 

2006, 2010). 

 

This chapter is structured as follows: the first sub-chapter discusses the common methods 

employed in bibliometric studies, followed by a discussion on the indicators and metrics. It 

concludes with a discussion on the reliability and validity of bibliometric analyses. 
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2.1 Common methods 

The two common forms of bibliometric analyses at a general level are performance analysis, 

aimed at gauging the scientific impact of specific actors using specific indices and metrics, and 

science mapping, which in turn is focused on the structural aspects of a field (Cobo et al., 

2011a). These generic approaches are further discussed under sub-chapter 2.1.1. 

 

Two popular methods for building bibliometric science maps are co-citation analysis (Smith, 

1981) and co-word analysis (Callon et al., 1983; Callon, Courtial and Laville, 1991). The 

former relies on the assumption that a citation represents an acknowledgement and 

consideration of importance from the cited document to the citing one (Ramos-Rodríguez and 

Ruíz-Navarro, 2004), whereas the latter assumes that a scientific publication’s keywords are 

an adequate representation of its intellectual contents and the conceptual links between the 

included keywords (Wang et al., 2012). Co-citation is thus suitable for investigating the 

historical developments of a discipline (Vogel and Güttel, 2013) as patterns of co-citation can 

be used to analyse the trend-shifts of highly cited articles as representations of intellectual shifts 

over time (Small, 1999); whereas co-word analysis is better suited for discovering the emerging 

themes in a sample set (Muñoz-Leiva et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2012). These methods are 

explored further under 2.1.2. 

 

Bibliometric studies generally assume that citation counts measure both prominence and 

influence in a valid manner (Ramos-Rodríguez and Ruíz-Navarro, 2004; di Stefano, Peteraf 

and Veronay, 2010)—this assumption is discussed further under sub-chapter 2.3. 

 

Before moving on to the sub-chapters, I note that combining various bibliometric techniques 

has gained popularity in recent literature, invoking the benefit of combining the strengths of 

multiple methods to produce a more coherent holistic understanding than could be gained 

through employing only a single method (Chang, Huang and Lin, 2015). 

2.1.1 Science mapping and network analysis 

Science mapping could be understood as the visualization of the complex systems of 

underlying structures of a given scientific field, be they intellectual, social, or conceptual 

(Gutiérrez-Salcedo et al., 2018). A science map can be defined as a “spatial representation of 

how disciplines, fields, specialties, and individual papers or authors are related to one another 
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as shown by their physical proximity and relative locations” (Small, 1999). Performance 

analysis, on the other hand, utilizes bibliographic indicators for e.g. production (volume of 

publications) and impact (measures for received citations) to measure the scientific output and  

impact of specific actors (Alonso et al., 2010). 

 

Various techniques exist for determining the underlying structure of bibliographic data. These 

techniques map relationships by either reducing the dimensions of the networks into a low-

dimensional space (e.g. by a combination of multidimensional scaling [MDS] and principal 

component-factor analysis) or via clustering algorithms intended to produce sub-networks and 

communities out of a whole network (Wasserman and Faust, 1994, pp. 287–290; Cobo et al., 

2011b). Despite its having been the most commonly used distance-based spatialization method 

(van Eck and Waltman, 2014), MDS can be understood as working best for smaller sets of data, 

as the more information is included the less accurate the spatial representations of the 

underlying dimensions will become in the resulting visualizations (Ramos-Rodríguez and 

Ruíz-Navarro, 2004; Vogel and Güttel, 2013; Zhao, Zhang and Kwon, 2017). These reduction 

techniques represent a type of imposed structural constraint aimed at easing the cognitive 

framing of understanding complexities, relationships, and developments in data sets via visual 

representations (Small, 1999). 

 

Whereas e.g. co-citation analysis and bibliographic coupling are aimed at producing science 

maps of citation networks, other popular co-occurrence methods can be used to produce 

collaboration networks (e.g. by co-author analysis) and conceptual networks (e.g. via co-word 

analysis), each type of network with distinct aims and uses (Gutiérrez-Salcedo et al., 2018). A 

number of recent studies have used network analysis as a graph-based approach (van Eck and 

Waltman, 2014) for investigating bibliometric networks (e.g. Ronda-Pupo and Guerras-Martin, 

2012; Vogel and Güttel, 2013; Leung, Sun and Bai, 2017). This approach allows for a less 

restricted sampling due to no inherent limitations to the sample size, and can produce relatively 

larger networks which retain similar levels of comprehensibility as MDS given the proper 

visual treatments. Network spatialization therefore scales and levels with the data arguably 

better than MDS (Vogel and Güttel, 2013).  

 

While there are various approaches to network analysis, social network analysis techniques can 

be particularly helpful in understanding the underlying relationships present in networks. 
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Social network analysis is a discipline rooted in graph theory (Barnes and Harary, 1983) which 

seeks to describe networks of actors and the relationships between them by utilizing nodes (or 

vertices) as actors and edges (or lines, ties) as representative instruments of exchanging 

resources denoting the relationships and interactions between actors (Wasserman and Faust, 

1994, pp. 4, 93). 

 

These networks consist of various sub-structures such as trees (i.e. acyclic pathways that 

interlink several actors), forests (i.e. collections of disjoint trees), and bridges (points of 

connection between sub-structures) as some basic building blocks (Wasserman and Faust, 

1994, pp. 113–114, 119–120). Liao et al. (2017) introduce further terminology necessary to 

understand complex networks, explaining the role of paths as sequences of nodes connected 

by an edge, and path lengths as the number of edges composing a given path (also known as 

geodesic distance); shortest paths thus being the smallest possible distances between any two 

nodes. The concept of distance in a shortest path calculation in weighted networks therefore 

does not signify Euclidean distance; it can rather be understood as the sums of the weights of 

edges traversed between vertices. This vocabulary is necessary for defining concepts regarding 

network attributes and measures discussed in further detail under 2.2.2.  

 

Networks utilizing bibliometric units of analysis tend to be weighted undirected networks, 

weighing of edges being based on co-occurrences (van Eck and Waltman, 2014) or 

bibliographic coupling strength (Small, 1999). Dense regions of high inter-co-citation tend to 

have fewer edges that are strong, whereas central but more dispersed regions functioning as 

multiway bridges have an increased volume of edges that are generally weaker.  

 

Due to the problems inherent to bibliometric data discussed in sub-chapter 2.3, utilizing these 

methods typically requires a data cleaning/de-duplication process followed by a type of data 

normalization used to derive similarity profiles from the dataset. Typical methods for 

normalizing co-occurrence data include Salton’s Cosine, Jaccard’s Index, Equivalence Index, 

Inclusion Index, Pearson correlation coefficients, and Association Strength/Proximity index 

(Leydesdorff and Vaughan, 2006; Neff and Corley, 2009; van Eck and Waltman, 2009; Cobo 

et al., 2011b; Ronda-Pupo and Guerras-Martin, 2012; Waltman, 2016).  
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An additional method for analysing the intellectual structure of scientific disciplines has 

emerged in the combination form of science mapping and performance analysis (Cobo et al., 

2011a), which utilizes strategic diagrams for identifying the driving themes of a sample based 

on the centrality and density values of thematic clusters paired with bibliographic indicators. 

This approach is typically paired with a longitudinal approach in order to investigate the 

evolution of a discipline over time (Muñoz-Leiva et al., 2012). In addition to normalizing data 

for similarities, similar indices can be applied in these longitudinal contexts for the production 

of evolutionary maps (Cobo and Herrera, 2012). 

 

These diagrams can be used in identifying the relative influence of clusters in a given time 

period by interpreting their relative positions on the diagram (Cobo et al., 2011a)—the y-axis 

represents the density of a cluster and the x-axis corresponds to its centrality; therefore clusters 

that are both dense and central with respect to the entire network are considered “central to the 

discipline of interest” (Neff and Corley, 2009)—or so called “motor themes” as seen in Figure 

2.1. The upper left quadrant of the figure could be interpreted as consisting of the 

aforementioned dense regions of high inter-co-citation that are not central overall, whereas the 

less dense but central regions would fall under the lower right quadrant. Finally, clusters with 

weak density and centrality can be considered to be either emerging or declining as neither 

highly developed per lack of cohesion, nor frequently cited per lack of centrality, thus falling 

into place in the lower left quadrant. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Strategic diagram, adapted from Cobo et al. (2011a) 
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2.1.2 Bibliographic coupling and co-occurrence-based methods 

The two dominant methods departing from basic citation analysis using citation counts as units 

of analysis are bibliographic coupling and co-citation analysis (Verbeek et al., 2002). The key 

difference between the methods is the direction at which coupling of citation data occurs—in 

co-citation, two documents citing the same source become coupled (or co-occur), whereas in 

bibliographic coupling two separate documents cited together in one article become linked; 

this implies that bibliographic coupling is an intrinsic and static association, whereas co-

citation is a dynamic extrinsic relationship that is subject to change over time (Verbeek et al., 

2002; Vogel and Güttel, 2013). Figure 2.2 displays the basic difference between the two—the 

co-citation principle in the figure also applies to other methods based on co-occurrences, such 

as co-word and co-author analyses, albeit the units of analysis used in determining the relations 

differ in these cases.  

 

Co-citation analysis is a popular method used in a number of studies (Ramos-Rodríguez and 

Ruíz-Navarro, 2004; di Stefano et al. 2010; Muñoz-Leiva et al., 2012; Leung et al. 2017) for 

unfolding the intellectual past of a given scientific discipline as a method looking backwards, 

whereas bibliographic coupling is considered a more forward-looking approach with a blind 

spot for historical developments (Vogel and Güttel, 2013).  

 

A common critique of bibliographic coupling is its inability to discern whether the common 

references are citing the same information from the cited document (Verbeek et al., 2002), as 

an overlap in a reference list merely implies the unknown probability of a content relationship 

(Smith, 1981). However, a co-citation link can also be erroneous in terms of content similarity 

(Verbeek et al., 2002); while co-citation analysis can produce a quantitatively accurate picture 

of the citation relationships, it is nevertheless lacking in its ability to produce an image of the 

contents and themes in the underlying literature by itself (Leung et al. 2017). 

 

Figure 2.2 Bibliographic coupling and co-citation. (Vogel and Güttel, 2013) 
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Another popular co-occurrence-based method is co-word analysis (Callon et al., 1983), which 

can be understood as a thematic complementary to co-citation analysis, i.e. while the co-

citation maps show the dominant document and reference relations, a co-word analysis can 

produce a complementary image of the themes discussed over the same sample. This technique 

produces conceptual networks based on keywords included in the bibliographic metadata by 

extracting shared terms between documents and mapping their interactions (Cobo et al., 2011a) 

which can be used to detect themes and uncover insights into the evolution of a discipline 

(Coulter et al. 1998).  

2.2 Indicators and metrics 

Performance analysis necessitates the use of bibliographic indicators for gauging the impact of 

specific actors, such as institutions or individual researchers. Some basic citation impact 

indicators are e.g. the number of citations received by a publication, or the average received 

citations over an actor’s total publication output (Waltman, 2016). Generally, indicators can be 

split into three groups: production indicators, which measure the volume of output; impact 

indicators, which measure the influence of such output via e.g. received citations; and 

indicators based on journal impacts, relying on relative or normalized indicators at the 

aggregate level of journals (Alonso et al., 2010; Gutiérrez-Salcedo et al., 2018). 

 

Some of the challenges of producing catch-all indicators in scientific production overall are the 

varying practices between disciplines and accounting for the time passed since publication—

to tackle these issues among others, methods have been developed to account for such 

differences by way of normalizing bibliographic information to single-value normalized 

citation scores, which can be based on e.g. the average number of citations expected to occur 

in a given field;  such normalizations don’t necessarily have to be field-dependent, but can also 

be produced “citing-side” by normalizing citations based on the length of each document’s 

reference list (Waltman, 2016). The latter approach could also be characterized as fractional 

citation counting i.e. normalizing raw counts based on inversely weighing the respective 

reference list lengths (Small, 1999). 

 

Recently, perhaps the most popular individual indicator for assessing individual authors has 

been the h-index (Hirsch, 2005), which has later spurred a number of derivatives and variants 

further discussed in 2.2.1 below. 
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2.2.1 Performance and impact measures 

The h-index is the total number of publications h that have each received at least h citations 

(where the others each have less than h + 1 citations) (Hirsch, 2005; Waltman and van Eck, 

2012), i.e. an author that has published three papers with three citations each has an h-index of 

three.  

 

Where the h-index has gained in popularity, it has also invited criticisms. Some of the benefits 

include summing up in a single value the quantitative (production) and qualitative (impact) 

(Cabrerizo et al., 2010) aspects of a researcher’s contribution, while being considered an 

objective and robust indicator (Alonso et al., 2009; Gutiérrez-Salcedo et al., 2018). On the 

other hand, some of the relevant criticisms are referring to the formerly discussed differences 

between fields, and the passage of time which generally dictates that as a researcher’s career 

continues, so do the citations accumulate; both of these considerations may result in skewed 

comparability in their respective contexts (Alonso et al., 2009). Other drawbacks include its 

static nature i.e. an h-index value once achieved can never decrease and is thus considered size-

dependent (Waltman and van Eck, 2012); it is also considered insensitive toward highly cited 

individual publications (Egghe, 2006). 

 

Though originally computed as an author-level metric (Hirsch, 2005), the h-index applications 

can range from gauging the impact of institutions, research groups, topics, geographical 

locations, to other non-specified higher levels of aggregation (Schubert and Glänzel, 2007; Bar-

Ilan, 2008; Alonso et al., 2009). 

 

Acknowledging the shortcomings of the h-index has spawned a series of other indicators that 

imitate and expand on its properties—for instance Egghe (2006) has proposed a g-index which 

favours the qualitative impact over quantitative accumulation, increasing sensitivity toward 

highly cited individual papers. While e.g. the h and g can be considered as base level h variants  

(Cabrerizo et al., 2010), a number of aggregations have also been proposed in the form of the 

hg-index (Alonso et al., 2010) which combines properties of the former two, and the q²-index 

(Cabrerizo et al., 2010) which develops on variants of the h and the m-index, the latter being 

the “median number of citations received by papers in the Hirsch core” where the median is 

used to correct for skewness in citation counts (Bornmann, Mutz and Daniel, 2008). 
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2.2.2 Network measures 

Various measures exist for determining the centrality (Freeman, 1978) or degree of a given 

node that can be based on local (i.e. based on a node’s relationship with its neighbouring nodes) 

or global (i.e. based on a node’s position and properties within the entire network 

configuration) calculations (Meghanathan, 2016; Liao et al., 2017). Centrality is one of two 

measurements for prominence, the other being prestige which can generally be measured only 

for directed networks (Wasserman and Faust, 1994, pp. 172–174), whereas degree is the 

number of edges a node has with other nodes, as such representing the simplest form of 

centrality in a network (Barrat et al., 2004; Liao et al., 2017). Whether a central actor is 

important for the purposes of analysing a given property or outcome is dependent on the 

substantive theory used to build the network configuration (Wasserman and Faust, 1994, p. 

172). Here this ‘substantive theory’ arises from the bibliometric structures and indicators whose 

reliability and validity can in turn be understood as reflected on, or transferred over, to the 

network metrics. 

 

In general, there are two primary bases for producing centrality measures: neighbours, e.g. 

degree centrality and eigenvector centrality, and shortest paths, e.g. betweenness centrality and 

closeness centrality (Meghanathan, 2016). Of these, betweenness centrality (BWC) and 

eigenvector centrality (EC) are of specific interest in this thesis. BWC can be understood as 

the shortest path between any pairs of edges going through a node on a network (Meghanathan, 

2016). In practice, nodes with high BWC values are more likely to be on the ‘outskirts’ of their 

respective clusters and function as connectors to other themes, whereas nodes with higher 

clustering coefficients (i.e. higher local density) are more central to their themes. Nodes with 

high BWC values have been noted to have the ability to “assert control over the flow” of a 

network, viz. to either facilitate or disrupt information transfer between related connections 

(Opsahl, Agneessens and Skvoretz, 2010), implying such nodes carry significant importance 

in governing the connections of disparate clusters. A downside to BWC is its inability to 

account for the relative influence of adjacent nodes. Especially when using citation data, the 

varied motivations for citing and the ‘global popularity’ of certain authors may skew simple 

BWC results toward globally popular actors possibly non-relevant to the domain researched.   

 

EC (Bonacich, 1972) is in turn a neighbour-based metric, whose behaviour is influenced by the 

‘scores’ of a node’s adjacent nodes (Parand, Rahimi and Gorzin, 2016; Liao et al., 2017). This 
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property can be utilized in measuring the relative local influence of a node. EC is typically 

assumed useful only if the sets of associations in a graph are considered positive (Bonacich and 

Lloyd, 2015), which is not necessarily always the case with citation data, but can generally be 

expected to be so more often than not (White, 2004). The differences between these two 

centrality measures are further illustrated in Figure 2.3, where larger and darker nodes signify 

higher levels of measured respective centralities over the same graph structure. In the figure, 

node F can be understood as both locally and globally influential enjoying a high level of both 

centralities, while nodes C and A appear only locally prominent, and G appears only globally 

so. Here, nodes G and F also form a major bridge in the graph. 

 

It should be observed that understanding ‘locality’ in a drawn network setting does not 

necessarily mean a visually neighbouring relationship as the relative positions of nodes are 

dictated by the graph drawing algorithms and their innate logics toward determining distances 

or similarities in their drawing behaviour. Rather, neighbouring connections are denoted by a 

direct edge between nodes. As such, ‘neighbouring’ nodes can also exist at completely opposite 

ends of a drawn graph and remain ‘local’ with respect to each other. Centrality measures can 

further be group-aggregated, thereby offering an idea of the ‘collective importance’ of a 

specific sub-network vis-à-vis the overall network (Wasserman and Faust, 1994, pp. 175–177). 

 

Another network measure of note is that of density, i.e. measurement of the cohesion of local 

regions—in the context of bibliometric networks, regions of high density can be understood as 

well developed themes (Neff and Corley, 2009). The concept and utility of density is further 

discussed in the context of this thesis under 3.3.1. 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Centrality illustration (own): betweenness (left) vs. eigenvector (right) 
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2.3 Reliability and validity 

Bibliometric data inherently suffers from limited validity and reliability, meaning measures 

based on such data can at best function as proxies for mapping the underlying complex 

relationships (Tijssen, 1992 cited by Verbeek et al., 2002). This problem is manifest in the 

random error introduced by e.g. misspelled names of authors or reference strings, these error 

rates in citation data having been found infecting up to 10-50% of the records in select studied 

journals (Smith, 1981). The above can be considered a major concern for reliability, understood 

in this context as instability in measurement (Smith, 1981; Verbeek et al., 2002). 

 

In terms of validity (i.e. measurement portraying the reality of the intended behaviour), the 

underlying assumptions of e.g. citation analyses can be considered problematic. Smith (1981) 

identifies five basic assumptions pertaining to the typical analytical use of citations: (i) each 

citation implies use of that cited document in the citing work; (ii) citations tend to be merited 

from a quality, significance, or impact perspective; (iii) citations are generally made to the best 

suited other works; (iv) a citation implies a relatedness relationship between the content of the 

cited and citing publications; and (v) “all citations are equal” viz. there are no differences 

between the strength of relationship between any two citations. 

 

Smith (1981) also identifies problems in the use of citation data due to self-citations, multiple 

authorship, uniquely identifying authors, implicit (e.g. ‘silent’ due to classic or commonly 

accepted status) citations, variations over time, and variations of citation practices between 

scientific disciplines. The aforementioned assumptions and varying motivations for citing may 

be especially problematic in terms of the base assumptions of validity of bibliometric data as 

fit for analysis (i.e. citations as valid measures of prominence and influence)—these issues are 

discussed at length by Nicolaisen (2007), White (2004), Verbeek et al. (2002), and Smith 

(1981). 

 

There are also reliability and validity considerations with respect co-word analysis, e.g. the 

underlying conceptual ‘stability’ of a given term may be considered subject to great variance 

between individual occurrences (Leydesdorff, 1997), and the indexing and quality of keywords 

may likewise be considered problematic in terms of reliability (Wang et al., 2012). Further 

problems can arise due to homonyms, synonyms, singular vs. plural forms, conjugations, and 

so forth (Leydesdorff, 1997; Wang et al., 2012). A key distinction in the mechanisms between 
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co-citation and co-word analyses is that co-word analysis is not reliant on the underlying 

citation data, instead extracting shared terms directly from the documents i.e. co-word 

relationships are not linked by way of citations at all (Coulter et al. 1998). This results in a 

slight disconnect in the modes of analyses when used jointly. 

 

Network analysis and graph-based visualization using reduction techniques lead to a loss of 

information—the more simplified the resulting network configurations are, the more 

information can be considered lost in analysing them (van Eck and Waltman, 2014). Further, 

the problem with network reductions can be considered the compounding nature of the loss of 

information viz. that by reducing one actor (node) from a network, also its adjacent edges 

disappear—an effect scaling over the entire network in an exponential fashion as the intensity 

of reduction increases. Similarly the reduction and simplification of items to a network 

configuration results in omission of information in terms of why a relationship exists, which 

may be explicit within the contents of the citing and cited documents, but not so apparent in a 

simplified network setting (van Eck and Waltman, 2014). This renders drawing inferences 

based on network data a particularly challenging affair. 

 

On the other hand, strongly reduced visualizations have also been presented as a favourable 

tool for interpretation, given the appropriate methodologies in producing them (Chen and 

Morris, 2003). I’ll explain my choices regarding network visualizations further at the end of 

the following chapter. 
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3 METHODOLOGY 

“In a field that seeks to understand the real world, it makes little sense to always 

put theory before facts.”  

- Helfat, C.E. (2007, p. 185) 

 

The above quote is intended as a justification for the adopted research approach, as I claim not 

the power to predict at the outset the nature of my eventual findings. Per the above, and the 

‘paradox of conceptualization’ (Kaplan, 1964, p. 53) cited by Bacharach (1989), i.e. the 

dilemma stating “the proper concepts are needed to formulate a good theory, but we need a 

good theory to arrive at the proper concepts,” the research design itself follows abductive 

reasoning  (Peirce, 1955, pp. 150–156; Van Maanen et al., 2007; Shepherd and Suddaby, 2016) 

in that the preliminary expectations were reviewed against the findings throughout the research 

process thereby iteratively shaping my understanding of the subject matter, which I finally 

utilized to formulate the latter part of the thesis i.e. the analysis, discussion, and conclusions. 

 

As explained by Van Maanen et al. (2007), abductive reasoning “assigns primacy to the 

empirical world… in the service of theorizing” as a foreground for developing hypotheses for 

later deductive testing (Peirce, 1955, pp. 150–156; Schvaneveldt and Cohen, 2010). This 

process appears to function as a middle ground between rationalism and empiricism, leading 

to “…a practical compromise of induction and deduction… [which] more realistically captures 

the authentic process by which theorizing occurs” (Shepherd and Suddaby, 2016), aiming at 

distinguishing the most promising “unobserved causes or explanatory reasons of the observed 

events” in a given search space (Schurz, 2008). This approach manifests itself in this thesis 

inter alia in unfolding the myriad possible explanations for the relationships arising from the 

analyses, the search space being represented by the research gap.  

 

Although the above speaks extensively of ‘theorizing,’ I do not claim to generate any explicitly 

new theory per se (Sutton and Staw, 1995), but rather seek to contribute to the ongoing process 

(Weick, 1995) of theorizing via presentation of and discussion related to the artefacts arising 

from the findings. Since the investigation is mainly peeking at existing theories and 

overviewing former scientific outputs, the thesis contributes little if anything in the way of 

original insights into organizational phenomena, thereby rendering these theoretical 

contributions largely secondary in nature. Though I previously note the idea of abductive 
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reasoning as a tool for developing hypotheses, this thesis does not explicitly do so in itself, but 

rather provides quantitative evidence of the possible ‘surprises’ and subsequently produces 

conjectures that may aid in such hypothesis development in further research. Such conjectures 

are here intended and designed to meet the more relaxed criterion of plausibility over the 

stricter standard of provability in an effort to produce satisfactory rather than optimal 

(Schvaneveldt and Cohen, 2010) explanations to complex phenomena. 

 

The primary conceptual heuristic used for synthesizing the findings is bricolage (Boxenbaum 

and Rouleau, 2011; Shepherd and Suddaby, 2016) —i.e. the combination of “subelements [sic] 

from a source discipline to application in management to create a unique combination” 

(Shepherd and Suddaby, 2016), which entails using common sense in selecting and combining 

pre-existing items toward coherent, broad and useful explanations of theories. The source 

disciplines here are SD and SM. As the topic is circling the shared space of these two distinct 

academic disciplines, the resulting conceptualizations and discussion could be considered a 

form of theorizing at their ‘intersection’ (Zahra and Newey, 2009). The goal of such theorizing 

could be characterized as bringing the distinct perspectives closer to each other while reflecting 

their underlying assumptions against each other, as a result possibly thus affecting not only 

one, but both of the disciplines in how they treat the subject matter—and further extend those 

challenges and considerations to their own core theories and fields as well (Zahra and Newey, 

2009). 

 

Whereas the overall research design is shown earlier in Figure 1.2, the more fine-grained 

process of producing the bibliometric science maps and the resulting network images is 

illustrated in Figure 3.1. The latter details also some of the choices made in producing the 

networks, such as the normalization procedure, the clustering algorithm used to produce 

communities, and the index chosen for detecting thematic overlap between time periods. 

Although these details are presented here at a generic level, the sub-chapters throughout the 

methodology section will provide deeper insights into each choice made and their implications 

for the research. This is illustrated as a generic process description and as such it should be 

noted that e.g. considerations in differing network sizes and saturation levels lead to varying 

choices in selecting the appropriate layout algorithms for achieving the clearest visualizations. 

The described process is loosely adapted from both Cobo and Herrera (2012) and Gutiérrez-

Salcedo et al. (2018), complemented by adopting elements like PFNETs from Schvaneveldt, 
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Durso and Dearholt (1989) and the concept of evolutionary network metrics from Ronda-Pupo 

and Guerras-Martin (2012); this concoction of elements was then fitted for the purposes of this 

research. I further note that PFNETs and similarity profiles underlying networks have been 

previously considered as useful aids precisely in the service of abductive reasoning as a form 

of “similarity-based abduction” which requires “generating possible ideas, ranking the ideas, 

and providing informative displays of connections for users to examine and evaluate for their 

potential utility” (Schvaneveldt and Cohen, 2010). 

 

At the outset, I conducted an exploratory literature review to identify preliminary keywords 

and frame the initial expectations on scoping the research appropriately, as well as to source 

preliminary references to start scouring from toward expanding the scope of the data collection 

process. Per the nature of the study (i.e. the exploring of the evolution of the relevant literature 

in the latter part using a quantitative basis for identifying the ‘correct’ content), this initial 

review was done relatively lightly, and its results are mainly utilized in the introduction and in 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Mapping and network production process 
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complementing the discussion surrounding the results. It is worth noting that many of the 

articles initially reviewed were not included in the article sample nor did the majority explicitly 

surface in the findings. 

 

After the initial literature review was carried out and data collected, the process of reviewing 

literature was extended and carried out throughout the process as the findings gradually 

unfolded and new articles relevant to the topic were identified. This process could be 

characterized as a form of continuous content analysis running parallel to the overall research. 

3.1 Data collection 

As the data collection process in this case was undoubtedly a subjective one due to the necessity 

of finding articles combining specific disciplines and the absence of sufficiently reliable 

mechanic filters, a considerable amount of detail is necessary to justify and explain the 

methodological choices made regarding the process—as such, the length of this section may 

seem excessive. As the quality of data is paramount to successful analysis in bibliometric 

approaches (Cobo et al., 2011b), I dedicated considerable efforts to ensuring the soundness of 

the methodological choices. The below sets forth some of the choices resulting from those 

efforts. 

 

While it is typical in analysing a specific research domain to select all relevant documents for 

analysis (Cobo et al., 2011a), this approach presents a difficulty in that here I find no clearly-

delineated and specific field of research specifically dedicated to the investigated gap in its 

entirety, rendering such a mechanical delimitation an impossibility. The gap consists rather of 

a convergence of several themes, concepts, and cliques, and is thereby treated as a still-

emerging field without consistently defined boundaries. The approach adopted in the data 

collection has undoubtedly resulted in some form of sample bias due to the subjective 

interpretation of relevance in the article selection process—hence the list of sample articles is 

subjected to the reader’s review in appendix 5.  

 

Another common approach for reducing subjectivity in data collection would be to base the 

collection to specific journals only. I opted against this, as this may introduce a self-citation 

bias; it may eliminate relevant tones and themes from outside of such major publications; it is 

assumed citation activity as a whole is self-correcting i.e. highly-cited articles from less-known 
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journals are still likely to carry valuable contributions or otherwise they would not be cited; 

and finally I utilize SJR (SCImago, no date) journal indicators to weigh the relevance of the 

highest cited publications. 

 

As the co-occurrence counts of especially citations can be expected to multiply with each added 

document (per the relatively large number of citations per document as opposed to e.g. typically 

only a few authors), a critical number of articles is needed as a midway point between 

facilitating the use of the primary methods employed. A relatively small sample might be 

sufficient for a sole co-citation analysis (multiple references per article) where the frequencies 

can reach critical mass quickly while still resulting in reasonably large graphs for analysis, 

whereas the co-occurrences of authors (few per article), journals (one per article), and 

keywords (few per article) are affected less dramatically per each added article.  

 

As one of the research objectives is to develop a form of state-of-the-art evaluation of the 

research gap’s underpinnings (not current discourse per se!), considering the time lag inherent 

in peer-reviewed scientific publishing (Neff and Corley, 2009) the article selection process did 

not have an ‘end date’ for inclusion in the sample, i.e. some recent articles from 2018 (ongoing 

at the time of data collection) were included in the sample. Due to their recent publication dates, 

these articles naturally had little to no documented citations at the time of extraction, but 

nevertheless are valuable in that they contain the most-up-to date references and keyword terms 

used in the converging fields. 

 

The effects of the above considerations and the mitigation techniques employed to reduce their 

impact are discussed further in the following sub-chapter 3.1.1. 

3.1.1 Selection of databases, search terms, and articles 

This research utilizes data from the databases Web of Science (WoS) and SCOPUS, which are 

deemed superior to the third popular source Google Scholar (GS) due to quality control and 

the generally more treatable information extracts they offer in standard formats and with 

improved accessibility (Waltman, 2016), although it is noted GS may have a more 

comprehensive coverage of business and management papers whereas WoS is at times 

considered a particularly poor source for such (Mingers and Lipitakis, 2010). To battle this 

‘shortage,’ SCOPUS is introduced as a complementary source for citation data not found within 
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WoS. The supposedly superior comprehensiveness of GS can also arise due to inflated citation 

counts or phantom citations (Jacsó, 2006, 2010). Jacsó (2010) finds that due to the limitations 

of quality in the GS database, it is an inappropriate source for use in bibliometric searches and 

performance analysis, and as such I believe the choice of the databases is justified. 

 

The primary search string used was sustain* strateg* manage* separately first for titles, and 

then for the topic (adding abstracts and keywords). Various filters were applied in the results, 

as for instance the above string produced 21 063 documents from a limited period of 2011-

2018 from the WoS ‘Core Collection’ database. The results were first limited to articles and 

reviews which reduced the amount to 15 819, after which a series of other limitations including 

limiting the journal set somewhat to rule out e.g. journals that were clearly only focused on 

natural sciences without implications to management science. The results were then ranked 

according to relevance or number of citations received, to neither rule out new articles nor the 

most influential ones. This process was repeated for both databases for distinct keywords; other 

examples of search terms utilized are shown in Table 3.2. 

 

The articles included were based on criteria that evolved throughout the collection process—

Table 3.1 details the criteria for both inclusion and exclusion of specific articles. In the 

preliminary selection process in extracting the information from the database, the focus was on 

expanding the sample rather than limiting it. To that end, all those articles that on quick review 

had characteristics fitting the inclusion criteria were added to the sample extract.  

 

The initial inclusionary article selection process resulted in 222 records from WoS and 50 from 

SCOPUS, amounting to a raw sample of 272. After cleaning duplicate articles from the raw 

files, 254 remained indicating an overlap of 18 articles. To maintain consistency, in case of 

duplicate records the WoS record was retained over the SCOPUS one1. The only exceptions 

where the WoS records were not prioritized and retained were those where the SCOPUS 

respective records contained superior information (e.g. in the case the WoS record contained 

author names with misspellings or incorrect symbols, or included citation counts where WoS 

did not, etc.). 

 

                                                 

1 Notably there were differences in citation counts and associated bibliographic information in almost each 

duplicate record identified 
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After the article selection process and in compiling the initial database, I noted that the dataset 

is slightly volume-biased toward CSR, or rather the Corporate Social Performance (CSP)–

Corporate Financial Performance (CFP) link1. Further, some conference papers had made it in 

the sample and those that were verified to have later been published in a journal were retained 

in the sample, while the others were removed.  

 

Once the initial sample was compiled, I focused on removing non-relevant articles utilizing the 

exclusion criteria—I re-read the titles and abstracts more thoroughly only concerning myself 

 

Table 3.1 Article selection criteria   

Inclusionary - satisfies at least one condition  

(i) Mentions both sustainability (or one of its primary dimensions in sustainability context, being environmental and 
social) and strategic management element (e.g. firm performance, competitive advantage, strategic planning, 

management, or other such relevant construct/concept) 
 

(ii) Includes a synonymous reference or a shorthand to one of the above, or is through another conceptual link 
connected to the idea of strategic management (comparing to the common schools of thought in strategic 

management e.g. RBV, dynamic capabilities, core competences, knowledge-management etc.) 
 

(iii) Integrates these concepts in other ways e.g. within the context of ‘corporate sustainability’ as an aggregator of 

sustainability dimensions with clear relevance to strategic management 
  

Exclusionary - causes for immediate elimination 

(i) Lack of clear strategy or sustainability-related element (as set forth above) 

(ii) Singular focus on operations or business models (if clearly missing strategic perspective) 

(iii) Strictly policy focused, e.g. abstracts/titles in which the topic mainly involves organizations and associations not 
sufficiently linked to private business 

(iv) Strictly environmental strategy focused (leads to 1st condition), e.g. a pollution prevention end-of-pipe implementation 
would not be considered an inclusionary criterion unless the motivation was clearly linked to seeking performance gains 

or advantages rather than, for instance, implementing such merely due to regulatory bodies’ insistence. 

(v) Mentions management in a sustainability context but lacks a clear strategic or business orientation 

 

Table 3.2 Examples of search string terms 

Topic Search strings—used variably in TITLE and TOPIC 

Sustainable strategic 

management 
Sustain* strateg* manag*; sustain* AND strateg* AND manage* 

Corporate sustainability 
Corporate sustain*; corporate AND sustain*; strateg* corporate sustain*; business sustain*; company 

sustain* 

Social dimension Corporate social perform*/responsibil*; social perform*; social responsibil* 

Environmental dimension 
Environment* strateg*; environment* manage*; environment* AND strateg*; environment* perform*; 

green AND strateg*; ecolog* manage*; ecolog* sustain* AND strateg* manage* 

Composite forms 
Strateg* manage* AND sustain* development: strateg* environment* manage*; strateg* social 
perform* 

Performance 
Social perform* AND firm perform*; sustain* perform* AND firm perform*; sustain* AND 
competitive advantage; environm* manage* AND firm performance 

                                                 

1 For an illustration of the sheer amount of these articles, see Margolis and Walsh (2003) for a list of 100+ cases 
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with elimination, and several (totalling 34, including the aforementioned conference papers) 

were dropped as not fit for or insufficiently related to the topic1. As part of the elimination 

process and in an effort to ‘balance’ the dataset, all articles that were (i) mainly concerned with 

the CSP-CFP link AND (ii) specifically dealing with methodological or empirical problems 

associated with it (e.g. circa ten articles only concerned with introducing various moderating 

variables to this relationship) were identified and removed, OR (iii) literature reviews dealing 

solely with the CSP-CFP link, were eliminated as I expected they may result in self-fulfilling 

positive citation-loops2 therefore skewing the sample further. Exceptions confirming these 

rules were retaining an article introducing ‘competitive advantage’ as a moderating variable to 

CSP-CFP link (Saeidi et al., 2015), which I deemed sufficiently relevant, as well as e.g. the 

articles by Margolis and Walsh (2003), Griffin and Mahon (1997), and Orlitzky, Schmidt and 

Rynes (2003), which due to their popularity were difficult to justify dropping. After the 

elimination process a relatively large number of CSP-CFP related articles yet remained. The 

total number of remaining articles at the end of this process and the final sample document 

count is 220. 

 

The above few considerations carry some weight in terms of reliability and validity. By 

manipulating the sample further, presumably many different result outcomes could be 

achieved3—the above is but one way in which to approach a desired balance between expected 

dimensions, nor am I it certain such an artificially-induced balance should be desirable in the 

first place. Whether or not the adopted approach increases or decreases the quality of the sample 

is difficult to estimate, albeit I argue that a unidimensional sample representing predominantly 

one sub-field (CSR / CSP) diminishing all others would serve an ill-purpose for the type of 

analysis4 undertaken. 

                                                 

1 Examples include articles dealing only with policy or lacking a clear strategic management perspective 
2 Of course, it could well be argued that the entire data collection process leads to one such positive citation-

loop dictated by the boundary setting process 
3 For the sake of transparency and to mitigate any doubts on the objectivity of the sample, the final list of 

included articles including citation counts is listed in Appendix 5, and the final data set is accessible at the 

following link: https://bit.ly/2vwbZw0 
4 Such a skewed sample resulting from the overbearing amount of CSP-CFP references filtering out all other 

relevant fields due to network reductions and centrality-filtering used to reduce the data to ‘analysable’ sets 

 

https://bit.ly/2vwbZw0
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3.1.2 Selection of bibliometric indicators  

For performance analysis, a set of indicators must be chosen. As noted previously, the h-index 

can be applied at various levels of aggregation, and I find no reason its variants shouldn’t enjoy 

the same privileges. This study adopts the q²-index as the primary performance metric1—this 

index merges quantitative and qualitative measures in an arguably more balanced and global 

way than the other indices discussed, aiming to combine the advantages of the h-index  (Hirsch, 

2005) and the m-index (Cabrerizo et al., 2010). The equation form for this measure is 𝑞2 =

 √ℎ ∗ 𝑚, where h is the h-index and m is the m-index (Cabrerizo et al., 2010). 

 

This indicator is generated for groups of units of analysis e.g. author-references, references, 

and words, as measures of impact over the pertinent clusters’ document sets—these values are 

taken note of for the core documents in each cluster as calculated by SciMAT. In addition, the 

sum citations and the number of documents included for each cluster are obtained. As with the 

h-index, the comparability of the q²-index suffers from passage of time, i.e. the longer the time 

between the cited and citing document, the higher the expected performance values (due to 

accumulation of citations over time)—due to this, the performance comparability between 

periods is not ideal, and has to be dealt with using centrality metrics. The performance metrics 

are thus mainly used as an intra-period comparison instrument for determining the relative 

influence of clusters—the evolutionary2 comparisons remain ignorant of this dimension.  

3.2 De-duplicating, pre-processing, and grouping data 

In grouping the authors, the record with the most accurate and complete information was used 

as the seed on which the inferior records were grouped. The software utilized for grouping 

(SciMAT) has an in-built module in which it auto-detects pairs based on Levenshtein distance, 

essentially a measure for string similarity. Each of these detected pairs prompts a pop-up 

window to either confirm, regroup, or deny the suggested grouping—the denied records then 

go back into circulation until no new suggested pairings can be found, and grouped records are 

                                                 

1 Though the hg-index is noted as a similar measure using the qualitative alternative g-index, the q² tends to 

stabilize closer to the h-index due to the application of the m-index as the qualitative input 
2 I use the terms ‘evolution’ or ‘evolutionary’ throughout this thesis not in the Darwinian sense nor in the 

specific theoretical frame of e.g. evolutionary economics, but rather in a simplistic colloquial frame intended for 

characterizing and understanding developments over time 
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eliminated from the processing queue. The loop closes once no new pairings or groups can be 

found. 

 

As the number of e.g. authors and references in the sample is quite large, it was timewise 

impractical to check every record against its background to verify that the names are correctly 

referring to the same person in case of discrepancies—rather it was assumed that names that 

had exactly corresponding spelling, but varying punctuation or the like, were the same person. 

This may have introduced errors in the citation counts especially in cases where the authors 

may have had common names paired with only one initial and no further details. Cases in which 

a number of records appeared similar but were inconsistent were left as non-grouped 

individuals; consider for instance the following as an example: Saeidi, SP (Sayedeh Parastoo); 

Saeidi, P (Parvaneh); Saeidi, SP (Sayyedeh Parisa); Saaeidi, SA (Seyyed Alireza)—these were 

prompted for pairing under one record, where the full names here in parentheses are not visible 

in the software. The full semi-automatically paired group exercise resulted in 70 author pairs, 

after which I proceeded with a manual double check to verify, de-duplicate, and manually 

append the resulting groups with the records that were not automatically grouped. The same 

exercise was run for each of the following: references, author-reference pairs, source-reference 

pairs (source indicating a journal name), and word pairs (utilizing keywords and author 

words)—these words were automatically generated from the sample keywords by SciMAT on 

import.  

 

Many subjective decisions were made during the data preparation process which are too 

numerous to fully detail here—similar logics to treating the data were applied to all groups as 

with the authors, yet in the other units these groupings presented more challenges with e.g. 

publication years of books varying, references utilizing distant page numbers grouping on to 

separate reference groups (thus leading into a ‘sliced’ article reference), publications 

referenced to the same author in the same journal in a different year without an article name, 

etc.. These decisions may have slightly impacted the reliability of the final sample. 

 

An illustration of the benefits of the de-coupling process is found in the group referring to 

Barney (1991), which wound up having 13 individual reference records with a total citation 

count of 58. Without a grouping, these records would all have been treated as separate 

references and their influence in the clustering would be minimal compared to the adjusted 
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totals per groupings. Grouping these ‘obvious’ instances together introduces some residual 

random error, as by default the more obscure records become less prominent relative to the 

groups throughout the process. To reduce this effect of ‘fame-favouritism’, I also manually 

grouped all records I could visibly identify as pertaining to the same references, albeit slightly 

arduously as the total amount of reference records exceeded 14 000. Further due to export 

errors received when attempting to test samples, all the reference records including non-

standard characters (e.g. ä, ö, ó that were transformed to Ǣ or such in the import process) had 

to be subsequently removed 1 , which introduces a slight bias against those authors and 

institutions that are not from an Anglo-Saxon origin2¯3. Table 3.3 sums up the clean-up process 

and its expected impact on the data quality, notwithstanding the random error induced by 

human error in the process of manually grouping records. 

 

Keywords were only added in absentia of pre-existing records i.e. only when there were no 

author or source provided keywords available. The added words were derived only from the 

titles and abstracts of each document, further only utilizing pre-existing terms in the knowledge 

base and only if it could be reasonably determined the association was correct, e.g. in case the 

title mentions “Corporate Social Responsibility” explicitly, the CSR concept was added. 

Indeed, CSR was the most added word overall in the set, other added words being 

sustainability, strategic niche management, corporate social performance, corporate financial 

performance, financial performance, environmental strategy, environmental performance, 

ecology, ecological sustainability, sustainable, green, sustainable strategy, strategy, corporate 

strategy, business case, institutional theory, technological development, technology transfer, 

simulation modelling, business strategy, business sustainability, and sustainable development. 

These words were added on the ten document records that initially did not include either author 

or source provided keywords.  

 

 

 

                                                 

1 In the case of authors, SciMAT allowed manually correcting the records—for references, for an unknown cause 

the ‘update’ function for records did not work, leaving the only option of full removal 
2 When sorted by the import ID in SciMAT these records appeared in groups, suggesting these errors are related 

to specific documents - those being specifically related to the records imported from SCOPUS 
3 This introduces an error of approximately 2,4% arising solely from the SCOPUS-derived reference-base (itself 

consisting of 32 out of 220 articles = ~14,5% of the total sample). 
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Table 3.3 Data clean-up statistics 

Item 

Total # 

of 

records 

# of 

automated 

groupings 

# groups after 

manual 

additions 

# 

remaining 

records 

Error rate w/o 

cleaning 

# of units for 

analysis 

# of 

grouped 

records 

*Author 622 60 70 477 30.4 % 546 145 

**Reference 14 085 184 461 11 448 23.0 % 12 548 2 637 

*Author-
reference 

8 643 449 774 6 837 26.4 % 7 609 1 806 

*Journal-

reference 
4 447 50 72 4 268 4.2 % 4 340 179 

Keyword 1 204 64 117 930 29.5 % 1 040 274 

* NOTE: not used as a primary unit of analysis Mean: 22.7 %   
** NOTE: 334 records were removed prior to achieving this final number, see footnote 12 and discussion above 

 

3.3 Analysis methods 

Due to the longitudinal nature of the research design, choosing a primary mapping software 

that (1) internally facilitates as many steps of the overall data processing as possible and (2) 

reduces the need for using additional software for separate quantitative analysis was 

paramount. Each of the process steps needed to be readily repeatable, reliable across contextual 

applications, and ideally reproducible. These criteria were established per the need to otherwise 

run several pre-processing stages for each file per technique applied, a process that would have 

taken far too long for practical implementation. An additional criterion for selection was the 

ability to export .net files (or equivalent graph files) for graph visualization purposes. To that 

end I primarily utilized a software called SciMAT (Cobo and Herrera, 2012) for most of the 

stages, with the exception of Gephi (Bastian, Heymann and Jacomy, 2009) as a tool for network 

metrics and preliminary visualization. I also use Cytoscape (Shannon et al., 2003) in the 

primary network visualizations due to its agility in certain features that Gephi is found lacking. 

In addition, I produced custom scripts utilizing the Python networkX (Hagberg, Schult and 

Swart, 2008) library to facilitate certain steps in the network analysis, e.g. for remapping node 

attributes generated in SciMAT to enable sufficient manipulability in visualizing (which a 

simple export-import did not allow per the resulting data structure), as well as to enable 

generating input matrices for pathfinder networks (see 3.3.3 for details).  

 

SciMAT is a software package specifically designed for producing science maps for 

bibliometric analysis and its development has been somewhat founded on the premise of 

correcting the innate shortcomings of other bibliometric mapping software (Cobo and Herrera, 

2012). It is capable of combining mismatched records and pre-cleaning data suffering from e.g. 
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typos and varying representations of the same units (e.g. authors, references, journals, words 

etc.) while retaining and grouping their associations into one using many-to-many relationships 

in a relational database (Cobo, López-Herrera and Herrera-Viedma, 2015). It also comes pre-

packaged with a series of in-built group detection tools for easing this process, and allows for 

manually grouping, regrouping, and editing remaining erroneous records.  

 

SciMAT was chosen as the mapping tool primarily due to its innate ability to produce 

longitudinal analyses via its grouping system, which includes groups for periods. This allows 

for the data collection to take place independently of the temporal limitations that might 

otherwise be imposed in constructing the sample files. This makes the longitudinal analysis 

process dynamic and flexible—most of all, also reproducible for each type of analysis utilizing 

the same dataset without a need for additional formatting. The key limitation would be the 

reliance on the relational database, which works wonders insofar as the desired functionality is 

included in SciMAT—however it somewhat limits the ability to manually convert data for 

manipulation purposes not included in the software itself until the networks are rendered. This 

largely limits the user to the included functions, which could be considered a type of 

methodological barrier.  

 

Gephi is “an open-source software for network visualization and analysis” (Gephi, 2018a) 

claiming to be the “leading visualization and exploration software for all kinds of graphs and 

networks” with primary applications intended for exploratory data analysis, link analysis, 

social network analysis, biological network analysis, and poster creation (Gephi, 2018b). Like 

SciMAT, it includes a series of built-in algorithms intended for its purpose of exploratory 

visualizations, including layout algorithms such as Yifan Hu (2005), ForceAtlas2 (Jacomy et 

al., 2014), and OpenOrd (Martin et al., 2011), intended to ease e.g. visual pattern recognition 

as a “complementary tool to traditional statistics, as visual thinking with interactive 

interfaces… facilitate[s] reasoning”  (Gephi, 2018c). Gephi in this study was mainly used for 

the calculation of centralities, whereas Cytoscape took over for most visualizations. Cytoscape 

is “an open source software project for integrating biomolecular interaction networks… …into 

a unified conceptual framework” (Shannon et al., 2003)—albeit it is primarily intended for the 

quoted type of research, I find the included features ideal for representing bibliometric 

networks as well e.g. with label position adjustments and attribute-specific node shapes as 
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default options, hence I chose to visualize the final networks with the benefits awarded by these 

additional features. 

3.3.1 Units of analysis and network metrics 

I begin this sub-chapter by clarifying a key distinction regarding interpretability of the analyses. 

While author-reference groups collate individual references under the primary authors 

resulting in a sample specific set of oeuvres, strict reference grouping relies on citations of 

single documents. On the other hand, co-author analysis is useful in discerning which authors 

have worked jointly on specific papers. This distinction is made as I occasionally refer to the 

author-references, which should not be understood as the study of co-authorship but rather 

aggregating cited author-reference pairs under their names, producing a limited overview of 

the authors’ contributions. 

 

SciMAT comes with built-in algorithms for normalizing and clustering data, further 

automatically calculating values for Callon’s density, measuring the internal strength of 

cohesion of a network, and Callon’s centrality, a measure for the external cohesion of a 

network utilizing the degree of interaction of one sub-network (read: cluster) with others—

these being generated for each cluster (Cobo and Herrera, 2012). These measures are then used 

in producing the strategic diagrams for each period, plotting clusters according to their 

centrality and density ratios to their respective quadrants (Cobo et al., 2011; Cobo and Herrera, 

2012). For clustering, the simple centers algorithm is applied on SciMAT.1 This algorithm 

makes two passes over the graph, in the first of which it establishes the ‘strong’ first order 

connections (internal links) yielding clusters, while in the second pass it establishes the ‘weak’ 

connections i.e. those interconnecting clusters where all internal links are excluded (external 

associations) (Coulter et al.,1998; Cobo et al., 2011a). 

 

I considered the selection of network metrics as complementary to the performance analysis 

made at the cluster level. As I was specifically looking for the units functioning as 

                                                 

1 K-Means, hierarchical clustering (Ward), Spectral clustering, and graph community detection (modularity) 

were also tested on the already normalized data. Most of these were either inconsistent across iterations or 

returned the equivalent of ‘superclusters’ with next-to-no separability. Notably, the results varied greatly 

between methods, and community detection appeared to be the most consistent with the visualization methods. 

However, the simple centers algorithm was used due to its tie-in to the evolutionary mapping aspects within 

SciMAT, making the interpretations more consistent. 
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interconnecting points between distinct clusters, or the disciplines at a macro-level, the notion 

of centrality is considered in further detail below. 

 

The implication of the centrality discussion under 2.2.2 is that for purposes of identifying the 

documents interconnecting various clusters, BWC is used as the primary measure. While BWC 

can be considered effective in reducing the networks down to few meaningful actors, it does 

not account for the problem of “global popularity” i.e. the idea that authors that are considered 

authorities in given fields tend to be cited more frequently (White, 2004) than others. EC is 

thus used as a secondary measure in the act of balancing and interpreting the ‘local’ influence 

of units recognized as central via BWC. 

 

The centrality calculations were performed on Gephi, which includes a BWC algorithm by 

Brandes, (2001); this implementation relies solely on inverted tie weights resulting in a relative 

loss of dimensions (e.g. the number of intermediary nodes) in calculating this measure (Opsahl 

et al., 2010). In practice, this could be interpreted as neglecting the ‘broken phone’ effect and 

potential delays experienced due to multiple intervening intermediaries in exchanging relevant 

information between nodes. Nevertheless, this algorithm is used for the purposes of 

determining BWC. Similarly, EC is calculated using the Gephi-embedded algorithm, run for 

100 iterations in each case. The centralities were calculated on the raw output networks 

produced by SciMAT and directly imported to Gephi prior to any visualizations or further edge 

reductions. 

 

The clusters arising from simple centers in SciMAT are labelled according to the most central 

document within a given cluster, whereas the network analysis overall is concerned with 

centrality within the whole network. The SciMAT-generated values are aggregates assigned to 

the entire cluster behaving as regions of highly inter-cited and collapsed “super-nodes” (Small, 

1999); as such, the cluster-label values are not directly comparable to those obtained from the 

full network analyses, which treat nodes as individuals. 

 

While BWC can function as a filter for discovering the most central actors in a network in 

terms of navigating the entire configuration and representing the key ‘intersections’, it largely 

neglects the density of the clusters and the influence an individual document has on its 

immediate surroundings. In addition, looking solely at either the core referenced documents or 
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most centrally cited authors would paint a limited picture that ends up neglecting one or the 

other. To address these difficulties and for ease of comparison, I further produce arithmetic 

means fusing BWC and EC values for both the core articles and their author-reference pairs—

these are then interpreted jointly with both centrality measures.  

 

As the centralities measure the global influence (BWC) and the local influence (EC) 

respectively, their aggregate means represent a balance between the influence types. EC is thus 

used as a complementary measure to BWC which helps assess the local impact of the globally 

central references as ranked by BWC, while considering both the impact of the authors’ 

collective output, or oeuvres (White, 2004), as well as the impact of the individually cited key 

document within each respective time period. Balancing the BWC values with a reliable 

secondary centrality measure can assess the degree to which the article has played a role in its 

local network vicinity, not only within its cluster, but across clusters as well. In addition, the 

aggregated centrality means are computed for the co-word analyses using the same principle. 

The centrality measures are used for two primary purposes: to determine the relative overall 

influence of the units vis-à-vis each other in each period interpreted together with the 

performance measures of their parent clusters; and to produce an evolutionary ranking among 

the top units identified individually. The simple logic of the above is: higher values in both 

local and global measures equals higher overall prominence and authority in a network than a 

high value in either one separately. 

 

The mean-aggregations are thus used as a form of interpretation tool and in the service of 

ranking top actors. However, in the case of author-reference to reference aggregation, the 

insertion of the oeuvres introduces a first author problem, leading to a reliability consideration, 

viz. in that a number of authors in author-references may not receive the correct total citations 

due to other authors functioning as the first authors in certain papers. 

3.3.2 Techniques applied 

I apply a combination of co-citation and co-word analyses as the primary bibliometric methods  

- the pairing of these methods as complements has also been recommended in previous studies 

(Neff and Corley, 2009; Chang, Huang and Lin, 2015). 
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References as units of analysis are primarily used in co-citation maps, displaying the most 

frequently cited or most central individual documents in each period. Author-reference pairs 

on the other hand display the most frequently co-cited authors, indicating the individual impact 

of each author referenced in the sample based on the citations received by their collective works 

(as included in the sample). Keywords provided by source or author, as well as added words 

extracted from abstracts and titles are used for constructing the co-word maps, which are used 

in detecting the conceptual themes. As previously mentioned, co-word analysis extracts words 

from shared terms of documents and as such these co-occurrences are not based on citations; 

however, SciMAT can produce citation-based performance measures for thematic clusters 

using the underlying linkages based on the document sets in each word cluster—this 

mechanism is therefore used in measuring the ‘citation performance’ of the conceptual themes 

as well.  

 

For each of these units of analyses, strategic diagrams and network configurations are produced 

via science maps produced by SciMAT. These maps utilize association strength for 

normalization i.e. deriving similarities from the data set following a recommendation by van 

Eck and Waltman (2009), and the inclusion index for detecting evolutionary overlaps; the 

inclusion index is used as it is insensitive to the number of items in a cluster thus avoiding a 

potential size-effect bias while measuring overlap (Cobo et al., 2011a).  

 

Each of these analyses further utilize a longitudinal approach, split to periods as follows: (i) 

Baseline (1995-2008), Period A (2009-2013), Period B (2014-2018). The choice of these time 

periods was motivated by two primary considerations: evening out the differences in the sample 

size between periods, as well as the number of years included in the latter two periods. 

 

The resulting evolutionary overlaps and strategic diagrams are analysed jointly with the 

individual networks produced for each period per unit of analysis/technique applied. In 

addition, I produce similar strategic diagrams over individual units in order to compare the 

relative positions of their EC as a measure of local influence (analogous in this manner to 

cluster density) and their BWC as a measure of global influence (analogous to cluster 

centrality). For local influence, I initially contemplated the use of clustering coefficient1 as 

                                                 

1 Measures the fraction of existing triangles over all possible triangles 
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closer to the density values provided by SciMAT for clusters but decided against it as EC 

extends its locality-determination to also account for the influence of its neighbouring nodes 

thus providing more information in terms of the relative influence of an individual node. 

However, clustering coefficient along with network density1, transitivity2 and connectivity3 are 

used as measures of global cohesion in determining the evolution of the macrostructure of the 

networks, loosely adopting the approach of Ronda-Pupo and Guerras-Martin (2012). These 

evolutionary metrics were produced using networkX, based off the raw SciMAT export graphs 

prior to further edge reductions. 

 

Some maps are utilized in analyses contributing to answering multiple sub-questions, where 

others are servicing only a specific one. Often in a longitudinal co-word study the first period 

is used as a baseline to establish a representative background of themes (Muñoz-Leiva et al., 

2012). Following this recommendation, I use the same logic throughout the primary testing and 

extend this recommendation to the co-citation method to ensure the relevance and 

comparability of the analyses results vis-à-vis each other.  

 

The table in appendix 4 shows the constraint conditions on which the primary period network 

configurations were generated on SciMAT—the minimum values per frequency of units prior 

to normalization i.e. the occurrence volume of an individual node, and the minimum edge 

weight determined by the co-occurrence strength of the relationship between any two nodes 

(Cobo and Herrera, 2012) in the second column. The third column displays the boundaries for 

cluster generation, typically ranging from two items to ten items, whereas the fourth displays 

the number of the resulting clusters—each of these items are reported for each period. The 

motivations for the seemingly random filter conditions varied; with some the goal was to 

produce a representation of the strongest links in a period, whereas in others the sheer size of 

the graphs requires a somewhat balanced approach to achieve both a reasonable amount of 

clusters for purposes of analysis and a sufficiently reduced-but-comprehensive network base 

                                                 

1 Can be understood as the ratio of total maximum connections a graph can have, i.e. 0 for a graph with 0 edges, 

and 1 for a completely connected graph 
2 Measures the fraction of “open” triangles; similar to clustering coefficient but assigns more weight to nodes 

with high degrees 
3 Measures essentially the robustness of the network via determining the minimum number of nodes to cut to 

disconnect a graph to unconnected components; the higher the value, the more robust the network 
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for reliable production of centrality metrics (e.g. the primary periods A and B in co-citation). 

The generic aim of the reduction process was to produce a similar number of clusters (ideally 

around five1, with varying success) for each period without varying the filters per period per 

unit of analysis, as that would have likely reduced the reliability of the longitudinal analysis 

within units. However, the inherent limitation of this approach is the somewhat uneven number 

of documents—and therefore units of analysis—per period, which tends to skew the resulting 

clusters to diverging amounts given the same constraints. For instance, the co-citation using 

simple reference co-occurrences consists of 12 558 units, where the co-citation using the 

authors’ ‘local’ oeuvres contains 7 611 units. Hence, there are some differences between the 

filtering conditions adopted for each unit of analysis and the selection of splitting the sample 

timewise was considered alongside this process. 

 

I further produce evolutionary network images showcasing the intersection of all the edges 

retained throughout the periods for both co-citation and co-word data (appendix 6), as well as 

images showing the set-differences of the transitionary periods2 (appendix 1). The former 

shows the connections that have remained consistent throughout each period, denoting a type 

of timeless core which has not changed over the investigated period. The latter in turn displays 

only the connections that are newly created in between periods, i.e. those that exist in the latter 

period but not the former. These are visual aids primarily meant to help the reader in 

interpreting the primary findings. 

3.3.3 Network visualization 

As bibliometric networks tend to be rather dense, the number of edges in any network image 

generated tends to make the resulting visualizations difficult to interpret. To counter this, 

different strategies can be applied. For instance, filtering parameters for only drawing nodes 

over a certain degree (or other centrality metric), or for only drawing edges above or below a 

certain weight (or other associated parameter) can be done. The problem with this is that such 

filtering techniques do little to ensure the topological properties of the original network are 

                                                 

1 The statistical basis for selecting this number was arbitrary / non-existent; the criterion applied was rather 

motivated by interpretability. As mentioned in footnote 13 on page 39, varying cluster solutions were tested and 

techniques like the Elbow method were applied for e.g. the K-means tests. Generally, solutions around 3-7 

clusters appeared optimal; however, this varied between networks too much to be of use in selecting a 

consistently comparable single-size solution for all periods. 
2 These were produced with networkX 
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retained, and the ‘right’ type of information is preserved, resulting in a kind of brute-force 

naïve logic in edge reduction (Chen and Morris, 2003). That said, the normalized ratio-based 

BWC values employed can produce a rather reductive network picture by sizing the nodes and 

labels according to the BWC values, generally resulting in a relatively clear distinction between 

the most influential nodes and the lesser ones. This allows for simple visualizations of complex 

and dense networks without extensively manipulating the underlying network configuration. 

 

Another popular strategy in reduced visualizations are Minimum Spanning Trees (MST) 

(Kruskal, 1956), which are visual representations of any minimum-weight acyclic tree over a 

graph structure; or its inverse as a maximum spanning tree if weighted on similarities. This is 

to say that such networks do not have any circular relationships, and the final visual product is 

a tree formed of a collection of shortest paths. However, for many graph structures, there are 

also multiple possible MSTs i.e. many such trees are possible to achieve yielding the same 

minimum or maximum total weight, therefore rendering their interpretation unreliable 

especially so with denser graphs (Chen and Morris, 2003). 

 

Pathfinder Associative Networks (PFNET) are another type of an edge reduction technique, 

which essentially form the union of all MSTs of a given graph. In the event that a truly unique 

MST of a graph exists, the PFNET will be its equivalent provided the minimum parameters  r 

= , q = n – 1 are given, where the Minkowski r-metric is the maximum weighing factor for 

distances, and the q parameter sets the desired amount of links; these parameters are optimal 

for the minimum edge solution, and further guarantee the ordinal relationships in the similarity 

data remain unchanged (Schvaneveldt et al., 1989). PFNETs solve the reliability problem of 

MSTs by adding in all of the edges in all the possible MSTs (Schvaneveldt and Cohen, 2010), 

therefore ensuring that all the ‘best’ paths are covered in the resulting visualizations. This yields 

superior confidence in their interpretation, and makes them more consistent in longitudinal 

analyses than MSTs (Chen and Morris, 2003). In SM research, at least two studies have 

employed PFNETs in studying co-authorship (Nerur, Rasheed and Natarajan, 2008) and 

journal influence (Nerur, Rasheed and Pandey, 2016) respectively. 

 

Given the positive aspects of the above properties regarding PFNETs, I chose to visualize the 

primary graphs as minimal PFNETs (r = , q = n – 1). I produce these using the free Java-

implementation of the original pathfinder software, JPathfinder (Interlink Inc., 2018; 
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Schvaneveldt et al., 1989). The secondary i.e. the intersection (see appendix 6) and set 

difference networks (see appendix 1) are presented as they are, as they (i) lose the information 

regarding the original edge weights in the transformation process, and (ii) are a different type 

of network reduction in their own right. 

 

In addition to reduction techniques, an appropriate layout algorithm is necessary to facilitate 

spatialization and visual interpretation of the resulting networks. I primarily rely on the Prefuse 

Force-Directed Layout offered as part of Cytoscape (Shannon et al., 2003), the exception being 

the full period PFNET (Figure 4.2) which laid out much clearer with Kamada-Kawai (Kamada 

and Kawai, 1989). 
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4 FINDINGS 

This section will focus on static descriptions of the findings and leaves the discussion to the 

following chapter 5. First, a series of descriptive statistics are reported in sub-chapter 4.1, 

mainly focused on giving an overview of the sample contents. Second, sub-chapter 4.2 provides 

a preliminary overview of the results without a longitudinal angle, and sub-chapter 4.3 

summarizes the main findings related to the primary time periods. Finally, sub-chapter 4.4 is 

focused on analysing the evolutionary patterns underlying the findings. 

4.1 Sample statistics 

Table 4.1 shows the top three journals in terms of volume of documents are primarily focused 

on the ethical and environmental aspects, whereas the top SM journals follow as a close second. 

It therefore appears that the majority of the relevant discussion takes place outside of the core 

SM focus; though fewer in number, the impact of the top SM journals is overall greater than 

the specialist journals. Same can be said of the citation frequencies, where the top three SM 

journals are cited by at least half the sample documents each. Regardless, the volumes suggest 

that the generic direction of ‘intellectual lending’ is occurring more from the generic strategic 

management literature toward the niche-outlets than vice versa. Of interest in the table is also 

the relatively high position of Harvard Business Review (HBR) as the sole notable practitioner 

outlet, signalling the willingness of scholars in these fields to borrow from the realm of 

practitioners (as over half of the sample articles appear to cite HBR). Despite the low impact 

factor, it is possible if not likely that outside of the academic realm these HBR articles have 

been among the most influential documents in guiding related practices. 

 

Table 4.2 displays the sample documents with the most citations to their name overall (not 

restricted within the sample). At number one, the Porter and Kramer (2006) article on 

competitive advantage and CSR is the most cited both overall and per year (with over 200 

citations per year), suggesting wide-spread popularity since its publication. Noteworthy here is 

that all but two of these (being Hart, 1995; and Russo and Fouts, 1997) have more to do with 

the social than the environmental dimension, and none appear to be explicitly concerned with 

integration. 

 

Table 4.3 shows the citations from within the sample documents only. Interestingly, the 

landscape changes quite a bit and new entrants at the top of the list include Friedman (1970), 
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Freeman (1984), Brundtland (1987), Barney (1991), and Elkington (1997). These changes 

between the citation counts may signal that global popularity is no guarantee of success within 

the research space. 

 

Table 4.4 includes the top keywords included in the sample documents. Notably, there are no 

mentions of the environmental dimension in the top ten words at all, whereas CSR occupies 

the third slot. On the other hand, both sustainable development and sustainability can be found 

in the top ten, with the other words signalling ties to either firm performance or other types of 

strategic thinking and management, and finally yet another exception—perspective, as the tenth 

most frequent word. Finally, Table 4.5 displays the number of documents falling under each 

period investigated. 

 

Table 4.1 Sample journal statistics 

Top 10 per frequency of sample documents         

Journal 
# 

docs 

Relative 

share % 

SJR impact 

factor (2017) 

Relative 

impact 

Journal of Cleaner Production 41 18,6 % 1,47 60,27 

Journal of Business Ethics 30 13,6 % 1,28 38,40 

Business Strategy and the Environment 25 11,4 % 1,88 47,00 

Strategic Management Journal 9 4,1 % 8,01 72,09 

Academy of Management Review 8 3,6 % 7,88 63,04 

Corporate Social Responsibility and Environmental Management 6 2,7 % 1,71 10,26 

Management Decision 5 2,3 % 0,54 2,70 

Sustainability 5 2,3 % 0,54 2,70 

Sustainable Development 4 1,8 % 0,99 3,96 

Journal of Management Studies 4 1,8 % 3,80 15,20 

Mean: 14 6,2 % 2,81 31,56 

     

Top 10 per frequency of citations         

Journal 
# 

docs 

Relative 

citing % 

SJR impact 

factor (2017) 

Relative 

impact 

Academy of Management Review 148 67,3 % 7,88 1166,24 

Strategic Management Journal 144 65,5 % 8,01 1153,44 

Academy of Management Journal 127 57,7 % 8,55 1085,85 

Journal of Business Ethics 127 57,7 % 1,28 162,56 

Harvard Business Review 125 56,8 % 0,30 37,50 

Business Strategy and the Environment 117 53,2 % 1,88 219,96 

Journal of Management 97 44,1 % 6,46 626,62 

California Management Review 90 40,9 % 2,21 198,90 

Journal of Management Studies 81 36,8 % 3,80 307,80 

Journal of Cleaner Production 80 36,4 % 1,47 117,60 

Mean: 114 51,6 % 4,18 507,65 
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Table 4.2 Top 10 most cited documents in sample  

Reference Topic Citation count 
Citations 

per year 

Porter and Kramer (2006) Competitive advantage and CSR 2 615 217.92 

Orlitzky et al. (2003) CSP-CFP link 2 251 150.07 

McWilliams and Siegel (2001) CSR, theory of the firm 1 972 116.00 

Hart (1995) Natural Resource-Based View 1 732 75.30 

Waddock and Graves (1997) CSP-CFP link 1 724 82.10 

Margolis and Walsh (2003) “Rethinking social initiatives by business” 1 549 103.27 

Russo and Fouts (1997) Environmental performance, profitability 1 510 71.90 

Hillman and Keim (2001) Shareholders, stakeholders, social issues, bottom-line 1 207 71.00 

Campbell (2007) Institutional theory of CSR 1 156 105.09 

Mcwilliams and Siegel (2000) CSP-CFP link 1 076 59.78 

 

 

 

Table 4.4 Top 10 keywords in sample documents 

Word # docs Relative occurrence % 

MANAGEMENT 64 29.1 % 

CORPORATE-SOCIAL-RESPONSIBILITY 63 28.6 % 

FINANCIAL-PERFORMANCE 60 27.3 % 

PERFORMANCE 54 24.5 % 

STRATEGY 53 24.1 % 

SUSTAINABILITY 51 23.2 % 

SUSTAINABLE-DEVELOPMENT 47 21.4 % 

COMPETITIVE-ADVANTAGE 46 20.9 % 

FIRM 41 18.6 % 

PERSPECTIVE 39 17.7 % 

Mean: 51.8 23.5 % 

 

 

Table 4.3 Top 10 cited references     

Abbreviated reference 

string 

Nr. of citing 

documents 

Relative 

citing % 
Core topic 

Hart SL, 1995 67 30.5 % Natural resource-based view (NRBV) 

Freeman RE, 1984 65 29.5 % Stakeholder theory 

Barney J, 1991 58 26.4 % Firm resources and competitive advantage (RBV) 

WCED, 1987 57 25.9 % Brundtland report (common definition of SD) 

Orlitzky M, 2003 52 23.6 % Meta-analysis of CSP-CFP relationship 

Waddock SA, 1997 52 23.6 % CSP-CFP performance link 

Friedman M, 1970 44 20.0 % Social responsibility equals increasing profitability 

Russo MV, 1997 43 19.5 % RBV perspective on environmental performance-profitability 

Margolis JD, 2003 43 19.5 % Rethinking social initiatives by business 

Elkington J, 1997 41 18.6 % Triple Bottom Line (TBL) 

Mean: 52 23.7 %  
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Table 4.5 Documents per period 

Label Period # documents 

Baseline 1995-2008 64 

Period A 2009-2013 75 

Period B 2014-2018 81 

Full period 1995-2018 220 

- 2014 22 

- 2015 19 

- 2016 17 

- 2017-2018 23 

 

4.2 Preliminary overview 

In this chapter I produce a word cloud of the main themes (Figure 4.1) and the full period 

citation network (Figure 4.2) as the underlying macrostructures for the sub-periods. This 

provides a generic overview that allows the reader to place each period under evolutionary 

scrutiny within the global frame of the investigation. 

 

To this end, Figure 4.1 displays the most frequently occurring keywords over the sample 

period, sized in a relative ranking order in a tag cloud configuration. As could be expected, the 

primary occurrences match the initial keyword search quite well, but some interesting entrants 

have also emerged. For instance, ‘reputation,’ ‘ethics,’ ‘climate change,’ ‘systems,’ 

‘entrepreneurship,’ and various forms of ‘innovation’ are all included, albeit perhaps not at the 

top ranks. The relatively high occurrence rate of ‘supply chain management’ is also an 

interesting and a somewhat unexpected find, as is the prominent appearance of the word 

‘perspective.’ 

 

Figure 4.2 displays the PFNET of the core cited documents over the entire period highlighting 

the highest BWC centralities—the highest values here are held by Brundtland (1987), Hart 

(1995), and Freeman (1984). 
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Figure 4.1 Full co-word network tag cloud1 

 

The core documents in the overview’s most central citations can be roughly classified under 

four distinct topics: (i) stakeholder theory and social responsibility (Friedman, 1970; Carroll, 

1979; Freeman, 1984; McGuire, Sundgren and Schneeweis, 1988; Donaldson and Preston, 

1995; Waddock and Graves, 1997; McWilliams and Siegel, 2001; Margolis and Walsh, 2003; 

Orlitzky, Schmidt and Rynes, 2003); (ii) RBV and environmental concerns which is somewhat 

central (Barney, 1991; Hart, 1995; Shrivastava, 1995a; Russo and Fouts, 1997; Sharma and 

Vredenburg, 1998); (iii) Sustainability bridged by Brundtland (1987) in the south, and; (iv) 

Dynamic capabilities on the top of the image bridged by Teece et al. (1997). Looking 

southwest, one finds the Tragedy of the Commons (Hardin, 1968) behind which appear articles 

(Oliva, Sterman and Giese, 2003; Sterman et al., 2013) and books discussing systems 

modelling, dynamics, and simulations, as well as others concerning the role of business 

education (Pfeffer and Fong, 2002; Mintzberg, 2005). Some documents discussing various 

approaches to integration are propagating toward the centre of the network (Elkington, 1997; 

Hart, 1997; Dyllick and Hockerts, 2002; Bansal, 2005), where the small cluster to the west 

bordered by Figge et al. (2002) is mainly revolving around sustainability-related reporting, 

auditing, and accounting. 

                                                 

1 Produced with WordCloud by Mueller et al. (2018) 
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Figure 4.2 Co-citation full PFNET 1995-2018 

 

As a PFNET can be understood as the collection of all the possible edges of all MSTs in a 

graph, it is possible to analogize that those nodes with the highest degrees in a PFNET are also 

likely to be those with the highest betweenness centrality in the main graph, as both techniques 

rely to an extent on finding shortest paths. Keeping this in mind, judging from the visual 

topology it could be construed that the clusters spanning the middle (i.e. the RBV and the 

‘modern’ side of the stakeholder/CSP streams) are the ones that appear most often referenced 

as ‘in-between’ the extrema. However, it is difficult to ignore the gravitas of the influence of 

the stakeholder and CSR cluster. This cluster is generally also the one that has had the longest 

time to accumulate citations per time of most publications and is therefore the most prone to 

benefiting from any size biases that may remain in the data post-normalization. 
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4.3 Periodic developments 

This chapter presents basic characteristics of each period under investigation, summarizing the 

primary citation activity and thematic landscapes drawing on the co-citation and co-word 

results as produced by SciMAT, complemented by a centrality analysis. The bracket 

parentheses following citations and other cues with reference to clusters signify a connection 

to that periods’ PFNET figures, where clusters are separated with a combination of node shapes 

and colours. 

4.3.1 Baseline period: 1995-2008 

The three co-citation motor clusters in the baseline period (appendix 2.1) are centred on 

documents discussing market responses to environmental information (Shane and Spicer, 

1983), shareholder value, stakeholders, and social value (Hillman and Keim, 2001), and 

stakeholder theory (Donaldson and Preston, 1995). Figure 4.6 draws out the PFNET with the 

respective clusters identified by node shapes and colours. The majority of the references in the 

dense Shane cluster [white circles] are from the 70s and 80s, suggesting the density here may 

to an extent be a product of timely accumulation. It also appears that the stakeholder clusters 

[black diamonds = Donaldson; grey hexagons = Hillman and Keim] are the primary 

connecting fabric across the denser part of the network, functioning as a bridge to the looser 

part. Some key documents regarding sustainability and integration are yet found at the very 

periphery of the network in this period, where concepts such as SD (Brundtland, 1987) and the 

Triple Bottom Line (TBL) covering the people, planet, and profit (Elkington, 1997) are still 

emerging. Structurally, some key positions are occupied by Newton's (1997) discussion on 

social capital, Gladwin et al.'s (1995) article on the sustainability paradigms, the Dierickx and 

Cool (1989) article on accumulation of asset stocks and SCA, the Walley and Whitehead (1994) 

discussion on being green, and the Bansal and Roth (2000) article on ecological responsiveness. 

This is also the only period in I which find a reference to at least a precursor to sustainable 

strategic management (SSM) via Stead and Stead (1992). 

 

Thematically (see Table 4.6, Figure 4.3), the baseline period is characterized by the dominance 

of the motor clusters (appendix 3.1) centering on financial performance [black diamonds] and 

competitive advantage [grey triangles], with a clear emphasis on the former. The first is clearly 

dominating in terms of citation counts, yet its relative impact on that basis could be considered 

less obvious; of individual prominence in this cluster is also CSR, where stakeholder 
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theory/management, ethics, and shareholder value also make appearances on a key stretch in 

the PFNET. The latter cluster includes mentions of technologies, capabilities, industry, RBV, 

and strategies, suggesting a focus on markets, albeit it also includes mentions of impact and 

the natural environment. The emerging cluster in the period is labelled sustainability [dark 

grey parallelograms] which is surrounded by the concepts innovation, environmental 

management, and corporate strategy. The management cluster [white circles] at the centre of 

both the strategic diagram and the PFNET includes a more varied set of concepts, ranking 

second in citation counts in the period. The contents of this cluster range from ecological 

sustainability and green to CSP, responsibility and profitability. 

 

In key positions in the co-word PFNET are social performance, industry, profitability, and 

stakeholder theory. These are all occupying positions that connect disparate portions of the 

network, hiding behind larger subcomponents; however financial performance reigns supreme 

and is clearly situated as the key theme in the baseline period. CSR appears connected to the 

remainder via stakeholder theory and stakeholder management, which are connected to each 

other by both perspective and ethics. Mentions of the environment are scattered across the 

network, linking closest to management, sustainability and industry, as well as CSR and firm 

performance. Interesting associations related to SD here are the appearance of SD itself, linked 

to the firm by way of green, and to the RBV by way of natural environment—a notion easily 

explained by referring to the NRBV. Both of these paths lead to SM via impact and competitive 

advantage. Conceptual shortest paths are therefore either SM → competitive advantage → 

impact → firm → green → SD; or SM → competitive advantage → impact → RBV → natural 

environment → SD. 

4.3.2 Period A: 2009-2013 

The motor clusters in the second period (Figure 4.7, appendix 2.2) are centred on Hart and 

Ahuja (1996), including other prominent references on environmental issues (Russo and Fouts, 

1997; Sharma and Vredenburg, 1998) [dark grey parallelograms]; and Margolis and Walsh 

(2003) who along with Orlitzky et al. (2003) [white circles] recombine and split the former 

social-stakeholder supercluster into distinct clusters on their own, where the other is centred on 

Donaldson and Preston (1995) [black diamonds]. Hart (1995) and Barney (1991) are here 

clustered with the Brundtland (1987) report [black V-shape], this alliance being prominent on 

the emerging side of the network. Structurally, the PFNET becomes significantly more 
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convoluted and complex; citation in key positions include mentions of environmental 

management and cost advantage (Christmann, 2000), environmental technologies and 

manufacturing (Klassen and Whybark, 1999), the RBV (Wernerfelt, 1984), and a discussion 

on the CSP-CFP relationship in the context of “corporate charitable giving” (Brammer and 

Millington, 2008). 

 

The driving themes in this period (Table 4.7, Figure 4.4, appendix 3.2) are centred on the 

concept of the firm, a cluster [black V-shape] which contains again quite a varied set of words 

such as view, profitability, market, enterprise, business strategy, and advantage. The notion of 

sustainability in this cluster is linked to supply chains, which in itself is also linked to the RBV 

through the concept of supply chain management, and in a third form under social 

responsibility as simply supply chain. The multiple mentions may imply the compound effect 

of the concept of supply chain overall is more prominent than appears in the network, as the 

relevant cluster (Seuring and Müller, 2008) [dark grey triangles in Figure 4.7] exists at the 

outskirts of the citation network as highly developed but not central. Quite a few individual 

concepts over the various clusters displayed in Table 4.7 include mentions of the environment 

in one way or another (e.g. environmental management, environmental strategy, environmental 

performance, climate change, natural environment, and green). In addition, sustainability 

dimensions appear quite represented as well as two best performing thematic clusters are 

labelled around sustainable development [grey hexagons] and sustainability [white circles] 

with a third mention of corporate sustainability [white triangles]. Further, these terms appear 

to be linked with industry, innovation, corporate strategy, strategy, market value, and firm 

performance among others, suggesting an increased degree of integration to SM. These 

concepts also carry along ideas such as complexity and systems. This period also marks the 

arrival of dynamic capabilities, here yet clustered together with the initial parent RBV [dark 

grey parallelograms]. 

 

Again, CSR and stakeholder theory appear as nearest neighbours in the co-word PFNET and 

are linked to SD via corporate strategy. SD itself is here neighboured also by complexity. 

Shortest path between the dominant concepts has here also significantly simplified down to 

SM → view → SD. The word view is in an otherwise key position also, both highly central and 

strongly associated with the words innovation, firm, and competitive advantage. While 

financial performance is still at the centre of the network positionally, it has clearly lost 
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importance to competitive advantage as a primary linkage between subcomponents. Other 

terms in key positions structurally are market value, integration, and framework. 

4.3.3 Period B: 2014-2018 

The two co-citation motor clusters (see Figure 4.8, appendix 2.3) in period B (centred on Teece 

et al., 1997 [grey hexagons] and Sharma and Vredenburg, 1998 [black V-shape]) discuss 

dynamic capabilities and organizational capabilities, the latter in the context of environmental 

strategy. The Margolis and Walsh (2003) cluster [white circles] has here shifted to the 

developed but isolated side of the strategic diagram (appendix 2.3) and shifted more to the edge 

of the PFNET, both suggesting waning global influence. The newly emerged Dyllick and 

Hockerts (2002) cluster [black diamonds] gathers a number of highly cited individuals (e.g. 

Freeman, 1984; Donaldson and Preston, 1995; Hart, 1995; Waddock and Graves, 1997; Bansal, 

2005)  under its wings from various parts of the network—hence it appears as a basic but 

transversal cluster on the strategic diagram. Nevertheless, it is among the most influential 

groups in this period both by bibliometric indicators and centrality metrics. At the proverbial 

centre of this period’s PFNET sits the Brundtland (1987) report [dark grey parallelograms], 

somewhat displacing the earlier dominance of the CSP and stakeholder cliques. Key individual 

positions are held by Russo and Fouts (1997) who discuss corporate environmental 

performance and profitability in the context of RBV, bridging the entire DCV cluster to the 

rest of the network; by core articles on CSP-CFP (Waddock and Graves, 1997; Orlitzky et al., 

2003) who bear multiple key connections in the central area connecting clusters; and by a 

discussion on the preconditions of SD in an organizational context (Baumgartner, 2009) at the 

very centre adjacent to the WCED report (Brundtland, 1987) and the central article on CS 

(Dyllick and Hockerts, 2002). 

 

Thematically (Table 4.8, Figure 4.5, appendix 3.3), capabilities now appear under both RBV 

[grey hexagons] and dynamic capabilities [dark grey triangles] now as a standalone cluster; 

sustainability appears throughout the clusters in various forms in a rather consistent manner, 

albeit in varying contexts (e.g. sustainability management, business sustainability, social 

sustainability, etc.). However, the driving conceptual theme in this period is economic 

performance [dark grey parallelograms], though the label may not in itself explain the whole 

story as the contents of the cluster are again quite varied involving themes such as social 

responsibility, supply chain management, environmental management, integration, and 
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competitive advantage. The other motor clusters are centred on RBV, perspective [white 

rectangles], and CSR [dark grey V-shape], which are each quite multidisciplinary in contents. 

Whereas RBV brings with it the concepts of environmental and eco-innovation, environmental 

strategy and stakeholders, CSR carries along core concepts of sustainability (sustainable 

development, sustainability management) together with firm performance and industry. The 

clusters perspective and management [dark grey circles] both mention a form of strategic 

sustainable development and the latter further entails some temporal considerations (via short-

termism, future directions); the former also repeats the previously mentioned systems adding 

to it the word thinking. The CS cluster [white circles] also makes a prominent appearance in 

bibliometric terms, which may be possibly explained by the core term’s centrality in itself. 

 

Whereas the previous period saw a loss of conceptual influence by financial performance, 

positionally it more than makes up for the losses here along with social performance, industry, 

and initiatives; cutting any of these from the PFNET would result in numerous subcomponents 

and disconnected nodes, among others disconnecting strategy from management; potentially 

orphaning both corporate sustainability and CSR entirely as disconnected individual nodes. 

This speaks to the importance these two terms have retained in the ongoing discussions despite 

their respective losses in centrality. Connecting SM with SD here remains a simple path as SM 

→ strategic approach → SD. However, this linkage is at the periphery of the network, 

structurally connected to the remainder via integration. Other interesting notions arise in the 

now slightly disconnected path between formerly close CSR and stakeholder theory, now 

connected via financial performance and corporate governance. Structurally, the concept of 

green supply chain management (GSCM) is also in a key cut position, holding hostage from 

the remaining network terms such as competitive advantage, management, business 

sustainability, and sustainability overall. The previously key position of competitive advantage 

is here relegated, it being now bordered by the terms future and the formerly prominent view, 

which in turn leads to sustainability. 
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Table 4.6 Co-word clusters - Baseline 

Cluster label Words 
# 

words 
cr. dr. 

# 

docs 
q2 

Sum 

citations 

Financial 

performance 

Stakeholder theory, stakeholder management, 
social responsibility, shareholder value, reputation, 

firm, ethics, economic performance, CSR 

10 1.00 0.75 28 75.95  15 532    

Management 

Responsibility, profitability, perspective, 

environment, ecological sustainability, disclosure, 
CSP, corporate performance, competitiveness 

10 0.50 0.50 19 67.53    7 329    

Competitive 

advantage 

Technologies, strategy, strategic management, 
social performance, resource-based view, natural 

environment, industry, impact, capabilities 

10 0.75 1.00 11 58.40    5 531    

Sustainability 
SD, innovation, environmental management, 

corporate strategy 
5 0.25 0.25 7 36.17    1 840    

* cr. = centrality range; dr. = density range; q2 = q2-index  

 

Table 4.7 Co-word clusters - period A 

Cluster label Words # words cr. dr. 
# 

docs 
q2 

Sum 

citations 

Sustainable 

development 

Strategy, management, innovation, framework, 

environmental management, corporate strategy, 
CSR, complexity 

9 0.83 0.17 38 50.50   2 857    

Sustainability 

Systems, selection, performance, operations 

management, model, market orientation, 
industry, environment, design 

10 0.50 0.33 23 39.24   2 069    

Resource-Based 

View 

Supply chain management, strategic 

management, perspective, environmental 

strategy, environmental performance, dynamic 
capabilities, decision-making, competitive 

advantage, climate change 

10 1.00 0.50 23 38.39   2 024    

Financial 

performance 

Stakeholder theory, stakeholders, stakeholder 

management, responsibility, orientation, impact, 
disclosure, CSP, capabilities 

10 0.17 0.83 17 35.23   1 426    

Firm 

View, sustainable supply chains, profitability, 

organizations, market, enterprise, conceptual 
framework, business strategy, advantage 

10 0.67 1.00 12 30.58   1 058    

Social 

responsibility 

Supply chain, natural environment, market value, 

green, governance, firm performance, ethics, 
economic performance, corporate sustainability 

10 0.33 0.67 15 28.98      825    

* cr. = centrality range; dr. = density range; q2 = q2-index 
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Table 4.8 Co-word clusters - period B 

Cluster label Words 
# 

words 
cr. dr. 

# 

docs 
q2 

Sum 

citations 

Economic 

performance 

Supply chain management, strategy, social 
responsibility, integration, framework, financial 

performance, environmental management, 

empirical analysis, competitive advantage 

10 1.00 1.00 28 23.32 823 

Corporate Social 

Responsibility 

View, sustainable development, sustainability 
management, small and medium enterprises 

(SMEs), initiatives, industry, firm performance, 

environmental performance, conceptual framework 

10 0.75 0.50 22 21.35 547 

Corporate 

sustainability 

Upper echelons, trade-offs, strategic planning, 

strategic approach, social performance, natural 

environment, hybrid organizations, future, 
corporate governance 

10 0.50 0.12 13 21.21 417 

Resource-Based 

View 

Stakeholders, firm, environmental strategy, 

environmental innovation, eco-innovation, 

determinants, climate change, capabilities, 

advantage 

10 0.62 0.88 16 17.03 306 

Management 

Social sustainability, short-termism, responsibility, 
green, governance, future directions, Framework 

for Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD), 

decision-making, business sustainability 

10 0.25 0.75 17 16.91 363 

Perspective 

TBL, systems thinking, strategic sustainable 

development, research agenda, performance, 

organizations, innovation, entrepreneurship, 
consumer 

10 0.88 0.62 21 15.49 297 

Dynamic 

capabilities 

Sustainability, strategic management, knowledge-
management, impact, enterprise 

6 0.38 0.25 12 13.27 301 

Model Model, indicators, competition 3 0.12 0.38 4 8.83 69 

* cr. = centrality range; dr. = density range; q2 = q2-index 
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Figure 4.3 Co-word PFNET: Baseline 
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Figure 4.4 Co-word PFNET: Period A 
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Figure 4.5 Co-word PFNET: Period B 
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Figure 4.6 Co-citation PFNET: Baseline 
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Figure 4.7 Co-citation PFNET: Period A 
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Figure 4.8 Co-citation PFNET: Period B 
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4.4 Evolutionary patterns 

This sub-chapter dives into the evolutionary aspect of the network developments, first looking 

at how the PFNET configurations have evolved over time and what concepts and citations have 

primarily stood out at structural key positions under sub-chapter 4.4.1; and second, discussing 

the transitions and trajectories discovered under 4.4.2. 

4.4.1 Structural network evolution 

Table 4.9 displays statistics of the PFNETs for each period, including the full period. Node-to-

link ratios indicate how ‘tree-like’ the structure is i.e. the higher the number, the more tree-like 

the PFNET structure appears, as each additional link over n-1 yields an additional cycle in the 

graph (i.e. a node-to-link ratio of 1.0 would equal a unique MST graph). The table also shows 

the maximum degree in the remaining PFNET as well as the nodes with that degree; the centre 

nodes of each PFNET i.e. those nodes who are maximally distant from the most peripheral 

node, as well as the median nodes i.e. those that are the closest distance to all other nodes in 

the network (Schvaneveldt et al., 1989). Coherence in turn is an indirect measure of similarity, 

somewhat analogous to transitivity, based off the correlation profiles between pairs of vertices 

i.e. how similar the sets of connections of two nodes are to each other, so that higher similarity 

profiles yield a higher coherence score (Interlink Inc., 2018).  

 

Again, the co-word PFNETs appear significantly more tree-like than the co-citation ones per 

the node-link ratios (as well as on visual inspection), where the co-citation PFNETs are 

significantly more coherent but also much more connected, with a max degree of up to 19 in 

the baseline as opposed to a maximum six in the same for co-word. The co-citation coherence 

dips slightly in period A but rebounds a gain circa half the loss for period B, suggesting a 

convergence of citation similarity between the latter periods. 

 

Among the terms shared over periods, in key positions are social performance, environmental 

performance, financial performance, and integration, as each of these are situated in at least 

two key evolutionary positions. This dimensionality is quite pronounced and in line with the 

emergence of TBL over the period set. Regarding citations, each new period introduces new 

key documents i.e. none of the centre or median nodes are shared across periods. 
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However, the central trend seems to be slowly going from the CSP-CFP discussion (Parket and 

Eilbirt, 1975; Kedia and Kuntz, 1981; McGuire et al., 1988; Newton, 1997; Waddock and 

Graves, 1997) and stakeholder theory (Freeman, 1984) toward the RBV (Penrose, 1959) and 

DCV (Teece et al., 1997; Adner and Helfat, 2003), environmental management (Klassen and 

Whybark, 1999; Christmann, 2000; Melnyk, Sroufe and Calantone, 2003; Montabon, Sroufe 

and Narasimhan, 2007) and sustainability (Hart, 1997; Baumgartner, 2009) while calling to 

question the ongoing relevance of the first (Margolis and Walsh, 2003). Going against the trend 

is the median citation node in period A (Brammer and Millington, 2008), which discusses CSP-

CFP in a period otherwise dominated by environmental management and performance. The 

CSP-CFP topic also re-emerges in the concepts in period B, with both concepts in key 

evolutionary positions, complemented by the concepts of framework, integration, model, and 

industry. With respect to the full period, the centre citation nodes are all concerned with 

business models, sustainability, or both (Amit and Zott, 2012; Bocken et al., 2014; Rauter, 

Jonker and Baumgartner, 2017), while the NRBV (Hart, 1995) claims both the median and the 

highest degree. On the conceptual side, the full period is leaning toward product (or product 

innovation) and green supply chain management (GSCM). 

4.4.2 Transitions and trajectories 

Table 4.10 shows the evolutionary development of the graph structures including overlap 

similarities between period transitions, as well as metrics measuring the comparative internal 

cohesion of the graphs in each period on a ratio-scale of 0.0 to 1.0. It also displays the relative 

overlaps of the cited references and words shared between periods—these are rather low in the 

first at 0.18 similarity respectively for both gaps, suggesting a considerable degree of evolution 

ongoing within the space. 512 documents are transferred from the baseline period to period A, 

whereas 821 references follow to period B. However, both periods A and B receive a 

considerable amount of new references previously unmentioned, which suggests the rate of 

renewal and displacement of earlier citations is relatively high. In contrast, the thematic 

evolution has seen much more transference of older concepts over the periods, with overlap 

similarities of 0.38 for the first transition and 0.35 for the second. 

 

The patterns revealed differ between units of analysis; with co-citations, the graphs grow 

between each period in terms of nodes acquired, but simultaneously lose numerous edges. 
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Table 4.9 PFNET statistics 

  PFNETs - co-word 

Period Baseline: 1995-2008 A: 2009-2013 B: 2014-2018 Full: 1995-2018 

Max Degree in Net 6 5 5 6 

Nr. Nodes 40 63 79 154 

Links 50 71 87 162 

Node-to-link ratio 0.80 0.88 0.91 0.95 

Coherence 0.49 0.36 0.33 0.25 

Max Degree Node 
SOCIAL-

PERFORMANCE 

VIEW, COMPETITIVE-
ADVANTAGE, 

INTEGRATION 

FRAMEWORK, 

INTEGRATION, MODEL, 

GSCM, FINANCIAL-
PERFORMANCE 

PRODUCT, GSCM 

Centre Node 

ETHICS, 

STAKEHOLDER-
THEORY 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

PERFORMANCE 
INDUSTRY 

GREEN-PRODUCT-

INNOVATION 

Median Node 
FINANCIAL-

PERFORMANCE 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

PERFORMANCE 
SOCIAL-PERFORMANCE GSCM 

     

 PFNETs - co-citation 

Period Baseline: 1995-2008 A: 2009-2013 B: 2014-2018 Full: 1995-2018 

Max Degree in Net 19 10 8 200 

Nr. Nodes 126 132 149 1776 

Links 299 168 209 8543 

Node-to-link ratio 0.42 0.79 0.71 0.20 

Coherence 0.69 0.51 0.60 0.74 

Max Degree Node 

Parket, 1975; Kedia, 

1981; Freeman, 1986; 

McGuire, 1988 

Waddock, 1997 

Baumgartner, 2009; Teece, 

1997; Margolis, 2003; 

Adner, 2003 

Hart, 1995 

Centre Node Newton, 1997 

Montabon, 2007; Melnyk, 

2003; Klassen, 1999; 

Christmann, 2000 

Penrose, 1959 
Rauter, 2015; Bocken 

2014; Amit 2012 

Median Node Freeman, 1984 Brammer, 2008 Hart, 1997 Hart, 1995 

 

As a result, the cohesion of the co-citation networks is greatly reduced over each transition. 

When it comes to co-citation data, the loss of cohesion could partly be understood as reflecting 

the displacement of old material for new; the loss of edges may simply reflect the convergence 

of the citing practice on the dominant publications of the previous era, thereby having the same 

coverage for less breadth. In this way, given the bibliometric context, this could also signal 

greater convergence in the graph. 

 

Conversely, the co-word graphs gain in both nodes and edges; the greatest thematic cohesion 

is experienced in period A, while the relative changes between periods remain relatively 

insignificant. However, here too the latter period B appears the least cohesive, suggesting a 

general divergence in the thematic structures has been ongoing. This could also be attributed 

to the growth experienced, as the latter period graph is over double that of the baseline size. 

There are increases in both volume and connectivity, there being more of the emerging and less 

developed areas with potential to connect across domains within the space.  
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Table 4.10 Graph structure evolutionary statistics 

                                                  Cohesion 
 Co-citation Co-word 

 Baseline A B Baseline A B 

# Nodes 126 132 149 40 63 79 

# Edges 1600 1074 781 161 370 426 

Diameter 4 5 5 4 4 4 

Density ratio* 1.00 0.61 0.35 1.00 0.92 0.67 

Transitivity ratio* 1.00 0.78 0.59 1.00 0.94 0.85 

Clustering coefficient ratio* 1.00 0.95 0.91 0.90 1.00 0.89 

Connectivity ratio* 1.00 0.56 0.33 0.71 1.00 0.88 

       

  Transitions 

  Co-citation Co-word   

  Baseline to A A to B Baseline to A A to B 
 

 Similarity overlap   0.18 0.18 0.38 0.35   

* NOTE: Ratios were generated by dividing with maximum value per row 

 

As the relative loss in transitivity is much higher than in the clustering coefficient, it appears 

that many nodes with higher degrees have been surrounded by new entrants that are less 

connected, while the peripheral cliques may have remained relatively untouched. 

 

Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 summarize the centrality evolution of the top 17 citations and top 

15 keywords respectively over time. Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 display the same results as 

rank-order-centrality-based strategic diagrams1. Appendix 1 shows network images of the set 

differences between transitions, highlighting the largest gainers in each by size and colour 

determined by BWC values2 (the larger and darker the node, the higher its centrality in the 

transition). 

 

In terms of centrality, the NRBV (Hart, 1995) dominates both overall as well as over the 

investigated periods; only in the baseline period does it lose to a series of works on stakeholder 

theory (Freeman, 1984; Wood and Jones, 1995) and the debate on social performance and 

responsibility of the firm (Friedman, 1970; McGuire et al. 1988; Waddock and Graves, 1997), 

whereas in the two latter periods the NRBV holds top place. 

 

                                                 

1 Axes standing for BWC and EC instead of centrality and density 
2 These values are not separately stated as they are only used for visual treatments and as these networks are 

chiefly intended to be interpretive aids. 
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Over time, the discussion on social performance together with stakeholders seems to be waning 

with drastic drops in centrality in the latter two periods over the relevant references (Friedman, 

1970; Freeman, 1984; McGuire et al., 1988; Wood and Jones, 1995; Waddock and Graves, 

1997) and the associated concepts financial performance and stakeholder theory. However, the 

concept of CSR reveals itself to be on a rising trend following through to the last period. 

Whereas financial performance loses centrality, the more generic alternative of performance 

gains traction over each period placing at the top-end of centrality in period B. The discussion 

in period A appears to be dominated by sustainability and perspective, where the top rising 

references in this period also display a sustainability or environment-oriented focus 

(Brundtland, 1987; Elkington, 1997; Sharma and Vredenburg, 1998; Bansal, 2005), together 

with the new entrant on corporate sustainability (Dyllick and Hockerts, 2002). The social 

performance cluster makes up for its earlier losses through gains by both Margolis and Walsh 

(2003) and Orlitzky et al. (2003). 

 

Some interesting observations can be made on the strategic diagrams; first, while Barney 

(1991) represents RBV via citations as one of the major influencers overall, the respective 

thematic clustering finds RBV as a locally strong but globally weak presence. This suggests a 

‘global popularity’ issue previously discussed regarding the Barney article. The same could be 

said for Freeman (1984), as the mention of stakeholder theory is ranked 0-0 on the centrality 

matrix thus disappearing entirely, while Freeman himself is among the top three influencers 

via citations. The only globally cited but not locally influential theme is sustainability (paired 

with Brundtland, 1987), whereas the two core themes still seemingly emerging are dynamic 

capabilities (Teece et al., 1997) and corporate sustainability (Dyllick and Hockerts, 2002). 

 

The driving forces that are aligned in the diagrams on the motor cluster range are thus social 

and financial performance, with a connection to CSR (Waddock and Graves, 1997; Margolis 

and Walsh, 2003; Orlitzky et al., 2003) and competitive advantage (Barney, 1991; Hart, 1995).  

 

The other driving forces that are not aligned over themes and references are corporate 

sustainability represented perhaps closest by Bansal (2005), and the CSP-CFP link represented 

by Waddock and Graves (1997), Margolis and Walsh (2003), and Orlitzky et al. (2003) via co-

citations.  
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The yet emerging themes identified in the evolution charts appear at the bottom left quadrant 

as expected; here the rising citations appear to be Elkington (1997), Teece et al. (1997), Sharma 

and Vredenburg (1998), and Dyllick and Hockerts (2002); where the declining ones appear to 

mainly represent the social aspect (Friedman, 1970; McGuire et al., 1988; Wood and Jones, 

1995) with the exception of Walley and Whitehead (1994), which is only present in the baseline 

period discussing greening of the corporation. Looking at the transitionary gainers (see 

appendix 1), the transition from the baseline period to period A saw its major conceptual gains 

in sustainability, perspective, RBV, competitive advantage, and performance. Citation-wise, 

the largest gainers were discussing CSP-CFP (Margolis and Walsh, 2003; Orlitzky, Schmidt 

and Rynes, 2003), corporate sustainable development (Bansal, 2005), TBL (Elkington, 1997), 

and SD (Brundtland, 1987). 

 

In the second transitionary period from A to B, the concepts gaining the most ground are CS, 

SD, CSR, and the more generic concepts of management and strategy. Bansal (2005), the 

Brundtland (1987) report, and Margolis and Walsh (2003) are again among the top gainers in 

terms of citations, this time accompanied by works on DCV (Teece et al., 1997), CS (Dyllick 

and Hockerts, 2002), and somewhat surprisingly on the RBV (Barney, 1991). 

 

The driving conceptually central themes in period B appear to be CSR, corporate sustainability, 

strategy, management, sustainable development, and performance, where social responsibility 

is a slightly more locally influential runner-up, followed by the more globally influential 

perspective. 

 

Table 4.11 displays the relevant concepts uncovered in each period and whether their 

occurrence was strong or weak, established via two different thresholds in frequency filters 

when generating SciMAT networks. These are further rudimentarily categorised into fitting 

higher order themes: Ethics & values; systems & systems thinking; environment; society and 

stakeholders; innovation; green; policy & governance; capabilities; and those not explicitly 

fitting any of the former under others. The weak occurrences in the table are italicized; these 

weaker associations do not appear in the network visualizations as the data for producing the 

centrality metrics and visualizations included strong occurrences only. In addition, a number 

of the weak concepts in the less-filtered graphs appeared in isolation in disconnected subgraphs 

or as individual disconnected nodes, which were filtered out in the pre-processing of networks 
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(as the network reduction generates nodes per frequency filter values even if said node’s tie 

strengths fall below the drawing threshold, leaving some orphaned), suggesting a disconnect 

with respect to the broader conversation. These weakest terms are placed in parentheses. In 

addition to the relevant findings listed in the table, another interesting category could be 

constructed under methodology, for which mentions would include empirical analysis, case 

studies, meta-analysis, structural equation modelling, conceptual framework, confirmatory 

factor analysis, and simulation modelling.  

 

 

Figure 4.9 Centrality evolution of top citations 
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Figure 4.10 Centrality evolution of top concepts 

NOTE: In the above figures, the bars represent aggregated BWC/EC mean centralities per period, and the lines 

denote aggregate values over all periods.  

 

 

Figure 4.11 Co-citation: normalized rank comparison of top units 
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Figure 4.12 Co-word: normalized rank comparison of top units 

 

Table 4.11 Related concept findings per period 

    Concepts per period 

Theme Freq. Filter Baseline A B 

Ethics & 

values 
3 Ethics 

Ethics; responsibility; disclosure; view; 

perspective 

View; short-termism; 

responsibility 

 2 

Business ethics; 

Behaviour; 
responsibility; 

ownership; 
disclosure 

Business ethics; Business-society 

relationship; (poverty); (Base of 

Pyramid (BoP)); public goods; private-
provision; attitudes; (philanthropy); 

"green management matters;" 
(multilevel perspective); shareholder 

value 

Sustainability principles; growth; 

paradox; policy; reputation; 
values; willingness to pay; 

trustworthiness; (ethics) 

Systems & 

systems 

thinking 

3 - Complexity; systems 
Integration; trade-offs; systems 

thinking 

 2 - 

Business-society relationship; social-
ecological systems; integration; 

multilevel-perspective; (dynamics); 

management systems 

Control systems; social system; 

systems; (dynamics) 

Environment 3 

Environment; 

ecological 
sustainability; 

natural 

environment; 
environmental 

management 

Environmental management; 

environment; environmental strategy; 
environmental performance; climate 

change; natural environment; green 

Environmental management; 

environmental performance; 

natural environment; 
environmental strategy; 

environmental innovation; eco-

innovation; climate change; green 

MANAGEMENT; 1,00
FINANCIAL-

PERFORMANCE; 0,93
STRATEGY; 0,86

CORPORATE-SOCIAL-
RESPONSIBILITY; 0,79

COMPETITIVE-
ADVANTAGE; 0,71RESOURCE-BASED-VIEW; 

0,64
FIRM; 0,57

SUSTAINABLE-
DEVELOPMENT; 0,50

SOCIAL-RESPONSIBILITY; 
0,43 PERSPECTIVE; 0,36

SUSTAINABILITY; 0,29

PERFORMANCE; 0,21

CORPORATE-
SUSTAINABILITY; 0,14

DYNAMIC-CAPABILITIES; 
0,07
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EC 
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Strategic diagram - normalized topic rank comparison
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Theme Freq. Filter Baseline A B 

 2 

Environmental 

strategy; green; 

environmental 
performance; 

(ecology) 

Ecology; resilience; social-ecological 

systems; pollution; eco-design; eco-

efficiency (eco-innovation); 
(environmental innovation); 

(environmental sustainability); "green 

management matters;" (corporate 
environmentalism); (Life-Cycle 

Assessment (LCA)) 

Eco-design; environmental 
economics; (environmental 

sustainability); (natural resource); 

(NRBV) 

Society & 

stakeholders 
3 

Stakeholders; 

social 
responsibility; 

CSP; social 

performance 

CSR; CSP; stakeholders; responsibility 
Social responsibility; CSR; social 
performance; stakeholders; social 

sustainability; short-termism 

 2 
Responsibility; 

market value; risk 

(Poverty); (BoP); business-society 

relationship; attitudes; shareholder 

value; strategic corporate responsibility; 
(stakeholder engagement) 

Policy; leadership; reputation; 

social system 

Innovation 3 Innovation Innovation 
Environmental innovation; eco-

innovation; innovation 

 2 - 
Eco-design; (eco-innovation); 
(environmental innovation) 

Sustainable innovation; eco-

design; green innovation; (green 
product innovation) 

Green 3 - Green Green 

 2 Green "Green management matters" 

Green innovation; (green product 

innovation); green supply chain 
management 

Policy & 

governance 
3 - 

Governance, decision-making; 

disclosure 
Governance, decision-making 

 2 
Governance; 
initiatives 

(Poverty); public goods; private-
provision; (policy) 

Policy; corporate governance; 

initiatives; leadership; social 
system; (strategic decision-

making) 

Capabilities 3 Capabilities Capabilities; dynamic capabilities Capabilities; dynamic capabilities 

 2 - Organizational capabilities (Organizational capabilities) 

Others 3 

Sustainable 

development; 

sustainability 

Impact; sustainable supply chains; 
corporate sustainability 

Corporate sustainability; future; 

future directions; TBL; impact; 

sustainability 

  2 

Recalls; 
orientation; 

(sustainable 

strategy) 

Value creation; returns; (sustainable 

construction); (challenges); (values); 
(sustainable strategic management) 

Sustainability management; 

sustainability performance; 
sustainability reporting; 

(sustainability strategies); 

paradox; social entrepreneurship; 
(growth) 

* Frequency filter ‘3’ implies strong occurrence, ‘2’ implies weak occurrence, parentheses imply disconnect from main graph 
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5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The aim of this thesis was to discover how the discussion within the research gap i.e. the 

intersection between SM and SD, has evolved over time. To do so, I produced a longitudinal 

research design incorporating bibliometric performance measures further feeding into a 

primary centrality network analysis; then reduced these networks to visualize only their 

strongest paths using PFNETs; and further evaluated aspects of the structural evolution of said 

networks. 

 

While the findings section provided the factual representations and visualizations of the 

analyses, the more fine-grained discussion is carried out and infused with a degree of meaning 

in this concluding chapter. This chapter first briefly summarizes the answers to the research 

sub-questions in 5.1; draws conceptual syntheses of the findings and answers the main research 

question in 5.2; moves on to discuss the theoretical contributions under 5.3; states the 

managerial implications in 5.4; and finally closes with limitations and suggestions for further 

research under 5.5. 

5.1 Summary per sub-question 

(i) How has the citation landscape between SM and SD research evolved over time? 

 

The baseline period (1995-2008) appears centred largely financial performance, stakeholders 

and CSR / social performance, with less relevance given to the environmental dimension. SD 

is still slowly emerging outside of major focus at the outskirts of the network. Some of the 

dominant individual works in this period are Friedman (1970); Freeman (1984); McGuire et 

al. (1988); and Waddock and Graves (1997).  

 

In Period A (2009-2013) the discussion on the environmental role of firms becomes more 

centred on specific articles (Hart and Ahuja, 1996; Russo and Fouts, 1997; Sharma and 

Vredenburg, 1998), while at the same time the connection between CSR and financial 

performance is taken charge of by an updated perspective ushered in by Margolis and Walsh 

(2003). In this intermediary period the concept of SD is closely intertwined with RBV and 

NRBV, a cluster cohering mostly with the environmental dimension—both of these clusters 

are led by citations involving Hart, S.L. (Hart, 1995; Hart and Ahuja, 1996). At the same time 
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the stakeholder cluster remains central but loses density likely due to the emergence of the 

Margolis cluster, which seemingly recombines the citation landscape considerably.  

 

The previous trends are consolidated in the third period (2014-2018) leading to the emergence 

of CS under Dyllick and Hockerts (2002), whose cluster assumes a number of prominent 

citations from other clusters under its wing, these newly-integrated ambassadors then having a 

presence in virtually every corner of the citation network. Also, the influence of the dynamic 

capabilities stream becomes a more formidable force on its own, though it also appears in 

relative isolation. The social cluster still led by Margolis and Walsh (2003) becomes closely 

intermingled with some key works on SD and integrating approaches (such as Brundtland, 

1987; Elkington, 1997) while completely absorbing others such as the multilevel and 

multisystem perspectives of ecologically sustainable organizations (Starik and Rands, 1995) 

and business in the emerging context of planetary boundaries (Whiteman et al. 2013).  

 

Dominant documents. Out of the top 17 most central documents, five were not scientific peer-

reviewed articles but rather consisted of a selection of reports (Brundtland, 1987), books 

(Freeman, 1984; Elkington, 1997), newspaper articles (Friedman, 1970), and practitioner 

journal articles (Walley and Whitehead, 1994). Further, the Walley and Whitehead article was 

so low on centrality ratio (<0.10) due to absences in the latter two periods that it was deemed 

a non-influencer over the period set. Thus, a list of the most influential articles as measured by 

the time-aggregated and normalized centrality over the three primary periods follows in ranked 

order in Table 5.1 below. 

 

Out of the most central articles and other works, three have been on a clearly rising trajectory 

over the investigated periods which revolve around the following research topics: corporate 

sustainable development (Bansal, 2005), CS (Dyllick and Hockerts, 2002), and dynamic 

capabilities (Teece et al., 1997).  

 

In contrast, seven are clearly on a declining slope or have plateaued entirely (Friedman, 1970; 

Freeman, 1984; McGuire et al., 1988; Barney, 1991; Walley and Whitehead, 1994; Wood and 

Jones, 1995; Russo and Fouts, 1997; Waddock and Graves, 1997; Orlitzky et al., 2003) —these 

declining works mainly represent the social responsibility and performance streams, along with 

stakeholder theory and RBV. Two of the remaining works have stabilized on the high-end of 
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centrality representing the environment in the context of RBV (Hart, 1995) followed by a re-

orientation of the social perspective for business (Margolis and Walsh, 2003). 

 

The sustained top position of Hart (1995) and Margolis and Walsh (2003) are foundational 

within the intersection (see also appendix 6), who along with Waddock and Graves (1997) and 

Russo and Fouts (1997) appear to be representing the epicentre of the intellectual core1 of the 

converging fields over time while still remaining relevant in the contemporary period. Taken 

together, these articles could be understood as the representative core documents of the 

environmental and social streams, whereas the integrating dimension appears to be chiefly 

represented by TBL (Elkington, 1997) and CS (Dyllick and Hockerts, 2002)—albeit the latter 

does not appear at the intersection core network over all periods due to its absence in the 

baseline period. 

 

Table 5.1 Summary of co-citation results 

Author(s) Year Article *Journal **cr. 

Hart S.L. 1995 A Natural Resource Based View of the Firm AMR 1.00 

Barney J.B. 1991 Firm Resources and Sustained Competitive Advantage Journal of Management 0.86 

Margolis J., Walsh J. 2003 
Misery Loves Companies: Rethinking Social Initiatives by 

Business 
ASQ 0.80 

Orlitzky M., Schmidt 

F., Rynes S. 
2003 

Corporate Social and Financial Performance: A Meta-

Analysis. 
Organization Studies 0.80 

Russo M., Fouts P. 1997 
A resource-based perspective on corporate environmental 

performance and profitability. 
AMJ 0.77 

Waddock SA., 

Graves S.B. 
1997 

The Corporate Social Performance-Financial Performance 

Link. 
SMJ 0.75 

Bansal P. 2005 
Evolving sustainably: A longitudinal study of corporate 

sustainable development. 
SMJ 0.72 

Sharma S., 

Vredenburg H. 
1998 

Proactive corporate environmental strategy and the 

development of competitively valuable organizational 
capabilities. 

SMJ 0.63 

McGuire J.B., 

Sundgren A., 
Schneeweis T. 

1988 
Corporate Social Responsibility and Firm Financial 

Performance. 
AMJ 0.48 

Wood D.J., Jones 

R.E. 
1995 

Stakeholder Mismatching: a Theoretical Problem in 

Empirical Research on Corporate Social Performance. 

The International Journal of 

Organizational Analysis 
0.45 

Teece D., Pisano G., 

Shuen A. 
1997 Dynamic capabilities and strategic management. SMJ 0.40 

Dyllick T., Hockerts 
K. 

2002 Beyond the business case for corporate sustainability. 
Business Strategy and the 
Environment 

0.35 

* Abbreviations: AMR - Academy of Management Review; AMJ - Academy of Management Journal; ASQ - Administrative Science 
Quarterly; SMJ - Strategic Management Journal, ** cr. = centrality ratio 

 

                                                 

1 Though Barney (1991) appears at the centre of the figure in appendix 6 as well, the article is somewhat 

discounted here by its less-than-exact fit for purpose regarding the topic. 
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(ii) How has the conceptual plane of the intersection evolved over time? 

 

Topics and theories. With an aim of understanding future trends, the centrality changes show 

cues toward the evolutionary directions the gap is headed to. Where the decline of certain topics 

such as stakeholder theory and social performance could be understood as waning in influence, 

they could also be seen as a nod of universal acceptance in that they are simply moving on and 

reintegrated into new emerging streams such as TBL and CS. These assume the underlying 

dimensions representing numerous sub-fields and disciplines, and in the process embed and 

transform previous approaches toward more complex integrating approaches. The recent re-

rise of CSR, while somewhat surprising, may also indicate a form of competition between the 

traditional approaches and the contemporary ones—where clearly CSR still holds the lead 

judging from the conceptual centrality Figure 4.10. It also appears that dynamic and 

organizational capabilities have an increasingly central role in the gap and may afford a more 

neutral approach to the topic than the environmentally leaning (N)RBV or the socially leaning 

CSR and CSP literature streams. 

 

Competing approaches. It seems that current frontrunners of integrating all underlying 

dimensions are CS and TBL. TBL at large speaks in itself more so than of simple outcomes and 

accounting for the multidimensional bottom line, also of the wider notion of transitioning to 

“sustainable capitalism” (Elkington, 1997) heralded by a number of “sustainability 

revolutions” shifting numerous existing paradigms from old to new (Elkington, 2004)—an idea 

that at first glance appears to call for a theoretically broader step backwards than CS implies. 

This is also perhaps the strongest call for questioning pre-existing assumptions present in the 

findings, but there is a catch: it also appears more focused toward practitioners and society than 

academics, and therefore perhaps lacks the theoretical foundations for straightforward 

academic integration; however, this may be a blessing in disguise as the aspiring theorist may 

enjoy freedoms not otherwise granted when framing TBL-based integration approaches to SM. 

It may also be worth noting that practitioners are in the end the group of people undertaking 

the concrete actions, so if such integration efforts are to be led by them all the better. Reflecting 

the duo of TBL and CS against their primary competitor CSR—or its more generic counterpart 

corporate responsibility (CR)—reveals the latter seems somewhat stuck on its defining 

phrasing, which naturally implies a normative approach to the complex sustainability issues 
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that may be at times difficult to recognize as such given the temporal constraints of our 

dominant cognitive frames. 

 

Structural evolution trends. Although the coherence of the networks and the similarity 

overlaps are somewhat on a declining trend, both citations and keywords have been on a growth 

trajectory over the full period, suggesting a growing interest in and activity surrounding the 

topic over time. This signals a dispersion of sub-topics which may mean the gap is ongoing a 

process of conceptual and theoretical divergence rather than convergence. 

 

The rising research topics in terms of concept centrality are CSR, SD, social responsibility, 

performance, CS, and dynamic capabilities (the concepts reinforced by the top citations are 

bolded for emphasis). Table 4.16 shows all related concepts uncovered per period. The only 

truly declining topic appears to be financial performance, suggesting the focus on measuring 

the effects of social issues is shifting away from a one-dimensional financial outcome replaced 

by the more generic performance, which may be construed as aggregating the previously split 

financial, social, and environmental performance dimensions into one. 

 

The shortened geodesic distance between the two primary concepts signals a convergence and 

an increased closeness, although the primary connecting dots vary. The first period built the 

links primarily on greenness of the firm or the NRBV and natural environment; the second 

connecting the two via view; and the last via a strategic approach. These developments signal 

changes in the primary approaches for connecting the two, where the middle period has 

reoriented the earlier discussion via a step-back in perspective toward a more holistically 

strategic approach in the third. 

5.2 Conceptual syntheses 

Whereas the previous sub-chapter provides summarized answers to the sub-questions, this sub-

chapter attempts to draw a simplified answer to the primary research question, repeated here 

with some emphasis: 

 

How has the emergence of sustainable development affected strategic management 

research over time? 
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Meta-theoretical structures. Per the application of bricolage, the following conceptual 

summaries follow as kind of ‘theory of theories’ i.e. concoctions of former research thrown 

into various melting pots and spewed out as the most lovely or likely explanations (Schurz, 

2008) among the numerous alternatives. Note that the arrows in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 do 

not imply causality but rather a direction of movement from one conceptual domain to the next; 

albeit the concepts are heuristically organized to ‘a’ configuration, the findings could be 

conceptualized in a multitude of other configurations as well. This is due to the multiplied 

interconnectivity between concepts in various periods (which follow no clear natural logic and 

are arbitrarily organized in undirected networks) and the exploratory nature of the study, which 

has no a priori hypotheses nor is aiming to establish causality within its scope. This is evident 

e.g. by the positions of social performance and financial performance, which are typically 

treated as antecedent (former) and consequent (latter) in theoretical discussions, but here 

remain on the same conceptual plane. The concepts were ‘found’ by way of first exploring the 

themes and expanding the figure with the criteria that each concept had to be linked backwards 

and forwards at least once or be omitted. This led to the omission of the majority of searchlight 

concepts and retained a series of the most present ones—whether highly relevant to the 

searched for concepts or not—primarily on the third layer of intermediary outcomes and 

considerations.  

 

The first conceptualization (Figure 5.1) remains weak in that it is not verified per the co-citation 

results—the follow-up figure (Figure 5.2) compares the findings of the concepts with reference 

to the top cited documents’ contents in the sample and reinforces the links found, while 

omitting those not at least once discussed. This reduces the secondary figure to a bare-essentials 

skeleton of the state of assumptions-integration as a result of triangulating the co-citation and 

co-word findings. These conceptualizations lean toward the loveliest rather than the likeliest as 

explanatory frameworks, in that they represent brute simplifications of enormous complexities 

that at face value may have great explanatory power but aren’t necessarily the most probable 

true or sufficiently detailed explanations in the face of potential alternatives. As such, the 

discussion sprung forth from these syntheses aspires to represent plausibility over probability. 

 

These figures further draw out the ‘closeness’ of e.g. RBV and the natural dimension, as well 

as the links between CSR, stakeholders, and the notion of ethics and reputation. An interesting 

surprise link here is found between Corporate Sustainable Development and reputation, which 
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arises from a discussion on institutional theory and its implied societal pressures on 

organizations to do the right thing, by mimicry, by media attention giving rise to public 

concerns and inviting scrutiny, or by imposed fines and penalties arising from wrongdoing; 

operationalizing these considerations jointly with a capabilities-driven take on the RBV 

(Bansal, 2005). Another interesting conceptual configuration arises in tracing the connection 

of trade-offs between shareholder value, stakeholder value, and firm performance, back to CS 

and environmental management. No other mentions of trade-offs arise conceptually, and in the 

follow-up figure retaining only strong connections this mention disappears entirely together 

with systems and systems thinking, leaving the primary sustainability considerations of 

governance and integration as the leading ideals. 

 

Primary elements. In order to simplify the answer further, I reduce the findings to the top 

centrality results only in Figure 5.3. This figure simply collects and categorizes the most central 

units of analysis into a collection of inferred primary dimensions. The primary elements within 

the gap appear to be the Natural Resource-Based View (Hart, 1995) existing close to RBV and 

competitive advantage (Barney, 1991) as well as dynamic capabilities (Teece et al., 1997) in a 

predominantly environmental context (Russo and Fouts, 1997; Sharma and Vredenburg, 1998); 

and the stakeholder theory (Freeman, 1984; Wood and Jones, 1995) which is closely associated 

with the CSP-CFP link (McGuire, et al., 1988; Waddock and Graves, 1997; Margolis and 

Walsh, 2003; Orlitzky et al., 2003) with particular concerns toward (corporate) social 

responsibility and financial performance. These environmental and social dimensions are later 

integrated and fall under discussions related to corporate sustainability (Dyllick and Hockerts, 

2002; Bansal, 2005) and the Triple Bottom Line (Elkington, 1997) concerning the people, 

planet, and profit, which may be somewhat underlined by the definition of sustainable 

development laid out by the WCED (Brundtland, 1987). The focus of the research gap remains 

on strategy of management of the firm with some concern for sustainability, remaining mainly 

concerned with achieving multidimensional performance, but open to new perspectives.  
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Figure 5.1 Synthesis of conceptual relationships 

 

Figure 5.2 Synthesis: reinforced links and themes, omitted weakly occurring terms 
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Figure 5.3 Synthesis of the centrality core with inferred associations and rankings 

NOTES: * grouped by association and conceptual proximity to the remainder; bold signals highest centrality within grouped entity. 
 

5.3 Theoretical contributions 

In comparing the findings to the initial theoretical framework, I find the main results paint a 

largely different picture from that initially anticipated. For ease of comparison I reproduce the 

theoretical frame in Figure 5.4 using only concepts from the main findings utilizing mainly 

conceptual findings and keywords from articles, omitting most of the remainder, further 

comparing against the initial framing. 
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Figure 5.4 Revisiting theoretical framework—before (top) and after (bottom) 

 

Reflecting on research origins. On first inspection, the figure appears more filled within the 

centrepiece. Of the foreshadowed symptoms of SD, in some way all ideas appear to survive: 

intergenerational equity and long-term orientation survive in the form of the strong 

acknowledgement of the role of future generations, where planetary boundaries and complex 
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and adaptive open systems fall under the simple form of systems via a whopping 190 mentions 

in various forms on the WCED report (Brundtland, 1987) alone, with specific foci on 

ecosystems and natural systems throughout, and planetary systems mainly in the introductory 

section. Some weaker occurrences and individual mentions also bring in mentions of ecological 

sustainability (Dyllick and Hockerts, 2002) and biophysical constraints imposed by the natural 

environment (Hart, 1995). In contrast, the SM side remains almost unchanged, only adding 

innovation and profitability among general terms such as strategy, management and firm while 

losing the acknowledgement of both short-termism and, as somewhat expected, also closed 

systems. 

 

This suggests that when discussing the intersection, the notion of strategy is far better 

represented overall, while the SD dimension appears primarily in its integrated and absorbed 

forms within the concepts found in the centre; the generic side of SD appears dominated by the 

WCED report alone. This may further warrant interesting questions: are the current topics, 

concepts, and theories in the centrepiece sufficiently accounting for all the items on the SD 

side of the figure? Are eco-, planetary-, and natural systems as well as the well-being of future 

generations implicitly or explicitly integrated into the central streams, or are these currently 

viewpoints in search of new theoretical perspectives? Going even deeper, are the elements 

sufficiently accounted for within the SD side either, as they appear mainly by the merits of one 

document (being Brundtland, 1987); one that further subordinates said systems to serving 

economic growth? 

 

In summary, the environment-related strategies appear in the literature as a source of or simply 

a connection to competitive advantage and are closest associated with the RBV in terms of 

theoretical origins. In turn, the social initiatives are more closely associated with financial 

performance and the civic obligations of an organization toward the public, stakeholders, and 

shareholders as characterized by the appearance of concepts such as CSR and stakeholder 

theory. The more recent literature has seemingly attempted to reconcile these social and 

environmental dimensions to the economic one to some extent, primarily under the concepts 

of CS and TBL; however, the theoretical and historical baggage following the underlying 

dichotomy of dimensionality may not be so easy to drop when engaging in these integrating 

efforts. Further, the evolutionary importance of these streams and ideals has varied over time, 

evolving from notions of social responsibility or performance associated with financial 
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performance, toward the natural environment as a business-case based leverage for competitive 

advantage, finally toward a more holistic approach toward generic, or tri-dimensional, 

performance within the primary frames of CS, TBL, and CSR. Although the integration seems 

somewhat well under way within these topics, the structural network properties suggest the gap 

as a whole has become increasingly more fragmented and may thus be ripe for emerging new 

theoretical candidates undertaking integration efforts from varying novel perspectives. 

 

RBV, capabilities, and the environment. The primary factor linking the RBV to the 

environment and SD appears to be the most cited article in the findings—the NRBV (Hart, 

1995), which has seemingly set the tone for a large part of the ensuing discussion if not always 

as the primary basis, at least as a partial nod of acknowledgment. While the article appears at 

the top in co-citation results, the core themes it discusses as peers to SD (pollution prevention, 

product stewardship) do not make a significant appearance. Due to the article’s popularity, it 

may also warrant a question on how widely adopted its definition of SD is to date. As Hart 

(1995) puts it, “a sustainable development strategy… … dictates that effort be made to sever 

the negative links between environment and economic activity in the developing countries of 

the South.” This idea on wider adoption may have contributed to a partial absolution of the 

environmental responsibility of companies operating in developed nations, making it 

predominantly a Base of Pyramid (BoP) activity insofar as SM is concerned—this idea is 

supported by the continuation of Hart and Dowell (2011), where they note “a significant 

theoretical literature has emerged that expands upon Hart’s (1995) description of sustainable 

development, refining that construct into clean technology and base of the pyramid.” This 

noted BoP approach could also be construed as the ‘social’ twist embedded in the NRBVs core 

logic. These considerations may render it difficult to take the article’s sole definition of SD out 

of context in its full scope in a way that is reconcilable with the notion of SD overall. 

 

Despite the implicit link between resources and the environment, it appears that several of the 

central articles discussing RBV in an environmental context choose to operationalize their 

framing as capabilities (e.g. Sharma and Vredenburg, 1998; Bansal, 2005) over resources. This 

may signify that the suggested resource-environment link is not quite as strong as I have 

formerly depicted but may instead depend on the presence of capabilities—the NRBV article 

in itself discusses the role of capabilities in addition to resource considerations in the majority 

of the propositions it sets forth (1a, 2a, 3a, 4a, 4b, 4c, 4d) (Hart, 1995). This is further supported 
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by the increasing centrality trend of both the concept of DCV and its core supporting citation 

(Teece et al., 1997)—albeit these centrality changes could also be interpreted as signs of 

globally increasing influence overall. Likewise, these could also signal an ongoing 

displacement of classical RBV in favour of DCV within the gap. 

 

Stakeholder theory. The stakeholder theory appears to be at the proverbial centre of both the 

social and integrating dimensions despite waning popularity in citations and concepts. One 

might think it natural to discuss stakeholders in the context of CSR per expected conceptual 

similarity; however, it may just as well find contextual homes circa the (N)RBV, CS, or TBL—

hence I dedicate this small section to stakeholders in their own right. The notion of stakeholder 

theory arrives pre-baked into the central definition of CS by Dyllick and Hockerts (2002) and 

makes appearances in the framing of the NRBV via explicit references to stakeholders (see e.g. 

propositions 2b and 2c by Hart (1995)). More recently, the generic form of RBV has also been 

complemented with a stakeholder perspective, recognizing that without considering non-

shareholder stakeholders a firm is unlikely to gain or sustain shareholder profits either (Barney, 

2018). 

 

Stakeholder influence thus appears to be omnipresent wherever sustainability is concerned. Its 

prevalence and rate of penetration has possibly become so widely spread and accepted that the 

centrality losses it has suffered, both in citations and conceptually, could be attributed to its 

general ubiquity i.e. it may have become an implicitly rather than explicitly referenced idea 

over time. Stakeholder theory appears to create the primary theoretical bridge between the 

major works on both the environmental and social sides, reinforcing the narrative of the firm 

as a part of something more than its isolated market environment. It appears to have no 

conceptual enemies or contrary expectations or challenges in underlying assumptions in any 

visible fronts in the findings, making it a particularly attractive theory to lean on within the 

intersection. 

 

CS and CSR. The conceptual winner regarding integration would appear to be CS as it appears 

at the top end of both the co-word and co-citation results (albeit Bansal's (2005) article 

discussing Corporate Sustainable Development appears more central, the concept itself does 

not appear in the results; same is true for the TBL (Elkington, 1997))—this may signal a 

concentration or convergence of the gap toward CS as the current frontrunner. This being the 
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case, it is worth pointing out that at least the cited definition (Dyllick and Hockerts, 2002) for 

CS notwithstanding any later developments is building on the weakly sustainable WCED 

phrasing (Brundtland, 1987). The article reframes sustainability at a business level from mere 

eco-efficiency to a broader scope, putting forth three key considerations: the TBL, integration 

of the short-term and long-term business considerations, and recognizing the underlying 

dimensions in the forms of natural and social capital (Dyllick and Hockerts, 2002).  

 

In addition, the term Corporate Sustainability in itself seems to have potentially two differing 

uses. Occasionally CS may function as a broad umbrella term used to consider without 

limitation all aspects of sustainability relating to the firm; at other times it can be treated as a 

narrowly defined research stream or theoretical construct that is more delimited and reduced in 

scope to serve the various antecedents that it is claimed to later represent.  

 

The discussion surrounding CSP-CFP seems to be at the centre of the social dimension together 

with CSR. While the former has been on a declining trend citation-wise, some key discussions 

surrounding it remain among the most prominent actors (Waddock and Graves, 1997; Margolis 

and Walsh, 2003; Orlitzky et al., 2003)—suggesting the topic is still highly cited, but 

increasingly less so, and the topic itself appears to have lost its centrality long ago unless it has 

been conceptually swallowed by CSR which has simultaneously grown in terms of concept 

centrality. This is surprising in that I had somewhat expected CS to displace or absorb CSR but 

find them emerging as highly central competitors instead.  

 

Outside of the key findings, the definitions of and approaches to CS seem to vary. In reviewing 

the literature surrounding CS, Montiel and Delgado-Ceballos (2014) present some quantitative 

findings: out of 170 publications, they find that 10% apply an RBV frame, 18% apply a 

stakeholder approach, while another 17% utilize an institutional theory approach—the rest 

making up a less consistent mix. At face value this may appear contrary to my findings; my 

weights on the same would likely be tipped somewhat in favour of the RBV, followed by 

institutional theory (implicitly associated here with CSR, though also discussed by Bansal 

(2005) in an RBV context—winning over stakeholders due to rising trend in concept 

centrality), followed by stakeholders at the end (declining trend in top citations, concept itself 

of importance but not reaching anywhere near CSR in centrality at later stages). However, their 

findings are specific to CS only, whereas this thesis adopts a broader scope.  
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The discussion on stakeholders and their ubiquitous presence represents a problem, among 

others, in differentiating between CS and CSR. It appears that the stakeholder logic, and by 

extension to an extent the underlying ‘responsibility’ aspect of CSR (or CR), is quite deeply 

rooted also within CS. While the notion of responsibility is ‘good’ because with it, society 

benefits from the beyond-obligatory charitable activities of firms; sustainability is ‘good’ 

because without it, a firm may eventually lose its operating environment. One carries a 

traditional focus on the environment, and the other on the social domain; whereas both have 

made attempted forays digging into each other’s area of focus. As discussed at some length by 

Bansal and Song (2017), this conjoined rooting and convolution of the two streams may invite 

difficulty in separating and isolating them from each other in a manner conducive to further 

research. 

 

Strong sustainability and systems approaches. The previous discussion leads to the earlier 

notion of approaches to sustainability and SD as being either strong or weak. There is a notable 

absence of strong SD definitions in the co-citation results; in fact, I find little to no literature 

or concepts regarding or related to hard limits in general. The only somewhat central reference 

from these streams (Hardin, 1968) is found in the overview network in Figure 4.2, which thus 

makes the Tragedy of the Commons the strong-school’s most central representative, discussing 

the idea of perpetual growth and the use of commons in the context of population, summarizing 

his thoughts in the final chapter under “recognition of necessity” of facing the problems 

associated with such a growth paradigm. This could be understood as a modern continuation 

to the essay by Malthus (1798), supplementing and updating some of the latter’s ideas that may 

have later become outdated. Among the primary such updates is the notion that even in an 

environment blessed with infinite source energy, the problem of dissipating it yet remains 

(Hardin, 1968). 

 

Despite the deference to WCED in their definition of CS, Dyllick and Hockerts (2002) propose 

a further definition for ecological sustainability as a key consideration for CS which seems to 

acknowledge hard limits by considering rates of natural reproduction of resources or their 

substitutes and potential harm to eco-system services. Hart (1995) also mentions the 

“constraints imposed by the biophysical (natural) environment” in framing the NRBV, which 

could be understood as a reference to hard limits. As a soft acknowledgement, the WCED 

definition could also be limitedly construed to include a reference to hard limits by way of 
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intergenerational equity in its ‘do-no-harm’ plea regarding future generations. It therefore 

seems that the literature does somewhat, and at times indirectly, acknowledge such limits, but 

does not exert significant theoretical focus on them. I suppose it may be too gigantic an ask of 

organizational and management science, or even worse economics, to acknowledge the 

possibility of stopping or even reducing economic growth for the sake of preservation of 

natural systems—yet this is essentially what the hard limits school advocates and stands for. 

This would thus appear to be the grand taboo within the intersection. Of interest is also the 

question of how to define what constitutes an acknowledgement of hard limits per se; e.g. is it 

enough to simply mention that future generations should suffer no harm, or should the 

mechanisms for not doing so be more exactly explicated? While I cannot definitively answer 

this with respect to the findings, intuition suggests leaning towards the latter as the more 

concrete approach. 

 

Non-findings. Despite select few concepts regarding systems or systems thinking appearing in 

the concept networks, in general terms they appear in isolated contexts and do not appear in 

prominent positions nor have high centralities suggesting a relatively low degree of focus. Of 

course, systems carry a central role in the WCED report (Brundtland, 1987) itself, which in 

turn is highly central; however, that notion has not seemed to transfer over to SM quite as well 

as its definition of SD, which at face value appears to be its main contribution to the discussion. 

Among other things, complex adaptive systems (Levin, 1998; Liu et al., 2015), understanding 

of which seems so central to SD, do not appear in the results at all. This is perhaps among the 

primary non-findings of this thesis, one that possibly warrants further research to the specifics 

of why exactly this may be. The idea of any kind of physically constraining boundaries or the 

necessity of recognizing long-term systems effects therefore seems to have been rather a 

looming background presence, one that has been if not purposefully avoided, perhaps simply 

neglected. This is especially interesting given the early acknowledgments of the role of systems 

in some early impactful publications (e.g. Gladwin et al., 1995; Starik and Rands, 1995), which 

also surprisingly do not emerge as centrality leaders over time. While otherwise largely non-

central, the notion of systems also secondarily arises rather naturally in the highly central 

context of stakeholders, which in itself entails understanding the firm as a part of a system of 

interconnected agents (Lozano et al., 2015); however this consideration becomes useful in this 

space only if and when natural systems are counted among stakeholder groups. 
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This primary non-finding arguably has some implications for refining the gap and may warrant 

further consideration: do the current streams of research adequately build-in assumptions of 

and recognize systems-level effects? This question is limitedly addressed toward the end of the 

final sub-chapter 5.5. 

5.4 Managerial implications 

Managers have a personal choice to make in how to interpret these findings—they can be seen 

as either reinforcing the status quo of business-as-usual approaches in the absence of SS and 

hard limits, i.e. economic growth still appears to be king in accepted dogma when faced with 

the prospect of trade-offs; or as encouragement to become frontrunners and early adopters in 

implementing practices that carry an organization’s competitiveness not only through the short-

term financial tumult, but in the long-term systems-cognizant scope as well. The latter 

approaches are likely to entail giving up economic trade-offs in the short-term, likely making 

them a hard bargain in the short-term organizational timescales, governing structures, and the 

dominant managerial cognitive frames. Managers may also question their own attitudes and 

prejudices in light of these findings and ask how similar or different their own experience in 

practice is from the foundations of the related underlying academic discourse presented in the 

findings and reflect on what contribution those findings may make on their own management 

skillset. The same is true in reverse—it is possible if not likely that the managerial experience 

surrounding sustainability issues is largely different from the academic one, and therefore it 

may be worth the introspection to dwell on what is missing from the theory that may perhaps 

be obvious in practice. Such considerations may give rise to novel ideas and practices that may 

be of service in innovating for a strongly sustainable organization—and perhaps be picked up 

on by later management theorists from practice. 

 

Primarily the findings suggest that managers should consider adopting approaches that 

integrate the environmental and social aspects of sustainability issues, as this intertwining 

effect appears to be of growing interest in academia. In practice, one could imagine this 

manifesting as discarding initiatives that have a focus on either CSR or the environment alone, 

or adjusting them to consider, include, and account for the complex interconnections and 

implications in both dimensions instead. Such approaches are also likely to entail cooperation 

with other organizations to achieve desired effects. 
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The strong occurrence of the stakeholder theory is noteworthy on the social dimension in the 

findings summary; integrating that with the environmental side may be achieved at a 

managerial level by considering the environment by itself as one of the many stakeholders an 

organization has to deal with on a day by day basis. This may lead managers to a practical and 

naturally inclusive mindset tied-in to a commonly adopted and widespread framework without 

having to reach too far into the domain of theory. 

 

It is also important for managerial readers to note that, per the nature of co-citation linkages, 

the results here do not reflect the current state-of-the-art discourse but rather the intellectual 

foundation on which that discourse is built on in the near past. Relying on these findings as an 

image of the current state of academic discourse within the gap is therefore not advised but 

may shed light to its underpinnings and help explain its former evolutionary developments. 

This may be of use in reflecting the timeline to the organizational developments of one’s own 

organization and how it has developed its attitudes toward and actions regarding sustainability 

and SD activities over the course of the same period. 

 

At a personal level, managers should also give consideration to, if not creating then at least 

upholding, a degree of intergenerational equity—despite its relatively weak presence in the 

main findings (via WCED, 1987; and Dyllick and Hockerts, 2002 definitions of SD and CS), 

the idea is fundamental in the intersecting space and gives rise to a deeply personal normative 

question for each individual in a position of authority in business—is it enough or worth it for 

a business to be profitable and competitive in the short-term, if the long-term end result is the 

reduced living conditions for the upcoming generations? This question is deeply grounded in 

the current and widespread SD definitions and appeals to the practitioner to consider whether 

the realm of pragmatism in business decision-making should be limited to the ‘now’ or whether 

it should entail considering the ‘soon’ as well, however difficult it may be for the individual to 

perceive the longer-term effects of such decisions; and however such ideas may be received in 

the hearts and minds of their organizational superiors. 

5.5 Limitations and suggestions for future research 

First of all, it is important to note that I as the researcher have little to no experience of or 

historical context regarding the researched gap, nor have I followed the development of these 

academic fields to any reasonable extent prior to undertaking this research. While this may 
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make me a more neutral observer, it is also severely limiting my ability to draw meaningful 

conclusions and inferences based on the documentary evidence I here investigate. A more 

immersed and experienced researcher would no doubt perform the same analysis drawing 

superior inferences and conclusions, especially one armed with historical context with respect 

to and further immersed in the fields’ developments as a concurrent participant. 

 

The nature of the co-citation analysis as a backward-looking quantitative indicator of citing 

trends naturally loses the why of the connections made, which makes it rather difficult to draw 

straightforward inferences or conclusions based on the findings. Though the theoretical 

contributions present conjectures and discuss potential theoretical elements that may eventually 

lead to propositions, my efforts in this thesis do not reach quite that far. The primary roadblock 

for undertaking the formalization of such propositions is the aforementioned nature of the co-

citation and co-word data, which in their processing lose the content-specific affiliations 

necessary for drawing causal inferences reliably. While the adopted abductive approach is 

aimed at combating this issue, the conjectures remain in essence highly subjective best guesses 

rooted in evidence in the aforementioned frame of “abductory induction” (Peirce, 1955, p. 

152). However, they remain but a few of the myriad possible explanations, and undoubtedly 

the nature of the discussion falls short of the true complexity endowed within the evolution of 

the intersecting space between two comprehensive scientific domains in their own right. While 

I complemented the interpretation of the findings with an ongoing content analysis of the 

uncovered material, this aspect remained largely a supporting rather than a leading mode of 

investigation. A thorough in-depth examination into the core logics of the top citations is thus 

somewhat lacking, and the resulting conjectures are made with the explicit goal of meeting the 

criterion of plausibility rather than provability; extending such conjectures to the realm of the 

latter would require considerable exertions that are not within the scope of this thesis. Such 

work is therefore left for further research that may investigate the identified relationships and 

themes from a more content-based perspective, giving more credence to specific relationships 

uncovered in the findings. 

 

One of the primary limitations of the study is the subjective and limited nature of the sampling. 

Though the findings are more or less in line with former bibliometric studies bordering the area 

of interest (e.g. by Nerur et al., 2008; Linnenluecke and Griffiths, 2013), the specific nature of 

the research gap led to a similarly specific framing. On inspecting the reference lists of the 
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articles analysed further, the saturation of sampling may appear questionable—not all of the 

articles found as part of the results within the sample period were discovered as part of the data 

collection process, suggesting there are gaps in terms of comprehensiveness and subsequently 

reduced validity and generalizability of the findings. Further studies could approach this issue 

from a less restrictive angle and rebuild the sample incorporating the findings of this study. It 

has also been recommended that bibliometric networks should be interpreted in conjunction 

with expert knowledge (van Eck and Waltman, 2014). In this case this type of verification is 

‘officially’ lacking and I am instead using two separate modes of analysis as a form of 

triangulation to combat subjective biases and derive more meaningful analyses. Thus, I invite 

those who consider themselves experts in the search space to investigate the findings made 

available to perhaps arrive at more profound theoretical insights than I have managed to do in 

this thesis. 

 

In terms of citation data assessing the convergence of multiple scientific fields, the findings 

may simply reflect the varying citation practices between sub-disciplines. If e.g. CSR scholars 

were twice as active in citing other CSR scholars as the environmental management scholars 

were in their domain, naturally the results would be skewed to favouring the CSR clique; 

though this is somewhat accounted for utilizing an appropriate normalization method. 

Especially as this thesis is focused on the convergence of two distinct fields, this should be 

kept in mind when interpreting the results. Despite best efforts to construct the sample in a 

balanced manner, it may yet be ‘globally’ skewed toward CSP and CSR—this may in turn have 

caused the results to neglect other aspects in the relevant discussion, primarily in the network 

reduction process. On the other hand, such skewness may be underrepresented per the omission 

of multiple CSP-related articles, implying that in reality this stream’s effect may be much 

stronger. This would in turn imply that the current results are exaggerated on some ends and 

diminished on others. 

 

Whereas multiple bibliographic studies have adopted simplified approaches to investigating a 

single field with a broader perspective, e.g. by only selecting a particular set of journals known 

to include only relevant materials for the research therefore increasing the reliability and 

replicability, I adopted a more complex approach. The convergence of these two fields cannot 

easily be ‘dumbed down’ to simple mechanical refinements, and the broad nature of the search 

terms made the article selection process, albeit systematic and somewhat mechanistic, yet 
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almost a game of chance. Therefore, the generalizability of my findings and conjectures 

reaching over the entire space of convergence of the disciplines is limited at best, and severely 

handicapped at worst. A more systematic and objective approach to the data collection could 

no doubt be developed—therefore it is my hope this study may contribute ideas and insights 

into such developments.  

 

The former commentary also carries another consideration—during the research process, I 

often felt the bibliometric review procedure ended up in a situation of chicken-and-egg, in that 

finding information about the research gap first requires the researcher to find the relevant 

articles to extract information from, and then discover what these documents contain by way 

of analysis. In order to be fully systematic in the latter part, the initial information collection 

would ideally represent a ‘bibliometric level of quality’ already. This is clearly a self-fulfilling 

prophecy to an extent, in that the subjectivity and limitations associated with the data collection 

process (e.g. the selection of search terms based on an exploratory literature review limits the 

search terms already to the terms discovered as part of the literature explored) naturally extend 

themselves to the results, as is evident by the above discussion on social performance. 

 

A perhaps more technical approach to this may be suggested as a potential topic for further 

research: a bibliographic or conceptual database feeding information to a dynamic network 

model could feasibly be achieved—this could then function as a continuously evolving real-

time network picture of the domain as new related publications are fed into the ‘fetching’ 

databases. As I understand, some PFNET algorithms have been designed expressly for a similar 

purpose, that is visualizing complex and larger networks evolving in real-time (Quirin et al., 

2008); what is necessary to enable such a system is both adequate formal criteria to delineate 

the gap, which would enable automating the article collection process; as well as the 

development of a rudimentary computer program and the architecture necessary to run it. 

 

Further regarding the PFNET visualizations, the normalization method chosen (association 

strength) has exerted some impact on the resulting PFNET structures where different 

topological configurations may have been achieved using non-normalized raw counts (Chen 

and Morris, 2003). Unfortunately, SciMAT does not allow for generation of raw count-based 

networks, and as such exploring this avenue was not an option in this thesis. In addition, a 

number of the graphs visualized had a relatively low node-to-link ratio—especially the main 
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period PFNET which yielded over 8 000 edges in a network of under 2 000 nodes. It has been 

noted that such low ratios can cause difficulty in interpretation as the PFNET in question loses 

its tree-like structure (Chen and Morris, 2003), therefore negating the benefits achieved from 

the edge reduction in the first place. This latter point may be connected to the former, in that 

the association strength normalizations being fixed against size-biases result in ratio-like 

similarity scores, which may artificially increase the amount of edges with the same weights 

as opposed to other normalization methods. I nevertheless chose to retain the produced PFNET 

even in this instance as the result is still much more cohesive than the alternative of simply 

filtering out edges and nodes at ‘random,’ drawing the entire network of over 25 000 edges 

(which was computationally expensive to the point of causing issues with hardware), or 

displaying it as an arbitrarily determined MST causing the loss of its dominant structural 

properties. Such density in similarities could be interpreted as either a remarkable homogeneity 

among the material, or as a suggestion that the initial reduction filter thresholds used to generate 

the network in SciMAT were too low and the sheer amount on the lower end of co-occurrences 

produced this illusion due to the entire lower-end loading the exact same weight on their edges 

(which may have happened on non-normalized networks with these criteria as well). I suspect 

the latter is a more likely explanation; luckily, it doesn’t detract from the further analyses as 

this network was produced mainly as a foundational visualization rather than as a primary point 

of analysis. In addition, due to space considerations I give relatively little focus to analysing 

the topological properties of the PFNETs—on closer inspection a keen observer may find 

further surprises not highlighted here as stimulants or ideas for further research. 

 

In addition, what may be of interest to the greater domain of SM researchers is the adoption of 

the themes uncovered in my findings by the dominant SM journals Strategic Management 

Journal, Academy of Management Review, and Academy of Management Journal. Such a 

focused investigation might offer a better overview of the dispersion of these themes at the 

very core of the SM discipline, perhaps more fitting to determine the question of the extent of 

one-way integration than I have achieved here. 

 

In terms of the choice of performance metric, the used primary metric introduces a lack of 

comparability to other results, whereas the h-index would perhaps have been a better choice 

for overall comparisons. However, a considerable degree of accuracy and granularity in 

comparing the intra-period results would possibly have been lost by opting for the h-index. 
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For future research in the more theoretical domain, philosophical considerations 

notwithstanding, empirically approaching complex systemic sustainability issues provides 

considerable challenges in designing temporally appropriate measurement apparatus that retain 

relevance in the managerial domain. It is also possible the theoretical roots for incorporating a 

systems perspective may be at fundamental odds with some assumptions underlying popular 

economic or management theories. If so, drawing such connections in a meaningful way may 

not only be difficult to do in practical terms, but even more so to justify in a theoretically sound 

and coherent way. Reassessing basic assumptions of currently dominant research paradigms 

within the gap may thus not only be a worthy mission for management researchers, but for 

sociologists, economic theorists, and other underlying contributors at large as those persons 

laying down the foundations on which management and organization theories may be built 

on—some work on reassessing assumptions related to the discussed integration has already 

been done with respect to theories of the firm in a CS context by Lozano et al. (2015), who as 

a result of their review go on to propose one such theoretical approach under the moniker 

“Sustainability Oriented Theory of the Firm.” The existence of such a proposal underlines the 

real possibility of developing such theoretical prospects further. This could be understood as a 

suggestion to step backwards from the somewhat path dependent current leading streams of 

research such as CSR and CS, such repositioning then possibly leading to new perspectives. 

 

Thus, there appears to be room, if not explicit demand, for an organizational or management 

theory that incorporates the challenges and properties of SD in their true complexity-embracing 

and systems-dependent forms as in-built assumptions. Per the prevalence of stakeholder theory, 

such a new theory would be remiss not to include or recognize stakeholders as a core element 

in one way or another. Per the rising popularity of DCV, the notion of organizational 

capabilities should likewise be considered within its potential premises. One of the major 

challenges underlying the potential development of such a theory may appear in the current 

dominant streams of CS and CSR, which seem to exist in a whirlwind of conceptual 

intermingling and competition leading to a generic confusion and a lack of clarity over what 

belongs to who (Bansal and Song, 2017). Either explicit attempts at reconciling these 

Wdifferences or undercutting the entire discussion would therefore appear the most open of 

avenues. Another major difficulty in such efforts may arise in attempting to design falsifiable 

tests and operationalize the underlying variables. The implicitly shorter temporal scope of the 

social dimension affords relatively easy measurements in ‘human-time,’ whereas the natural 
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sciences suggest the typical sustainability variable exists on a much grander temporal 

orientation, bringing considerable difficulty in designing effective and appropriate measures in 

organizational and management research.  
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1. Set differences—new edges gained over transitions 

Note: These are the sets of edges that are present in the latter but not in the previous period. 

1.1 Co-word transitions Baseline → A (top); A → B (bottom) 

 

__________ 

 

__________ 
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1.2 Co-citation transitions: Baseline → A (top); A → B (bottom) 
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Appendix 2. Co-citation strategic diagrams per period 

 

2.1 Baseline—co-citation strategic diagram 
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2.2 Period A co-citation strategic diagram 

2.3 Period B co-citation strategic diagram 
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Appendix 3. Co-word strategic diagrams per period 

 

3.1 Baseline co-word strategic diagram 

 

3.2 Period A co-word strategic diagram 
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3.3 Period B co-word strategic diagram 
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Appendix 4. Network reduction constraints ≥ 

 Co-citation 

Period Frequency Edge weight Cluster size Nr. of clusters 

Full 2 2 N/A N/A 

Baseline 4 3 5 to 25 6 

Period A 4 3 5 to 25 5 

Period B 4 3 5 to 25 5 

 Author-reference co-citation 

 Frequency Edge weight Cluster size Nr. of clusters 

Full 2 2 N/A N/A 

Baseline 5 3 N/A N/A 

Period A 5 3 N/A N/A 

Period B 5 3 N/A N/A 

 Co-word 

 Frequency Edge weight Cluster size Nr. of clusters 

Full 3 2 N/A N/A 

Baseline 3 2 3 to 10 4 

Period A 3 2 3 to 10 6 

Period B 3 2 3 to 10 8 

* NOTE: Clusters were only used for the evolutionary analysis for main units 
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Appendix 5. List of sample articles 

 

Note that the full capitalizations and other formatting in this table are “as is” from the raw 

citation import data. 

Title Authors Year # Citations 

Strategy & society: The link between competitive advantage and corporate 

social responsibility 
Porter, M.E., Kramer, M.R. 2006 2615 

Corporate social and financial performance: A meta-analysis 
Orlitzky, M., Schmidt, F.L., 

Rynes, S.L. 
2003 2251 

Corporate social responsibility: A theory of the firm perspective McWilliams, A., Siegel, D. 2001 1972 

A NATURAL-RESOURCE-BASED VIEW OF THE FIRM HART, SL 1995 1732 

The corporate social performance - Financial performance link Waddock, SA, Graves, SB 1997 1724 

Misery loves companies: Rethinking social initiatives by business Margolis, JD, Walsh, JP 2003 1549 

A resource-based perspective on corporate environmental performance and 

profitability 
Russo, MV, Fouts, PA 1997 1510 

Shareholder value, stakeholder management, and social issues: What's the 

bottom line? 
Hillman, A.J., Keim, G.D. 2001 1207 

Why would corporations behave in socially responsible ways? An 

institutional theory of corporate social responsibility 
Campbell, J.L. 2007 1156 

Corporate social responsibility and financial performance: Correlation or 

misspecification? 
McWilliams, A., Siegel, D. 2000 1076 

Regime shifts to sustainability through processes of niche formation: The 

approach of strategic niche management 

Kemp, R., Schot, J., Hoogma, 

R. 
1998 1016 

Beyond the business case for corporate sustainability Dyllick, T., Hockerts, K. 2002 998 

The corporate social performance and corporate financial performance debate: 

Twenty-five years of incomparable research 
Griffin, J.J., Mahon, J.F. 1997 928 

The impact of environmental management on firm performance 
Klassen, RD, McLaughlin, 

CP 
1996 876 

Towards the Sustainable Corporation: Win-Win-Win Business Strategies for 
Sustainable Development 

Elkington, J. 1994 835 

Corporate social responsibility: Strategic implications 
McWilliams, A, Siegel, DS, 
Wright, PM 

2006 787 

The business case for corporate social responsibility: A review of concepts, 

research and practice 
Carroll, A.B., Shabana, K.M. 2010 781 

Does it pay to be green? An empirical examination of the relationship 

between emission reduction and firm performance 
Hart, S.L., Ahuja, G. 1996 725 

Evolving sustainably: A longitudinal study of corporate sustainable 

development 
Bansal, P 2005 639 

Environmental technologies and competitive advantage Shrivastava, P. 1995 613 

THE ROLE OF CORPORATIONS IN ACHIEVING ECOLOGICAL 
SUSTAINABILITY 

SHRIVASTAVA, P 1995 589 

Beyond greening: Strategies for a sustainable world Hart, SL 1997 485 

Stakeholder influence capacity and the variability of financial returns to 
corporate social responsibility 

Barnett, ML 2007 477 

Creating sustainable value Hart, SL, Milstein, MB 2003 409 

Corporate social responsibility: Whether or how? Craig Smith, N. 2003 399 

Strategic niche management and sustainable innovation journeys: theory, 

findings, research agenda, and policy 
Schot, J, Geels, FW 2008 399 

Strategic proactivity and firm approach to the natural environment Aragon-Correa, JA 1998 386 

The sustainability balanced scorecard - Linking sustainability management to 
business strategy 

Schaltegger, S., Hahn, T., 
Figge, F., Wagner, M. 

2002 380 
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Corporate social responsibility and resource-based perspectives Branco, MC, Rodrigues, LL 2006 341 

Does It Pay to Be Green? A Systematic Overview Ambec, S, Lanoie, P 2008 317 

The relationship between corporate social performance, and organizational 

size, financial performance, and environmental performance: An empirical 
examination 

Stanwick, PA, Stanwick, SA 1998 313 

Beyond dichotomy: The curvilinear relationship between social responsibility 

and financial performance 
Barnett, ML, Salomon, RM 2006 313 

An empirical investigation of the relationship between change in corporate 

social performance and financial performance: A stakeholder theory 

perspective 

Ruf, BM, Muralidhar, K, 

Brown, RM, Janney, JJ, Paul, 

K 

2001 282 

Corporate social responsibility and firm performance: Investor preferences 

and corporate strategies 

Mackey, A, Mackey, TB, 

Barney, JB 
2007 278 

DOES IT PAY TO BE DIFFERENT? AN ANALYSIS OF THE 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CORPORATE SOCIAL AND FINANCIAL 

PERFORMANCE 

Brammer, S, Millington, A 2008 274 

Sustainable Entrepreneurship and Sustainability Innovation: Categories and 

Interactions 
Schaltegger, S, Wagner, M 2011 245 

Corporate strategies and environmental regulations: An organizing framework Rugman, AM, Verbeke, A 1998 240 

Sustainable Supply Chain Management and Inter-Organizational Resources: 
A Literature Review 

Gold, S, Seuring, S, Beske, P 2010 224 

Developing sustainable products and services Maxwell, D, van der Vorst, R 2003 218 

The association between corporate social-responsibility and financial 

performance: The paradox of social cost 
Pava, ML, Krausz, J 1996 212 

A Natural-Resource-Based View of the Firm: Fifteen Years After Hart, SL, Dowell, G 2011 208 

Research on organizations and the natural environment, 1992-present: A 

review 
Etzion, D 2007 206 

Sustainability in action: Identifying and measuring the key performance 

drivers 
Epstein, MJ, Roy, MJ 2001 204 

Environmental proactivity and business performance: an empirical analysis 
Gonzalez-Benito, J, 

Gonzalez-Benito, O 
2005 204 

Mainstreaming Green Product Innovation: Why and How Companies 
Integrate Environmental Sustainability 

Dangelico, R, Pujari, D 2010 204 

Taking Friedman seriously: Maximizing profits and social performance Husted, BW, Salazar, JDJ 2006 194 

Corporations, stakeholders and sustainable development I: A theoretical 

exploration of business-society relations 

Steurer, R, Langer, ME, 

Konrad, A, Martinuzzi, A 
2005 193 

Balancing priorities: Decision-making in sustainable supply chain 

management 
Wu, ZH, Pagell, M 2011 189 

Competitive environmental strategies: When does it pay to be green? Orsato, RJ 2006 182 

Stakeholder Theory: The State of the Art 
Parmar, BL, Freeman, RE, 
Harrison, JS, Wicks, AC, 

Purnell, L, de Colle, S 

2010 180 

Strategic Corporate Social Responsibility and Environmental Sustainability 
Orlitzky, M, Siegel, DS, 

Waldman, DA 
2011 168 

Sustainable operations: Their impact on the triple bottom line 
Gimenez, C, Sierra, V, 

Rodon, J 
2012 158 

Challenges of the "green imperative": a natural resource-based approach to 

the environmental orientation-business performance relationship 
Menguc, B, Ozanne, LK 2005 155 

Resilience: the concept, a literature review and future directions 
Bhamra, R, Dani, S, Burnard, 
K 

2011 154 

Creating and Capturing Value: Strategic Corporate Social Responsibility, 

Resource-Based Theory, and Sustainable Competitive Advantage 
Siegel, DS, McWilliams, A 2011 153 

Towards better embedding sustainability into companies' systems: an analysis 
of voluntary corporate initiatives 

Lozano, R 2012 151 

The Environmental Performance Strategy Map: an integrated LCA approach, 

to support the strategic decision-making process 
De Benedetto, L, Klemes, J 2009 150 
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Selecting management systems for sustainable development in SMEs: A 

novel hybrid model based on DEMATEL, ANP, and ZOGP 
Tsai, WH, Chou, WC 2009 148 

Sustainable development and corporate performance: A study based on the 

Dow Jones Sustainability Index 

Lopez, MV, Garcia, A, 

Rodriguez, L 
2007 138 

What corporate social responsibility activities are valued by the market? 
Bird, R, Hall, AD, Momente, 

F, Reggiani, F 
2007 137 

Effects of different dimensions of corporate social responsibility on corporate 

financial performance in tourism-related industries 
Inoue, Y, Lee, S 2011 135 

Eco-control: The influence of management control systems on environmental 

and economic performance 
Henri, JF, Journeault, M 2010 131 

Planetary Boundaries: Ecological Foundations for Corporate Sustainability 
Whiteman, G, Walker, B, 

Perego, P 
2013 125 

Strategic corporate social responsibility and value creation among large firms 

- Lessons from the Spanish experience 
Husted, BW, Allen, DB 2007 123 

Global sustainability and the creative destruction of industries Hart, SL, Milstein, MB 1999 122 

Are socially responsible managers really ethical? Exploring the relationship 

between earnings management and corporate social responsibility 
Surroca, J, Tribo, JA, Prior, D 2008 119 

Does Corporate Social Responsibility Influence Firm Performance of Indian 

Companies? 
Mishra, S, Suar, D 2010 115 

UNDERSTANDING THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN INTERNAL 
RESOURCES AND CAPABILITIES, SUSTAINABLE SUPPLY 

MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATIONAL SUSTAINABILITY 

Paulraj, A 2011 113 

The Impact of Corporate Sustainability on Organizational Processes and 
Performance 

Eccles, RG, Ioannou, I, 
Serafeim, G 

2014 111 

Sustainability transitions in the making: A closer look at actors, strategies and 

resources 

Farla, J, Markard, J, Raven, 

R, Coenen, L 
2012 109 

Sustainability and business-to-business marketing: A framework and 
implications 

Sharma, A, Iyer, GR, 
Mehrotra, A, Krishnan, R 

2010 106 

Green strategy for gaining competitive advantage in housing development: a 

China study 

Zhang, XL, Shen, LY, Wu, 

YZ 
2011 98 

Market-oriented sustainability: a conceptual framework and propositions 

Crittenden, VL, Crittenden, 

WF, Ferrell, LK, Ferrell, OC, 
Pinney, CC 

2011 98 

How does corporate social responsibility contribute to firm financial 

performance? The mediating role of competitive advantage, reputation, and 

customer satisfaction 

Saeidi, SP, Sofian, S, Saeidi, 
P, Saeidi, SP, Saaeidi, SA 

2015 97 

Corporate ethical identity as a determinant of firm performance: A test of the 

mediating role of stakeholder satisfaction 

Surroca, J, Tribo, JA, 

Berrone, P 
2007 95 

Market-focused sustainability: market orientation plus! Hult, GTM 2011 90 

An integrated management systems approach to corporate social 

responsibility 

Asif, M, Searcy, C, Zutshi, A, 

Fisscher, OAM 
2013 89 

The moderating effect of environmental munificence and dynamism on the 
relationship between discretionary social responsibility and firm performance 

Goll, I, Rasheed, AA 2004 88 

COGNITIVE FRAMES IN CORPORATE SUSTAINABILITY: 

MANAGERIAL SENSEMAKING WITH PARADOXICAL AND 

BUSINESS CASE FRAMES 

Hahn, T, Preuss, L, Pinkse, J, 
Figge, F 

2014 86 

Understanding the influence of corporate social responsibility on corporate 

identity, image, and firm performance 
Arendt, S, Brettel, M 2010 85 

The Economic Value of Corporate Eco-Efficiency 
Guenster, N, Bauer, R, 
Derwall, J, Koedijk, K 

2011 85 

Configuring management control systems: Theorizing the integration of 

strategy and sustainability 

Gond, JP, Grubnic, S, Herzig, 

C, Moon, J 
2012 81 

Tensions in Corporate Sustainability: Towards an Integrative Framework 
Hahn, T, Preuss, L, Pinkse, J, 
Figge, F 

2015 80 
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Is corporate sustainability a value-increasing strategy for business? Lo, SF, Sheu, HJ 2007 79 

Searching for New Forms of Legitimacy Through Corporate Responsibility 
Rhetoric 

Castello, I, Lozano, JM 2011 79 

The role of corporate sustainability performance for economic performance: 
A firm-level analysis of moderation effects 

Wagner, M 2010 77 

How Corporate Social Responsibility Engagement Strategy Moderates the 

CSR-Financial Performance Relationship 

Hull, CE, Rothenberg, S, 

Tang, Z 
2012 75 

Does Environmental Management Improve Financial Performance? A Meta-
Analytical Review 

Albertini, E 2013 75 

Causality Between Corporate Social Performance and Financial Performance: 

Evidence from Canadian Firms 

Makni, R, Francoeur, C, 

Bellavance, F 
2009 73 

A note on the interaction between corporate social responsibility and financial 
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Scholtens, B 2008 72 

From management systems to corporate social responsibility Zwetsloot, GIJM 2003 71 
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Winn, MI, Kirchgeorg, M, 
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MK, Gunther, E 

2011 71 
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